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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF .THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965: THE FED-

' ERAL ROLE IN ASSISTING COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES IN PROVIDING GRADUATE

,EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1983
f

I IOUSE Of REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2261*,e°RaSTburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simi (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon, Petri, Packard, Cole-
man, Gunderson, and Penny.

Stiff present: William A. Blakey, staff director and counsel;
Maryln McAdam, legislative assistant; and John Dean, Republican
assistant counsel. '.

Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is
/ continuing its hearings orrmauthorization of the Higher Education

Aat of 1965.
Our hearings today focus on the question of the Federal role in

assisting colleges and universities in providing graduate education.
Thelswes before the subcommittee are clear but difficult. In times
of budketary restraint, what is the appropriate balance between-
undergraduate an graduate assistance? Shourd .more Federal
funds be committed to graduate student assistance whe full access
has not been achieved for undergraduate students? Sh ld existing
programs.be expanded to include graduate students or expanded to
include more graduate students, for instance, in the NDSL and the
College Work Study?

What reasonable loan 1:olances should be established for gradu-
ate and professional school students in view of the rising costs of
graduate law and medical education and the overwhelming ,debt
burdens being Assumed by so many gradudce and professional
school students? What impact have the Federal Government's ef-
forts to expand access of minorities and womma to graduate and
professional education had over the past 5 years and what can be
done to improve those efforts?

Well, these, e among the questions. And then, simply, the
whole question, are we really making graduate education available
to people who ought to, be taking advantage of it, and also the
whole question that's been addressed; are we segregating graduate

(1)
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education by economics? If I can use an illustration I have used
before: My daughter is now a student .at. Georgetown Law School,
wit,14 a tuition of $8,200 a year. Flow can a family of very limited
means take advantage of that, and is it 'healthy in a society if we
exclude-people of limited means from many of our schools?

Anyway; these are the questions we want to take a look at.
Before, we introduce our panel, let me call on ?ny colleague, Tom
Coleman.

Mr. COLEMAN. No comments.
Mr. SIMON. Tim Penny, 'do you wish to add anything before we

begin?
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, no.

- Mr. SOWN. The first panel includes Terry Hartle of the Educa
tional Testing Service, Dr. Anne Pruitt of Ohio State University,
and Br Louis Sullivan, president. and dean of the 'Morehouse Medi-
cal College in Atlanta. The three of you can come on up.

[Prepared statement of Terry Hartle follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF TERRY W. HARTLE, RESEARCH SCIENTIST, EDUCATIONAL

TESTING SERVICE

My name is Terry Hartle, and I am a research scientist at Educational Testing
Service. Accompanying me is Richard Wabnick, an education policy consultant who
co-authored the study you have asked us to discuss. We are grateful for-the opportu-
nity to appear before this committee.

The educational indebtedness of graduate and professional, students is an issue
that has concerned policymakers and educators alike for several years:There are
widespread fears that postbaccalaureate students are assuming excessive debt to fi-
nance their education. Such debt, it is believed, will create an unreasonable burden
when students begin to repay tie loans. *Others worry that large educational debts
will force students to pursue financially rewarding occupations, influence marriage
oramily plans, and affect students' ability to make large consumer purchases.

Congress recognized the importance of this issue in the Nigher Education Amend-;
ments of 1980 when it instructed the National Commission on Student Financial As-
sistance to examine educational indebtedness. Our study was undertaken to provide
the National Comniission with some information on this question, In designing the
study we worked closely with Robert G. Snyder of the Commi ion's staff to assure
that our work focused on the issues likely to be of greatest in to the Commis -`
sion, the Congress and the Department of Education. The three issues that we con-
centrated upon were:

The level of educational debt for graduate and professional. students; the extent to
which student debt encumbers future income; and the effect of repayment options
on debt burden. . ,

The issues are easily stated and conceptually the problem is Straightforward. Un-
fortunately, the answers are difficult to obtain. The available information on stu-
dent borrowing is sketchy and incomplete and-given the time and resource con-
traints that governed the National Commission's work, it was impossible to gather
more detailed data. Our approach was, designed to assemble as much available infor-
mation as possible and analyze it thoroughly. However, because we relied only on

..available data, we were forced to make numerous concessions' and assumptions to
complete the analysis. In doing so,.we sought neither to fnagnify the 'extent of 'stu-
dent debt nor conceal it. Rather we made relatively conservative assujnptions that,,
it outjudgement, provided the Commission with the most accurate picture of educa-
tional' indebtikjness. ,.

More specifically, to investigate student debt levels, we relied on data bases avail-
able fro 1 the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), the Graduate andProfessi 1 St*ent Financial Aid,Service.(GAPSFAS), and the National Center for
Education statistics (NOES). To determine whether the level of borrowing might
create a repayment burden, debt levels were matched with estimated futurrincome
for several, major fields of study. The income- calculations were devised froth Census
Bureau and National Research Council estimates. None of these sources' provide
clear, unambiguous information on graduate and professional school debt for all
fields of study. However, by reviewing this evidence it, was possible to co pile a pic-
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ture of debt levels and debt burden that provides substantial insight into each of the
issues.

Debt levels.. -We found that the level of student borrowing varied considerably.
Students in medicine and law had the highest estimated debt, while students pursu-
ing a master's or Ph.D in the arts and sciences showed, on average, lower indebted-

,' ness. More specifically, among students who filed for financial assistance through
the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Services (GAPSFAS), the esti-
mated median debt for 1983 graduates was: medicine, $24,500; law, $14,700; business,
$9,000; arts and sciences Ph.D., $6,800; and arts and sciences masters, $6,000. I
hasten to add that GAP3FAS filers are not representative of all graduate and pro-
fessional students and thus these figures probably overstate the national average.
GAPSFAS students are, however, exemplary of those students.. who have borrowed
heavily to finance_their education. (Table 1 shows estimated student debt levels
from a variety of sources).

Debt burden.--=The ability of students to repay 'their educational loans also varies
considerably. At median levels of indebtedness, debt burden (that is, the amount of
discretionary income which goes to repaying educational debts) will likely range be-
tween 8 and 25 percent of a student's discretionary income.' According to these
data, law students with median indebtedness Foyd median income would have the
greatest debt burden-25.1 percent of discretionary income for a married student in
the first year of repayment. By contrast, graduates with master's degrees in engi-
neering are likely to have the lowest relpayment burden-7.8 percent of income in
the first year. Among other occupational areas, the debt burden is as follows: doc-
tors, (20.7 .percent); administrators and managers (10.9-percent); and arts and sci-
ences Ph.Ds-(7.8 percent). Not surprisingly, given equal monthly repayments, the
debt burden is highest in the first years of repayment when income is lowest. Over
time, as income rises, debt burden diminishes.

Students who borrow more than average, or students with below average income,
will have greater debt burdens. For example, a married medical student who bor-
rows $50,000 and then earns the Median income will devote 42 percent of discretion-
ary income to loan repayment when he/she begins to repay the loan. (Assuming a

3 ten year repayment).
Managing Repayment.As loans become an increasingly important part of finan-

cial aid, attention has turned to the question, of what corffititutes an appropriate and
manageable level of educational indebtedness. The term "manageable debt, of
course, means a level of borrowing that can be comfortably repaid during the pay-
back period.

Estimating reasonable debt is a challenging task. One problem is s4ply concep-
tkonal: there is no single guidepost that establishes manageable debt levels. Banks
frequently ajjow individuals to spend up to 15 percent of their after-tax income on
consumer loans, but this is generally a yardstick rather than an inflexible rule.
Moreover, among researchers who have studied educational lo s, the estimates of
manageable debt range from a-low of three percent of gross corpe to a high of
fifteen percent-of after-taxin me: A second difficulty in dete piing tolerable debt
is that borrower perceptions ill vary. A level of repayment t %bine student find
oppressive may be difficult, but still manageable, to other bor era.

Despite these problems, we did not find any suggestions in the literature that edu-
cation loan repayments should exceed 15 percent of after-tax income. According to
our data, however, several categories of borrowers kill have initial repayments that
exceed that benchmark.

If we assume that some borrowers will have unreasonable repayment burdens,
how might the problems they face be alleviated? One possible solution is to make

ible repayment terms available. Whether an educational loan is manageable or
un manageable is a function oil a variety of facto includin the amount borrowed
an ?income. Other considerations that influen
ment period, the interest rate, and whether
quired. By varying these terms, it is ofte
manageable.

.Dwight Horeb and Iferb Flamer of
ported by the Fund for the Impro
Among students who responded to th
PhDs, and over eighty percent of law and medical
geable debts. However, by extending the repayment
stallments, virtually all studentehad manageable de

manageability include: the repay-
qual or graduated repayments are re-

possible to make an unmanageable loan

S analyzed this issue in a 1982 study sup-
ment of Postsecondary Education IFIPSE).

vey nearly half of arts and sciences
school'graduates had untnana-
period and using graduated in-

bts.

' Discretionary income is defined as residual ihcome after taxes and basic living expenses are
deducted from total earings.

ti
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Summary and Recummendations.-:-The evidence gathered in this study does not
lend itself to a simple set of conclusions. The data do show that many students
borrow money for educational purposes, and that the amount of borrowing and the
percentage of students with debt has increased in recent years. The data also sug-
gest that the level of debt harden varies considerably, depending on the field of
study and the amount of money borrowed. Students in professional fields are most
likely to have high debt levels and high debt burdens.

The problems we encountered in obtaining accurate, consistent, and detailed in-
formation atiout student borrowing suggest that any recommendations must be 4made cautiously There are,' however, three basic recornnwndations we would call to
your atterition. First, some students who borrow h6avily to finance their education
may encounter substantial repayment burdens. To address this problem, weffecoin-
mend that students, Jspecailly those with high debt levels, have access fo flexible
repayment options to help ease financial difficulties. There is a precedent. for such
options Health Education Assistance Loans U-IEAL) may be repaid over a 1O- to-'25
year period and, for several }Airs, the Student Loan Marketing Association has had
the authority to consolidate educational debts and extend repayment periods for in-
dividuals who have borrowed under different programs and at different interest
rates arid testis. Nothing is more important to assuring manageable student loans
than allowing borrowers with large debts to extend repayments. In the same vein,
graduated repayments (i.e., lower monthly payments in the first years with gradual-
ly increasing charges) may prove very important. to .help students manage educa-
tional debts. This is likely to be especially important in some occupationssuch as'
medicine or law-- where students may have high debts and low initial earnings, but
have the prospect of substantially increased income over time.

Second, as tuitions continue to climb upward, it is likely that student borrowing
will also increase. The available data about student debt should not be regarded as
an indication that student borrowing will not become a problem in the future. Thus,
we urge that the Congress carefully monitor student borrowing patterns for the
foreseeable future.

And finally, the federal government needs to collect. and maintain better informa-
tion about graduate and professional education, especially with regard to studerkt fi-
nancing_ One serious problem in analyzing issues in graduate and professional edu-
cation is that there are few reliable information sources to draw upon. It is, for ex-
ample, impossible to get accurate, comparable data on trends in such basic areas as
student enrollment and tuition charges.

Informed policymaking demands more accurate and consistent information than
is currently available. To address this problem, we suggest that the Congress. the
Executive Branch, and the higher education groups work cooperatively to define the

and deterinin how it should be obtained. One key element should, of course, be
information a mat postbaccalaureate education that should be gathered regularly _

m
data on graduate and professional education finance.

Thiss,olncludes our prepared statement. We will be happy to answer any questions
you may have. (

ESTIMATED MEDIAN CUMULATIVE EDUCATIONAL INDEBTEDNESS OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL

..-) . STUDENTS, 1983 GRADUATES

Degree

Baccalaureate... ...

All master's degree. ....

Master's in business

Medicine

taw
Arts and sciences, Phil
Master's in engineering

CAPSEAS data Median debt

Other sources
Median dell

Percent with Percent with-
debt ' debt

$9.900
24,500

14.100

1.500

90 4

915
96 2

/I0

2 $3.1--
3,125 2...4

7.125

6 20.149 71.2

' 6.315 (0)

Percent reporting debt in final year of study
Source N. survey of recent college graduates. 1981 Debt levels inflated by 25 percent to approximate 1983 levels.
Source Nets survey of recent college graduates.. 1981 Debt levels inflated by 25 percent to approximate 1983 levels Debt refers only lb

debt accumulated while pursuing master's degree
- Source NCFS. survey of recent college graduates. 1981 Debt calculated by combining median debt of undergiadualeibusiness mats 02,400
with median master's degree business debt S3.300) and inflating by 25 percent to approximate 1983 levels.

Percent annul he estimated because of calculations required to estimate debt level 12 percent of undergraduate business orators report debt,
234 percent of master's degree graduates do so
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Source Association of American Medical Colleges, 1982 graduation survey Debi is for 1982 graduates. Inflating debt by 10 percent would
`increase estimated total to 327.164

Source ACES. survey of recent college graduates, 1981 Debt calculated by combining median debt of undergraduate engineering map(
($2.100) with median master's degree engineering debt ($2.400) and inflating by 25 percent to approximate 1983 levels.

Demerit cannot be estimated because of calculations required to estimate debt level. 35.4 percent of undergraduate engineering maims reported
debt. 19 6 percent of master's degree graduates do so

ESTIMATED DEBT BURDEN Of GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL Sk1DENTS, BY OCCUPATIONAL FIELD,

1983 GRADUATES

Occupationai held
Estimated debt

level

Discretionary
income in 1s1

Debi burdenyear of
repayment

,
anagers/administrators (MBA) $7,125 9.967 109

Doctors (M 0.) 24,500 3 20.330 20.7
lawyers (J.D ) 17,700. 8.935 25.1
Arts and science doctorate (PhD) . 1.500 4 15.378 7.4

Engineers ( M.E . ) 6,315 12.420 18

Discretionary income is total earnings less taxes and basic Irving expenses Income data derived from updated 1978 Bureau of the Census
current population survey Taxes estimated from tak foundation data on families with median income trying expenses estimated hem standard
maintenance aflowinctlo college scholarship sery,ce

2 Debt burden is the amount of discretionary income which goes to repaying educational debts. Obese calcultillans assume a married student with

eati' I wage earner for all fields, single students with no dependents would have slightly lower debt burdens
3 Repayments estimated to begin in 1987 because of deferrals available for medical doctrs during residency Earnings inflated to 1987 levels at

a rate of 6 percent annually
Discretionary income based on National Research Council 1981 Survey sof doctorate recipients. 1981 earnings inflated to estimate current year

earnings (gross arkpme estimated at $28.665). Eshmales appear high relative to other occupational areas. lee lower gross income to $20.000,
discrehonay eirmnp)will be approximatety $10,600. At this level, debt burden. will be approximately II percent.

- STATEMENT OF TERRY W. HARTLE, RESEARCH SCIENTIST, THE
WASHINGTON OFFICE OFEDU TIONAL TESTING SERVICE,
ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD ABNICK, EDUCATIONAL CON-

,SULTANT
Mr. SIMON. Dr. Hartle, we'll start'with you.,
Dr. HARTLE. Thank you very much.Wy name is Terry Hartle. I

am a research scientist'at the Washington office of the Educational
Testing Service. Accompanying one this morning is Rich Wabnick,
an education consultant who coauthored the sttldy that we're here
to discuss with you today. -

We're both pleased to have the opportunity to be here.
Mr. SIMON. Incidentally, fq all witnesses we' will enter your full

Atatenvnts in the record and if you wish to summarize them so we
can devote more time to questions, it's probably wise.

Dr. HARTLE. I will do so.
The educational indebtedness of graduate and professional stu-

dents is, a concern, alike, to educEitors and policymakers alike.
Some fear that students art borrowiAg excessive amounts- of money..
and Will have difficulty repaying the loan. Others worry that stu-
dtnts will ,pursue financially rewarding careers, postpone family
plans, and forego consumer purchases because of educational debts.

Congress reognizO this issued 1980 and instructed the Nation-
al Commission on andent Financial Assistance to investigate the
extent of student borrowing. This study was done to provide the
Commission with some evidenice on this topic. We concentrated on
three distinct issues. First, the level of educational debt for gradu-
ate and professional students, the ex ent to which debt repayment
encumbers income, and third, the ect of repayment options on
debt burden.
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The issue that we sought to investigate, that is, the ability of stu-
dents to repay their school loans by comparing the amount they
borrowed with their future incomes, is easily stated and the prob-
lem is relatively. straightforward conceptually. The answers, howev-
er, are very diffictilt to obtain.

There is no single data source that bears on these questions. We
gathered as much data as possible and analyzed it thoroughly with
the intention neither to magnify., nor conceal the level of student
debt. Where necessary,fwe made ,rery conservative assumptions in
an 'effort to provide the fairest 'picfure of,what we felt student in-..,debtedhess looked like.

We ubed data from the Association of American Medical College,
the Grachiate & Pr6fessional Student Financial Aid Service, and
the National Center for,. Education Statistics, to compile the pic-
tures of student borrowing. Income data was obtained from the

_Census Bureau and the National Research Council.,
None of these sources provide a clear, unambiguous information.

But taken together,'they provide a broad picture and offer substan-
tial insight into the problem.

The first issue we sought to investigate was student debt levels.
We found that the level of borrowing varied considerably. Law and
medical students had the highest debts with graduate students in
the arts and sciences, regardless of whether they were pursuing a

..Vh.D. or a master's degree, having generally lower debts.
More specifically, among students who filed with the GAPSFAS

Financial Aid Service, we estimated 1983 median cumulative debt
as follows: Medicine, $24,500; law students, $14,700; business stu-
dents, approicimately $10,000; arts and science Ph.D.'s16,800; and
master's degrees in the arts and sciences about46,000.

I hasten to add that thede figures are not necNsarily representa-.
tive of all graduate students, but we 'do believe that they are exem-
plary of those who borrow heavily to finance their education.'

The second issue we sought to investigate was debt burden. Debt
burden we defined_ as the percentage of a-Student's discretionary
income that went to loan repayment. Debt burden, like debt levels,
varied considerably. At median levels of indebtedness, debt burden
ranged from 8 to 25 percent pe discretionary income. According to
these Hata, law students had the highest-level of debt burden with
25 percent of discretionary income going to repayment in the first
year

FOr other occupational areas, the debt burdens were approxi-
mately as folloN: Doctors, 20 percent; administrators, 11 percent;
arts and science Ph.D's 8 percent; and those with master's degrees
in engineering, 8 pe-rcent.

Obviously, students who borrow more or those who have lower
-(.incomes will have higher debt burdens. Flair example, a married

medical student with $50,000 in debts will dbvote about 42 percent
of his or her discretionary income in the first year to loan repay-
ment. I might add 'that according to the Association of Anrierican
Medical Colleges, approximately 3 percent of all doctors will
assume educational loans at that level.

The third topic we sought to examine was managing repayment.
There is, as this committee is well aware, a great deal of concern
with estimating a level of educttional borrower that is manageable,

10
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that is, fi level of loans which can be comfortably repaid in the pay-
back period.

Estimating manageable educational debts is challenging for two
reasons. First, there is no single guidepost of what is manageable
and what is not. Banks generally use 15 percent of aftertax income
as a yardstick but this is not an inflexible rule. Researchers who
have studied educational loans also do not agree about what consti-
tutes an appropriate and manageable level of educational borrow-
ing.

The second problem that confounds estimating manageable debt
is that borrower perceptions will vary considerably. A level of debt
that one borrower might find oppressive may be difficult bit still
manageable to another student.

Nonethtless, we found nb suggestions in our research that loan
repayment should exceed 15 percent of aftertax income, but we did
find several categories of borrowers who had accuniplated educa-
tional debts above that level. Thus, if we assume that some gradu-
ate and professional students will have unmanageable debts, how
might their problems be alleviated?

One solution is making flexible repayment terms 'available. By
varying terms such'as the length of the payback period and the
nature of installments,' it is often possible to make an unmanagea-
ble loan manageable.

Kerb Flamer and DWight Horch, my colleagues at Educational
Testing Service, studied this issue in 1982. Many students in their
survey had debts that Flamer and Horch calculAted as unmanagea-
.ble. But by varying the length of the repayment period and using
graduated repayments instead of fixed repayments, virtually all
students had manageable debts.

In summary, the data that we compiled shows; first, thEit many
students borrow to finance graduate and professional education.
Second, the amount of borrowing has increased in recent years, as
has the percentage of students with debts.

Third, the level of debt and debt burden vary considerably by
field of study. Students. in professional fields are most likely to
have high debts and high debt burdens. Given the prOblem that we
obtained, we mentioned earlier in obtaining data, drawing conclu-
sions and recommendations froth this evidence must be done cau-
tiously. With this in mind, there are three points we wquld call to
your attention.

First, graduate and professional students, especia those with
high debt levels, should have access to flexible rep yment options.
Nothing is more important to manageable educational debts than
allowing students to extend repayments. Graduated repayment
schedules are also important in this same vein, especially for those
with high debts, low initial earnings, but prospects for substantial-
ly higher income. Obviously, law and medical students would be a
case in point here.

The second point we wArld make is that the best possible inter-
pretation to put on the evidence we gather is that despite high bor-
rowing by some students, many graduate and professional students
will be able to manage repayments, especially if flexible repayment
schedules are available.

11
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This should not be taken as a sign that all is well, for tuitions
are increasing rapidly and we suspect so are student borrowing
levels. Thus, we would suggest that the Congress and executive
branch continue to monitor student borrowing patterns to assure
that educational indebtedness does not become a more serious prob-
lem than it is already.

Third point we would suggest is that the difficulties we encoun-
tered in obtaining data are not surprising given the paucity of in-,
formation the Federal GOvernment collects on graduate and profes-
sional education. We believe that he Federal Government needs to
improve its data collection postbaccalaureate education, espe-
cially with regard to enrollment patterns and finance.

We urge the Congress, .the'executive branch, and interested'
groups to work together To define precisely what information
should be collected and to determine how it should be gathered.

That concludes out' prepared statement. We will be happy to
answer any questions.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. Dr. Pruitt, the associate dean
at Ohio State University.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Anne Pruitt follows:]

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ANNE S. PRUITT, ASSOCIATE DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL,

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,. COLUMBUS, 01110

Mr. Chairman and Members of the. Subcommittee:

My ripe is Anne S. Pruitt, and 1 am Associate Dean of the Graduate School at

The Ohio ;tate University: I an appearing today on behalf the Ohio State University

and the other institutions ofhigher educlition that are currently administering

fellowships under the Graduate and Professional fellowship Study Grant Program of

Title IX of the higher EducatiOn Act of 1965, as amended. 1 appreciate this

opportunity to report on our experience with this program which is now in its sixth

year of operation. At. Ohio State I have responsibilirty for all of the graduate

fellowship proaroms and I direct one of the eight G"POP Regional Resource Centers_

I have, therefore, had the opportunity to become familiar with G*POP from both a

campus and national perspective.

The program, formerly known as the Graduate and Professional Opportunity

Program (JG"VOP), supports activities that increase access and promote completion of

graduate and professional degrees by minorities and women, two groups that tradi-

tionally have been underrepresented in graduate and professional degree programs.

Tne program authorizes grants to institutions of .higher education to strengthen,

improve, and expand the quality of graduate and professional programs leading to an

advanced degree. since 1980 all of the program support has gone to fellowships; no

funds have been appropriated for recruitment and other support activities.

I want to tell you some things I know about this program and why I believe it
gr

de%erves CowirerMonal support for its continuation and expansion. It is estimated

that sixty percent of the nation's brainpower consists of minorities and46men. Yet

r
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their underrepresentation among doctorate recipients in high demandfields is acute.

To illustrate, let irk:provide some information about doctorate degrees conferred in

the United States. In 1982 31,048 Ph.D.'s were awarded by all U. S. institutions.

Less than onel_third went to women (32%). Blacks who were U. S. citizens earned

three percent of these degrees. Hispanics including Mexican Americans and Puirto

Ricans earned 1.71. 'Native Americans earned, two tenths of one percent_ Asian

Americans each earned 1.44 of Ph.D.'s. Seventeen percent of all doctoral degrees

were earned by non-U.S_ citizens studying in this country on temOorary visas or

seeking U.S. residnence. For the second year in a row the proportion of doctorate

recipients in a broad field. engineering -reporting foreign citizenship (50 percent)

exceeded the proportion reporting U.S. citizenship (44 percent). This is not

record of equal access and opportunity. It represents some progress over previous

years. Overall in 1982 only 6.7% of earned doctorates went to U. S. citizen members

of minority groups.

This summary information, reported annually by National Researi:h Council and

publish'ed by the national Academy of Sciences, is the strongest argument for the

existence of the G*POP program and why its usefulness to the nation is only just

beginning to he felt. .4>

Only two federal agencies award graduate fellowships that dit targeted for

minorities. NSF, under its minority graduate fellowships program, awarded 159

fellowshipS in 1987, and the Department of fducation awarded approximately 1022-

G*POP Fellowships. The latter, GkPOP, represents the Only federal commitment to

graduate education for both minorities and women. A total, then of 1181 fellowships

reflects a wall federal commitment fb this group that has been disenfranchised for-

4
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years and is still gravq,ly underrepresented in the advanced levels of the U.S.

workforce.

The G*POP program has responded significantly to the matter of access and, as a

consequence, to the labor force needs of our nation. Let's look at some specific

information:

STUDENT S SERVED from fiscal year 1983 fund , 1213 grants totaling almost

$10,000,000 have been made to college and universities to support 100 students in

their second or third year of ful 1-time graduate or professional study, and to

support another 500' new students beginning their first year of study during 1983-84.

Based on five years of program experience, it is expected that the composition of

these fellows by six and race will be similar to the fiscal year 1982 totals:

Ethnic Group % of Total.

Blacks

Hispanic

Asian Americans

Native Americans

Majority Women

a

54.1

19.2

5.4

3.0

18_3

100.0

0

ti

is
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WoMen overall, however, comprialid more than 50% of the 1022 fellows supported at 115

institutions during 1982'and 1983.

PROGRAM SCOPE: It is projected that the fellows will study in academic and

professional are in roughly the same proportions as has been the previous

experience.

PhySical Science

Engineering

Life Scieffc?

Social Science'

-Psychology

Humanities

Aqv
Professions:

law

Business

Education

16

t982-1.983

% of Total

6.3

1.4 -v

15 .8

6.6

1.5

100.0

EST
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TYPES OF BENEFITS PROVIDED: Stipends of,up to $4500 are awarded to students each

*ear for full-time study based. on a determination of financial need. In addition,

the institution receives $3900 for each student paid in lieu of tuition and

fees. As long as the institution does nat directly charge the student any tuition

or fees, it is free to use this $3900 allowance A. its own discretion.

PROGRAMS EFFECTIVENESS: Pi nal reports received during the fall of 1982 indicate

that 55 students were awarded Ph D.s, 114 students masteA rs degrees, and 66 students

received the first professional degree in law. These degrees were earned in the

following areas:

Life Science

Physical Science

.Ph.D.s

20

13

Masters

19

38

Engineering /Comp. Sc. 9 58

Social Sc ience 5 18

Education

Business Administration r 41

55 174

Institutional projections indicate that another 83 students were to have been

awarded the Ph.D. during the spring and summer of 1983. This means the total of

Ph.D.s supported by G*POP now approaches 138. Since the median time lapse between

31-697 0-84--2
17
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the award of the BA degree and recett of the
1
Ph.D. for all students"in 9.6 years,

138 Ph.D.s awarded in six years of program opEration is significant, and the totals

are bound to increase as more students awarded G*POP fellowships complete their
.111,

degree lir-pgrams. Since the program is now in its sixth year, it is expected that

there will be an increased number of fellows graduating in the future.

G-*POP PAMCIPANTS SINCE 1978

.... ii
a..

Fiscal Year 197$ . New and -Conti nu,i ng Awards. 340
I

Fiscal Year 1979 New and Continuing, Awo,rds . 814

Fiscal Year 1980 New and Continuing Awards 1007
,7

Fiscal Year 1981 New and Continufn Awards 1044

Fiscal Year 1982
. ,

New and Continuing Awards 989

I

Fiscal Year 1903 New.and Conti nuinj Atards 1015
a

Total Participants FY 1918-83 5269

(includes awards continued to a current maximum of

three years)

The riceL sex, and ethnicity of G*POP participants are somewhat moro.,difficint to,.

summarize. ilere is some summary data, and I will include for,the recond such

summari eg' as have been prepared by the Department of Education.

18
p
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'ImPr°°..'
SUMMARY OF G*POP x

FELLOWSHIPS AWARDED BY ETHNIC GROUP PERCENTAGE

.1. Native ' Asian Majority

Fiscal Year packs Hispanics American American - Women

1978 46 16 4 8 ... 26

1979 53 14 4 5 ..- 24

1980 52 19 3 ° 5 22.

1981 .50 20 ,..- .4 3 21

..-- .
19 3 5 181982

a
54 -:, .,

1 le . 41

r Although LAPOP is."small and It has been in existence oply six Rears, it is

beginning tobaccompl ist its goal smSs 'set out by the Congress. Most encouraging is

the profile of G *POP' Fellows who have completed degrees. /v
' One student..was honpred with the prestigious National Rook Award for a novel

she wrote. '(See WalkogtOn Post 10121/83 pg. 0-1).

Another fellowship graduate has been appointed Assistant Attorney General for

the State o-f Ohio.

A third student/ alellow in biomedical Engineering, ahs developed a method

1

using light to measure the movement of muscles in-an amputee's upper leg. By

determining the angle of the knee, the. artificial leg can ber adjusted to matoh the

remaining limb, reducing tTe Ime it takes to learn to walk from an average of six

months to as little as twenty minutes.

Information to date shows that.53- students received the Ph.D. degree in 1982

with G*POP support. They studied in a variety of fields, including Physics,

^

-t
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-Pharam'acology , Stati stics,. Anatomy , Physiology , Law, _Mathematics and Veterinary

Anatomy. Twelve of the 5J students hdld faculty positions in such institutions as

Michigan State, University of North Carolina, University of Utah, and one person is

head of the Computer andInformatign Science Department at Tuskegee Institute. n.

Seven recipients hold research and otherpositions in private industry, incTuding

Hewlett-Packard, Bell Labs, .Ind Meade- Johnston. In addition, 238 Masters Degrtes

have been Swal^ded. Of tlese, 52 are in engineering, and they are employed at such

places as White Sands Missfile Range, the Government of Puerto Rico, Westinghouse,

and one is a 'facul ty member at the'University of New Mexico. Moreover, there were

41 MBAs; two are with IBM, several are ail. Jackson State University, One at

Honeywell and one at Mellon 1%nk. Thee are 38 persons with Masters in the Physical

Science s. They have pbsitions with Texas Instruments, Dow ChernIcal,kand. the

Oklahoma Geologicat-.Survey. Of the. nfireteen in Life Sciences, one is -a faculty

member at the University of Texa,s. One is at Redstone Arsenal. finally, there were

64 persons who have received the J.D. degree. Only one failed the Bar on the first

try. Some are assistant D.A.'s, others are in _private firms, One is the firstblack
.

.

female member of the University 'of Kentucky Law Journal, otherS arc-in public
1

defender type work, and still others are in various federal -agencies.

G*POP is an important federal investment. in the belief that our nation is best

sery0 by enabling all-of its people to achieve educational levels that can serve

the needs of society. if we wish to implement this belief, we will need to continue

programs such as G*POP. The contention of the Mm; 'stration that this can be done

through the largesse of post-secondary institutions, private foundations and private

'business enterprises alone is not borne-out by our experience. Those ,institutions

1
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will respond, but the burden of support for 011 students is so great that theRi.'

cannot budget the e)itra support needetld for women and minorities. Therefore,

significant gains made by G*POP over the past five years witl be imperiled.

the G*POP Program is important both symbolically and as categorical support for

some 1200 current students. Over 5,000 graduate students have received benefits

through this program. It is by no means perfect, but it is vitally important for

those of us dedicated to 'a better future for the next genetation. G*POP is in fact

'underfunded for present levels of graduate students suppOrt. At Ohio State, for

e4ample, the current fellowship stipend level is V7,200 for 12. months compared to

G*POP level of $4,500. The Graduate School supplements each G*POP stipend by 2,700

in order 4o raise it to our minimum. In addition, a few delmrtments such as
-4

Chemistry and -Mathematics supplement even more in-order to make G*POP Fellowships
4 comparable.to others in their disciplines.

Cost of instruction allowances for G*POP Fellows are also now out of step with

existing tuition and fee levels. At OSU current costs for out of state students are

$6,440 annually. G'POP allows $3,900 per student for these costs. ..Thus again OSU

supplements each G*POP Fellpw by $2,540 dollars each during the academic year. As

you can see, without,the additional support provided by Ohio State each G*POP Fellow

Crould be uncterfunded by $5,2404annually. TheSe numbers would be lower if the

student weresan Ohio resident, but the point remains. (Graduate students are much

more likely than undergraduates to be from out of state). This situation is

undoubtly repeated at other institutions.

Unmet need for G*POP Fe 1 1 owshi p'?es a more difficult problem to address. At

OSU we use a scale to rate all fellowship applicants. All applicants that reach a

-:-BESIT ''1,opy
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certain ranking are eligible for fellowship. This year we could not find funding
for 4'3 students who'met our criteria. Of these 43, 8 were in fields where the G*P0

program could be used. If 128 institutions participate in the program, not 411

large as OSU, this would suggest a need for approximately 250 new G*POP Fellowships

to meet existing unmet needs. The iirogram would have to grow by 201, to meet this

projected need.

Improvemehts in G*POP to bring the stipend level and cost of instruction
allowance more in line with current costs would be very welcome as reauthorization

is considered. Authorization for a fourth year of study is also needed as is the

restoriation of authdrization And appropriations for Part A programs for recruitment
and other services. Our first priority remains, however, the continuation of the
program. We are grateful for the support we have received over the years from the
Molise Education and Labor Committee and in particular this subcommittee;

As Daniel Webster observedt..."on the diffusion of education among the people

rests the preservation and perpetuation of our free institutions.' G*POP is a small

but very important ig.trurnent in the 1 15,yistitutions that are using G*POP to
accomplish a goal 'we all share with Mr. Webster.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to present our'yiews. My statement
for the .record does have more detailed tables that present specific breakdown by

academic discipline of G*POP Fellows that did not permit easy summary in the time
permitted me. I would be happy to answer any of your questions.

4'
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Academic Area Black

U.S. "Mee of Education
Ow 'Y 1978 Fellows

while Nat. Amer. Asian Amer.

G*POP 50/14181ES
Fistal Yvar 117B

Hispanic

EnrilneerIng (57) 17

M W (1) % m W (I) % A W (T % M W (T) % 4 H W (TLib
5

S

5---
17 8 25 44 0 19 19

5

34 1

15 0
0
1

1

1

1

3

3

1
3

3

6

4

10
11

6

1

0
4mcaticalth Scl.(12) IO 6 11 17 54 t 4

math/Pnyslcs/ComLSciAal 0 7 7 14 36 A al 20 50 0 1 1 2 2 1 3 7 . t I 2

Poll SclillIstoryfr4) 4 5 3 8 58 0 2 2 14 0 0 0 - P .0 1 7 1 2 3 %I

Law (31) g 11 7 19 62 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 I 3 7- 2 9 29
Bus./mgriatacc't (23) 7 4 7 1) 56 0 5 5 22 2 7 5 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
Archltect/Cily Plan.(9) 1 6 2 8 89 0 1 1 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -"`

Psychology (20) 6 5 4 9 45 0 3 3 Job 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 4 4 8 Lo

Biological Science (24) 7J 6 7 13 55 0 2 2 6 0 1 F 4 2 0 2 8 6 -0 6 25
themrstry (18) .5. 4 4 8 45 0 6 6 33 0 0 0 - 0 2 2 T1 1 1 , 7 if
FdonomIcs (10) 2 2' 3 5 50 0 3 3 30 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 2 0 2 20
rarth Sc1ence(23) 6 6 1 .7 30 0 10 10 44 0 0 0 - 3 1 4 17 2 0 2 9

faucation (12) 3 0. 0 *0 - 0 4 4 33 1 3 4 33 2 . 1 1 25 1 0 1 y

AuthroiSoclology III) .3 3 1 4 36 11 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 3 7 64

Animal/ Vet Sc! (4) 1 2 1 3 75 0 0 0 - u 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 1 0 1 25
Fine Arts (3) 1 0 0 0 - 0 2 2 67 0 0 0 - - .0 1 1 33-- 0 O. 0 -

Forestry (1) - 0 Ji 0 = 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 Q 0 - 1 0 1100
Speech 'SI Hearing (51 1 0 1 1 al 0 3 3 60- 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 1 1 20
Sports Admin (3) 1 2 0 2 61 0 1 q 3C 0 0 0 - 0 0 tP - 0 0 0 --

%.,
.

.
, .*

TOTAL l
99 67 156 ' 1 86 87 4 10 14 15 12 ,27 38 18 56 ../

34bCRAND TOTAL /
Percent of Tn4.al 57 43 1 99 28 72 53 45 +14 7-67 33 W
Percent of Grant Total 46 26 4 "

....

. 16

Code: i.e., From a total of 340 fello ips, 57 (17%) were awarded in Engineering.

Of the total awarded In Engin ering: 44% were to Blacks
34% were to Whites
1% were to Native Americans

10% were to Asian Americans
10% were to Hispanics

Of the 156 fellowships awarded to Blacks: 57% were to Black Hales
43% were to Black Females

Of the total number of fellowships (340) awarded: 46% were to Blacks
26% were to Whites
4% were to Native Americans

8% were to*Asian Americans
16% were to Hispanics

BEST COPY
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1

n

1

OP FELLOWS 197f and 1979-80 ,

(Total n ber of fellows currently in G*POP - 874)
Conti uing » 303; Neia starts 941-79 - 571

CUMUL IVE TOT BY SEX AND ETHNICITY
FEMALE

Black White ]lisp. A.A. N.A. Black White

)1100 Fellows 1978-79 61 79 14 9
A 9

lw) I Fellows 1979-80 147 131 29 11 10

TOTAL (C & N) 208 210 43 20 19.

81 0

168 0

249 0

)nt)X of Total 1978-79

w) X of-Total 1979-80

X of TOTAL (C 6 N)

20.1 26.2.,. 4.6 2.9 2.9

25.9 23.3 5.1 1.9 1.8

26.8 0

29.7 0

23.9 24,3 0 2,3 Z,2 28.6 0

TOTAL BY SEX
MULE MALE

ont) I Fellows-1478-79 112 131

ew) 0 Fellows 1979-80 328 238

TOTAL (C°6 N). 500 369

snt) X of Total 1978-79

') X of Total 1979-80

X of Total (C & N)

a

110,

Datdki November 1, 1979

56.7 .43.3

58.0 42.0

57.1 42.3

A

G*POP SUMMARIES
Fiscal Year 1979

40.

MALE
Hisp.

45 15 10

81 27 12

11.9 3.9

9.3 3.1 1,3

_A.A. N.A.

36 12 2

7.9 2.6 1.8 .

TOTAL USED
-r-

303

566
869

GRAND
UpSED TOTAL,

0 303

571'

..C874 N.
N

100%

100x

1DDX

TOTAL BY ETHNICITY
Black Whit Ills

(Cont) 0 Feliowa 1978179 142 '79 50 21 11

s.

. (New) 0 Yellows 1979-80 314 131 74%. 26 20

TOTAL SC N) 457 210 124 47 31

(Cent) X of Total 1978-79 46.8 26.1 16.5 6.9 3.6 I.

(New) X of Total 1979-80 55.5 23.3 13.1 4.6 3.5

of tal (C & N)



C.vve leitows 19/- 17/7-nu; duu 1700-01
(Total Number of Fel Currently In G.POP = 1007)

COPtinuati., = 771; new = 236

Cumulative Total Sex and Ethnicit

- G*POP SUMMARIlS
Fiscal Year MO

lew Fellows

rcent of Total (236)

FEWL
0

63

n

37

MALL
AA

r

7

NA

8

TOTAL

115'

GRANO 101

236

B

63

W

38

H AA

14 3

NA

3

TOTAL

121

26.7 16.1 5.9 1.3 1.3 51.3% 26.7 15.7 2.9 3.4 48.7% 100%

1,
ontInuation Fellows

'ercent of Total (771)

181 160 42 15 9 427 212 95 30 7 344 . 771

23.4 23.3 5.4 2.0 1.1 55.2% 27.5 12.3 3.9 1.0 44.7% 100%

otal By Sex t 244 218 56 18 12 . 548 275 132 37 15
A

459
.

1007

ercent of Total
tly Sex

44.5 39.7 10.2 3.3 2.2 100% 59.9 28.7 8.1 3.3 100%
I

ercent of Grand
TOTAL (1007)

24.2 21.6 5.6 1.8 1.2 54.4 27.3 13.1 3.7 1.5 45.6 100%,

TOTAL BY SEX

Fcmalo Male

New
.

1980-81

Percent of Total

121 115

51.3 .

Continuations 427 344

rcent of Total 55.2 44.7

Grand Total 548 459

Percent of
Grand Total 54.4 45.6

Black

TOTAL BY ETHNICITY

Asian native Graf-.

White Hispanic. Amer. Amer. Iota

New 126 38 51 10 11 236

Perce t of otal 53.3. 16.1 '21.6 4.2 4.6 100%

Continua ons 393 180 137 45 16 773

Perce of Total 50.9 , 23.3 17.7 5.6 2.1 100%

rand Total 519 218 188 55 27 1007

Percent of
Grand Total 51.5 21.6 18.6 _5.4 2.5 100%

January 21, 1981
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A,adymle Area
r--
1

f
e

°PARTNERI- dreEDUE/t
GRAMATE AND PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNI. PROGRAM (c41,01

G,Por FY 78-79 and 1). 72-fi11 Cfintlfinallfin fellows and 1940 New

By discipline and ethnic group

111.ck Whi le

Bcdlcal .Selence

C*P0P SUMMARIES
Fiscal Year 1980 details

lellows

AmerlCe.
A.a,0; pvr 1. .1. Lol-.1

It 0 '1 ,,, 0 1 1.' 14 W I V II W 7 x
Discivilnw a.ards

II U

199 20 55 3) 88 44 56 56 ?8 31 )9 20 2 1 .3 11 2
73 7 17, 21 38 52 11 11 15 9 4 1) III la 5 6 '14 3 7

Allan

pOrl.

Pols.Scl./ncslory

La.

Ad.lo./4nmt./Aec't

L!rcY'l tec 1. /C1 ty Plan.

` ., 0. 01vqy

illioloics1

45 4 14 7 21 47 17 17 -38____, 0 3 7 0 (1.
35 3 12 12 24 69 2 2 6 4 3 7 16. 1 0

4 119 12 45 40 85 71 2 2 2. 16 9 25 21

59 6 0 70 38 64 14 14 24 5
3

5

35 3 15 10 25 71 4' 4 11 6 0 ' 6

.._

50 5 14 18 ); 64 6 6 1? 3 7 10

66 7 10_2? 32 48
74 7, 14 11 251 34 30

12

27 3 11 5 16 59

Li_drc4 5r1:Unv./Har1ne

Anthro/ oc

1

48 5 4 1 5 10.

25 2' 7 2 9 36

Science

4 a/Comm,toleatIon3.

Spi.c711 & ficarIng

Phy:ICS
F
I (nql sh

Crim1,11 2 "st Ice

30 3 I 7 8 15 50

44 4 %.," 14 12 26 59

5 1 1 2 40
2) 2 1 12 13 57

21 2 9 1 10 48
3 .3 2 0 2

urlla

17

3

2 4 7

67

41

26

2

,

2 4

7

4 5

4

13,

162 3 5 20 `4 1 5 20 2 2

2

4

6

0 4 4 17

5 0 5 24
1 0 1

4 0 6 24

0 0

o 2

o D 0 1. 0

00 0'0.00

0

a 0

N.S.w. , 6 .6 2 4 67 1 1 0 1 7 0 0' 01
71

1 .

1 RNALs 1007 100% 275 244 519 218 218 132 56 188

._.....1

15 12 27 ' 37 18 55

Percent 4' [Mlle Total
.

47 100 6L 39 56 44 67 33

[ c8:88 TOTAL 1007

_53

I 5_1Percent of Grind Iota 27 24 .51 22 22 13 6 19 2 1
.

3 2

. .21 ri * Percent of awards per discipline by ethnic group.
vtll .

January 2, 1901
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G*POP

Fellowships Academic/Professional Areas

Engineering

Physical Sciences

Life Sciences

Social Sciences

Humanities/Fine Arts

PsycholOgy

Professions

Tota1/1

FY 1981

NA. AAB

178
(161)

65
(37%)

41
(241)

w 1 .'9

(.51) (51)

62

(351)

219
(201)

82

(371)
37
(121)

3 14

(.11) (6%)

83
(371)

157

(14%)

65

(411)

31
(20%)

a 16

(St) (101)

37

(241)

136

(121)

72

(531)

33

(241)

10 2

(21) (11)

19
(141)

19

(p)

r
13

'(551)

3

(16%)

2 0

(111)

1

(5%)

. 67

(6%)

AS
(62%)

13.
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(61)

177
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(240
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(31) (21)
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(21)Law
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644

(61)

42

(661)

2

(3%)

3 2

(51) (31)

15
(24%)

27

(21)

15
(551)

6
(22%)

6 0

(22%)

0

1-of Total

B- Blacks 501

Wilispanics 20%

MA-Native Ameridans 41

AA-Asian Americans St

MI-Majority Women 21%

1001
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Fellowships in Academic/Professional Area

FY 1982

Academic Year 1982-83

Total and % B B NA AA MW

Engineering 176 77 13 61
17.8%

Tirysdcal Sciences 179 75 37 0 10 57
18.1%

Life Sciences 161 88 20 5
16.3%

Social Sciences 160 95 31 7 5 22
16.2%

Mmanities/Fine 14 3 2 2 1
Arts 1.4%

Psychology ,
65(

10 0 2 8

Professions N

Law 156 100 45 6 4 1
15.8%

Business 66 50 6 1 2 7
6.6%

EduTtion 15 2 6 7 0 0
1.5%

989 190 30 53 181

B -
li -
NA -

AA -
MW -

% of Ibtal
Black 54.1
Hispanics 19.2
Native Americans 3.0

Asian Americans 5.4
Majority Wbmen 18.3

100.0

28

.14
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G" POP

FELLOWSHIPS IN ACADEMIC /PROFESSIONAL AREA
FY 1983

Total and

ACADEI4C YEAR 1983-84

NA

2

2

11

AA

6

11

12

/1

mw

45

48

51

% D

41

65

100

H

13

30

37

107

(13%)

156

(19%)

211

(25%)

80 41 20 2 2 15

(10%)

18 15 0 2 0 1

(02%)

79 117 20 0 5

(09%)

144 89 44 6

31 20 5 2 1 3

(Oh%) s

11 6 4 1 0 0
(el%)

837. 424 .)173 28 42 170

% of Total
H - Black 51

H - Hispanics 21

NA - Native Americans 03
AA Asian Iplericans 05

MW - Majori y Women 20
100

,

29
.
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NAYl.OR, Prom OS
rein- -the vend occupants of MS'
hook a- Nor dead cnsi
street, physical captives of its wall
hut fine to laugh_ qinurel sod de-
stroy beyond sin 'bounds-1 Everyorfe
knows a street like this. Bryant
Street NE humps into a wall. So,
where is a? She laughs deeply. It is
pi/MR.0Y nowhere- Iwarited to Cm-
ale a nnLtiMYsical situation. The
women shared racisui and sflism; to
put it roe n Cere would have mlro-
duce ns I didn't want"

The ek"aelem '1"re' tkiete"'? of Naylor In her George Washington (Toitvsi(Y offtie: by Llmighs
Naylor's Alf years. of emotional bar- .

net,. se4554. 55elf pitymg, mime (tenant, was Yestassinotrd and she sought order heed luck:Ma&be it was just the rimswino rheumy. -p, pie are 15. Mg to her 055.11 lnr515510n. For the nest bel5vit that if we walk scrims the
rtauditory when they say. 'Oh any lvtrt a Jehrisehe
,Cod, the way you can write about rnissatary, traveling thiiigh
pain- You sort of wont to tell them, New York. Noah cankna and nee.
:No. baby, f was feeling that pun' I ida. si wanted a kmn te, the ehray.
would Iwo to take misfit has being in Many of my peers pined the hippie
genic*, but no, I- was letting out what movements or became black natiori
was in alorse I cooki deal with, on- otitis !Phis way seemed right,' she
other woman's life." says Whets she WAS 25, she quit be-

-rhea ,he spinet her eyes and cause she found the Me especiallY the
they ;ermined and smanted into the echlgicy, onofining, "I began to feel ill
/Me °hive hers the face that 5555

pihaig Al tearing peal "rode of her In the ti it swenyear phase.-Nay-
body The .(reilmA tried Id hcenk kw made up for what she

her exnerrs out smut the stir, errs kit tone.,Nuesing was in hnerhp
hut tie tstli ,rash usut them lion. She replaced pessimism with
if.. 'se_ .nto her Nom. first P.ven of hive Tell cloys was

Mele, the cells flun nurnued all she could give tors manage.
her m5 awry.. d When his. luck changed she wiz err

When she oarted writing, Naylor her mid20a attending Brooklyn (*A-
wns polling hark her own Woken lege, worlang at a hotel ewitehbonrd at
.picces. She gleW up an New Y.ork, a night and having her reading world
ihlibizste circumstance. Tien mother, opened by Joan Larkin, o profei,cor,
who was bossed from the politic ()n her first try, 'Naylor had a story
lirazies in her childhood Miesessippi, published by Essence Magazine in
caved money from her field work no 19th[. Then, ironically, given her past
the osold 'end 14 books. and prom- disappointments, she didn't hesitate
iced fussed' her ehiklnin would he horn when a friend who knew a friend who
so the North Nayliir's mother is a tele- was a secrehuy to the president ot Vi-
phone operator and her father a 'no- eking said she would show her short
tosinao tar Ness York Transit awl she storir-S around. 'To in that wan clue
has iem'Olor;;Cr rosters, one a nurse. enough,' she says of hem fearless na-
dir other a homemaker. 'veto 'The secretary circulated four

The datightertichvhe writer in short stories in January 19131. Two
.i.rses for 01(11 .115154591 In puhlic rusks Liar Naylor hand a col-dr:act and
..hi Os rind Ilronte, Dickens, the secretary is promotion to editor.
Fagots- and, Hemingway. She cried 'Now, looking back, it's like, 'liow did
over the passaou of "-fuse Eyre- and that happen?' That just does not lisp-
didn't cry user a book again "old "No- pen,' she says.
muse San- II was that erociaisuls when her op'

h we. !Leh sets iimism fluidly humped her despair
on-. he lies NlIvtin f other King .Ir. 'Moshe it was because I had F.0 m(lch

street, it tan change the whole direc-
Jape of our life, ugly.' Ilia phtf
helped her to write 'Butch had. is
laugh Like the edges of an April sun-
set --translucent and mystifying_ You
knew it couldn't last fort-leer. lout
you'd stand for hours, hoping for the
chanie to mpenence just' Is ghintael-
of it Mire again.' .

The writing of the nest four stories
and a prologue that emerged as:s
book, however, was another low time
"I went through tie frozen stage for's
time Then, as always. I did what I had
to do," she vsys. Disappointment is
°ow rigsartnnIalion, 555-55305151es its WO
Mull Of a whirl. 'Ws dislosatioa You
get sort Of dizzy. thinking about hole
my life has changed' she says. After
Brooklyn, she corned a mss ter de...;tee

in Afro American studies a Yak Dol-
s-el-say_ .

Until the spring,. when she finishes
teaching at GW, she has an apartment
on 16th Street. She rises at dawn to
face a December deadline for her sec-
ond book, `Linden flats" and hasps
working at that powerful M1311.3->5
that gives -Brewster" its edge.

Katie Michael knows she has lost a
suit 'She walked up the street acid
saw that his car- wasn't parked out
punt and the house Has dark . . .

Normally she oak! have cone
mthiqh the fro{{ oar. taken 5y1 liar`

coat, and lion it in the front hall
closet She took oil her coot and
laid it on the of the kitchen chnizi.
There sass an-extra jacket of his in
the front hall claret thut would mg be
thsre.

5 ,31
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STATEMENT OF DR. ANNE PRUItT, ASSOCIATE DEAN, OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITX

Dr. Pnurrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify at hearings leading to the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

I am- Anne Smith Pruitt and an associate dean of the graduate
'school at Ohio State. I am appearing today on behalf of the univer-
iity-puld other universities of higherother institutions of higher
educfition that are currently administering fellowships under the

1 graduate and professisnal fellowship study grant program of title 9
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

appreciate the opportunity to report on our experience with
this program. For 5 years these institutions have undertaken pro-
grams formerly known as G*POP that were designed to support ac-
tivities to increase access and promote completion of graduate and
professional degrees by mincrYities and women, two groups that tra-
ditionally have been under-representated in graduate and profes-
sional schools.

I'd like to provide a factual overview of the program, since its in-
ception in 1978. But first I want to tell you about the students who
are Currently enrolled, From-fiscal year 1983 funds 128 grants, to-
tally almost $10 million, have been made to colleges and universi-
ties to support 700 students in their second or third year of
time graduate or professional study, and to support another 500
new students beginning their first year studies this year. That's a
total of 1,200 students.

Based on 5 years of program experience, it is expected that the
composition of these fellows in 1983-84 by -sex and race will be sim-
ilar to,the fiscal year 1982 totals. Blacks, for example, constitute
54.1 percent; Hispanics, 19.2 percent; Asian -Americans,- 5.4; native
Americans, 3 percent; and, majority women, 18.3 percent.

Turning to program scope, it is projected that the fellows will
study in academic and professional areas in roughly the same pro-
portions as has been the previous experience.

For 1982-83 the-percentages are as follows: In the physical sci-
ences, 18.1 percent were enrolled. In engineering, 17.8. In the life
sciences, 16.3. In the social sciences, 16.2.an law, 15.8. And the re-
mainder in psychology, humanities, business, and education. .

Turning to program effectiveness, final reports for the previous
year are not due in the Department of.Education until NoFember
30. Therefore, I'm giving you information derived from the 1982 re-
ports. Final reports during the fall of 1982 indicate that 55 students
had been awarded Ph.D. degrees, 174 the master's degree, 66 re-
ceived the first professional degree in law, and they were broken
down as follows: Ph.D. degrees were awarded to 20 fellows in the
life sciences, 13 in the physical sciences, 9 in engineering and com-
puter". science.

As far as master's degres are concerned, the kttgest number
went to students enrolled in engineering and computer science.
That's 52. There were 38 in the physical sciences, 19 in the life sci-
ences, and 41 in business administration.-

Institutional projections indicate that another 83 students were
to have been awarded the Ph.D. degree ding the spring and
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.summer of 1983. This means the total of Ph.D's completed under
G*POP now approaches 138.

Since the median time lapse between the award of the bachelor's
degree and receipt of the doctorate, for all students, is 9.6 years,
138 Ph.D's awarded in 6 years of program operation is significant.
And the totals are bound to increase as more students awarded
G *POFc fellowships complete their degree programs.

If we review the number of G*POP participants since 1978 by
fiscal year, we started with 340 awarded in 1978, and we are now,
in 1983, at 1,200 awards. This gives us a total of, for these 2 years
and the intervening years, of 5,454 students who have been assisted
through G*POP.

Let me give you a summary of information by ethnicity, race,
and I will include for the record such summaries as have been pro-
videl by the Department of Education. In fiscal year 1,978, 46 per-
cent of awards went to black graduate students. In 1982, 54 percent
were awarded to blapks. In 1978, 16 percent of the awards were to
Hispanic students, and in 1982, 19 percent.

The percentagts for native Americans range between 3 and 4
percent each year. For Asian-Americans, appro4imately 5 percent
each year. And for majority women the range has been from 18 to
26.

Turning now to placement, what are they doing, those who grad-
uated, although G*POP is small, and although it has been in exisV-
ence only 6 years, it is beginning to accomplish the goals as set out
by the Congress. Most encouraging is the profile of G*POP fellows
who have completed degrees. One student was honored with the .

prestigious National Book Award for a novel she wrote, and that
was recently reported in the Washington Post.
, Another fellowship graduate has been appointed `Assistant Attor-
ney General for the State of Ohio. A third student, a fellow in bio-
medical engineering, has developed a method using light to Meas-
ure the movemant of muscles in an amputee's upper leg by,deter-
mining the angle of the knee. The artificial legal can be adju4ed to
match the remaining limb, reducing the time it takes to learn to
walk from an average of 6 months to as little as 20 minutes.,

The 55 students who received the Ph.D. degree by 1982 with
G*POP support, studied in a variety of fields, including physics,
pharmacology, Statistics, anatomy, physiology, law, medicine, and
veterinary anatomy. Twelve..of the fifty-three students hold faculty
positions in such institutions as _Michigan State, the Un*prsity of
North Carolina, .the University of Utah, and one person is head of
-the computer and information science department at Tuskeegee In-
stitute.

Seven recipients hold, research and other positions in priv4ite
pustry, including. Hewlett-Packard, Bell Labs, and Mead-Johnsorl.

In addition, 174 master's degrees have been awarded. Of these,
52 are in engineering, and they are employed at such places as
White Sands Missile Range, the Government of Puerto Rico, Wes-
tinghouse, and 1: is a faculty member at the University of New
Mexico.

Fo4ty-one MBA's have been awarded. Two are with IBM. Several
aret Jackson State University. One is at Honeywell and one at
Mellon Bank.
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There are 38 persons with master's in the physical sciences. They
have positions with Texas Instruments, now Chemical, and the
Oklahonia Geological Survey.

Of the 19 in life sciences,- 1 is a faculty member at the University
of Texas; 1 is at Redstone Arsenal.

Finally, there were 13 persons who received the J.D. degree. In-
terestingly, only 1 failed the bar in the first try. Some, as I indicat-
ed earlier, are assistant district attorneys. Others are in private
firms. One is the first black female member of the University of
Kentucky Law Journal. And others are in public defender-type
work. And still others work in various Federal agel-icies.

Let me turn my attention now to unmet needs. The G*POP pro-
gram is important, both symbolically and as categorical support for
these students. But it is by no means perfect. G*POP is, in fact, un-
derfunde resent levels of graduate student support. At Ohio
State, f r exam , the current fellowship stipend is $7,200 for 12
months, compared to the G*POP level of $4,500.

The graduate school supplements each G*POP stipend by $2,700
in order to *raise it to our minimum. In addition, a few departments
such as chemistry and mathematics supplement it even more in
order to make G*POP fellowships comparable to others in their dis-
ciplines.

The cost of education allowance for G*POP fellows are low. Also,
they are out of step with tuition fee levels, as has already been
indicated. At OSU, for example, current costs for out of State std -
dents are $6,440 annually. G*P P allows $3,900 per student for
these costs. Ohio State supplements each G*POP fellow by $2,540
during the academic year.

As you can see, without the additional support provided by'the
university, each fellow would be underfunded by $5,240 annually.
Of course, these numbers would be lower if the student were an
Ohio resident. But the point remains that these. figures would be
higher if this were a private, high-cost institution.

Other kinds of unmet needs for G*POP fellows are more difficult
to address. But I would .,like to use Ohio State as an example. At
our institution we use a sc to rate all fellowship applicants. All
applicants-that reach a tarn ranking are eligible for fellowships.
This year we could not find funding for 43students who met our
criteria. Of these 43, 8 were in fields for which We are funded for
G*POP.

If 128 institutions participate in this program, assuming that all
are not as large as. OSU, this would suggest the need. for 'approxi-
mately 250 new..G*POP fellowships in addition to Me 500 new fel-
lowships that were awarded this year. The program would have to
grow by 20 percent to meet this projected need. We are limited in
our ability to identify outstanding students for G*POP awards be-
cause of the late notification of G*POP appropriations.,

The program requires forward funding in order to encourage the
best students to consider graduate education. Hence, with forward
funding, the unmet need might be even greater.

Improvements in G*POP to bring the stipend level and cost of
instruction. allpwance more in line with current cost would be very
welcome, as Ieauthorization is considered. Authorization for a
fourth year of study is also needed. As is the restoration of authori-
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zation and appropriations for part A programs for recruitment and
other services.

I might say that this is a very difficillt group to recruit. We ire
trying to recruit people who, in the past, have not viewed graduate
education as a possibility. We are also trying to recruit them to
f'ilds in which historically they have not participated. So, it costs
more money. But part A funds have notbeen available to us since
1980.

Our first priority remains the continuation of the program. We
are grateful for the support we have received over the years from
the House'Education and Labor Committee and in particular this
subcommittee.

My/ statement for the record does have more detailed tables. It
presents specific breakdowns by academic discipline of G*POP fel-
lows, but the time proyided for me did not permit easy summary. I
wish to thank you very much for the opportunity to present my
views and I'd be happy to answer your questions.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Pruitt. And finally, 'Dr.
Louis W. Sullivan, the president of Morehouse College's School of
Medicine.

[The prepared statement of Di-. Louis Sullivan follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUIS W. SUTILIVAN, M.D., PRESIDENT AND DEAN, MOREHOUSE

SCHOOL OrNIEDICINE, ON BEHALF' OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY HEALTH PRO-
FESSIONS SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee thank you very much for the oppor-
tunity to present the views of the Associatioh of Minority Health Professions

6 Sch000ls concerning reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1966:
The member institutions of the Association, the Morehouse School of Medicine,

Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary. Medicine, Xavier University of Louisiana,'
Florida A&M University College-of Pharmacy, Texas Southern University School of
Pharmacy, Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School, and the Melharry Medi-
cal and Dental Colleges, all have a vital interest in the programs Contained in the
Higher Education 'Act. Many of the programs authorized by the Act have a' pro-
found effect on the goal of our Association to advance the educational missions and
success of our institutions, and our goal of indreasing the number of black and other
minority health professio als in the nation.

MINOFZiTY INSTITUTIONS AND STUDENT SUPPORT

On June 16, 1983, at a press conference in the U.S. Capitol Buildin a compre-
hensive study was announced, funded by the Robert Wood Johns° oundation,
'Blacks and the Health Professions in the 80's: A National Crisis an Time for
Action". This study documents the severe and critical shortage of bla ysicians,

.k dentists, veterinarians and pharmacists in the United States. I am pleacd to submit
go- copies of this study to the committee, which contains abundant data support

these conclusions.
Although blacks represent 11.7 percent of hire U.S. population, only 2.6 percent,e

the nation's physicians are black; 2.9 percent of the dentists; 2.3 percent of the pha?-
macists; and 1.6 percent of the nation's veterinarians are black. While there may be
an emerging surplus of health manpower, there continues to be an acute shortage of
black health professionals in the nation. Clearly; with the results of this startling
study, we feel it important that many programs authorized by the Higher Education
Act give priority to tho'he institutions who educatg and train a large percentage of
blacks and other Minorities. In presenting the,co tmittee with copies of this study,
It is our sincere hope that you will take into considerations its findings when

/ making your Recommendations.
I also wish to submit to the Committee, copies of my commentary on this study,

which was published in the New England Journal of Medicine on September 29,
1983, one of the leading medical journals in the nation. This commentary points out
a number of startling facts:
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(1) The percentage of black physicians in the United States increased from 2.1 per-
cent in 1950 to only 2.6 percent in 1980, in spite of the efforts over three decades.

(2) The overall life expectancy of black Americans is 5 years less than for white
Americans, and infant mortality for black citizens is twice as high as whites.

(3) In some rural counties in Georgia, a typical state in the southeaster United
States, the life expectancy for black males is .5 years or I ss, while f white
males in the same cou ties, the life expectancy nges from 59.5 o 69.5 years.

(4) The life expectancy for black males in s ral rural counties in Georgia is less
than that for males in'Kenya, one of the less- ,veloped and poorer countries of the
world. .

(5) Less than 2 percent of/he faculties of U.S. edical schools are black, which
means that black young pe4le do not have sufficie role models to lift and support
their career aspirations for the health p

(6) Because of the decrease in federal scholarships and low-interest loans available
to health professions students during the past two years we have seen flt Miarehottse
a drop in the number of ()tic students who come from families earning less than
$20,000 and a concomitant increase in the number from families with incomes of
$30,000 or more.

During the past two years the debt burden of our students has increased, predomi-
nantly due to an increase in high interest loans, some with interest rates as high as
19 percent.

We are concerned that these factors, of heavy debt burdens at high in est rates,
will dissuade students from choosing careers as primary care physicians, w ki g in
medically-underserved rural areas and inner cities and will push them towar s the
more financially lucrative specialties and more affluent suburban communities.

In 1970, when less than 2 percen't, of U.S. medical students were black, the Associ-
ation of American Medical Colleges, which represents all of the nations medical
schools, adopted the goal that by 1975, 12 percent of the students admitted to.U.S.
medical schools would be from under-represented minority groups. That goal was
not reached. Indeed, in 1975, the peak year, only 7.5 percent of freshman medical
students were black of some 10.4 percent of students, from under-represented minor-
ities. Since that time the percentage of black freshman medical students has de-
creased tp 6.8 percent, and total under-represented minorities comprise only 8.5.per-
cent.

We are concerned that, unless there are significant, increases in funds for student
financial aid, the modest gains made in the number of black and er minority
health professions students during the 1960s and 1970s will be erod even further.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

The Association of Minority Health Professions School supports an&c.9mmends
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. It is quite evident this program has been
successful and has been extremely helpful to students who seek t9 further their edu-
cation. We also support the proposal to require that all students establish remaining
n ed to qualify for loans. However{ we believe that the origination fee should
re ain at 5 percent4or be eliminated altogether. The Association also would like to
re mmend an expansion or bratiching out of the GSL program to provide addition-
al and separate borrowing limits for Health Professions students. In thany cases, a
student who attends the first four years of college uses up his or her available bor-
rowing power during those years. A student capable and willing to -continue to
pursue a particular health profession that requires further education, should be al-
lowed to continue to benefit from the Guaranteed Student Loan Program through-
out their entire training.

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT WAN PROGRAM

All of the Institutions of the Association are recipients of National Direct Student
Loan Program funds. These funds are particularly helpful and necessary to our in-
stitutions and our students because so many of these students are financially in

need and unable to bear the burden of a high interest rate loan and/or unable to
secure a loan'from a proprietary lender, even after completing their education and
training. We are pleased with the structure of this program, an'd as projected by it§
architects, we can in many cases package student aid awards to beft meet the...needs
of recipient students.
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PELL GRANTS

The Association'of Minority Ilealt ProfeSsions Schools recommends a continu-
ation and maintenance of the Pell Gr< is Program. Of particular importance to cur
Baccalaureate Program Pharmacy Col e members, Pell Grants provide a neces-
sary source of funding to undergraduate students who wish tojtirther their educa-
tion beyond 'undergraduate studies. These grants provide a much needed base of
funding for students who- have demonstrated financial need. The Association of Mi-
nority Health Professions Schools would also like to mention that the proposals to
restructure the Pell Grant. Program appear to be an effort to substantially reduce
the Federal Government's role in providing assistance to the nation's many educa-
tionally-talented, but needy individuals.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOIL DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS ( TRIp ) (COLLEGE WORK STUDY)

The Association of Minority H4alth Professions Schools support initiatives, such
as the TRIO program, which provides for the identification, evaluation, develop-
ment, and recruitment of individuals from low-income fami s, who will be the first
generation in their families to attend college. We alsobeli he program could be
impnived to go one step further and identify those students who are good candidates
for the Health Professions.

The Association applauds the College Work Study Program, and recommends a
continuation of this vital character-building source of funding.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the institutions' in the Assocratiori have already contributed great-
ly to the educational vitality, of our country and have educated a significant percent-
age of the black health professionals in our country. Even in 1983, the schools in the
Association have some .5 wrcent of the black students currently enrolled in U.S.
veterinary schools, 45 percefil of the black students currently enrolled in U.S. phar-
macy schools, 38 percent of the black students currently enrolled in U.S. schools of
dentistry and 25 percent of the black students cuirrently enrolled in U.S. medical
schools.

In order to increase the ability of young people who are poor and/or from minor-
ity backrounds to become health professionals Lb serve the disadvantaged in our
society, we seek yourhelp.

STATEMENT OF DR. LOUIS W. SULOVAN, PRESIDENT, MORE-
HOUSE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, REPRESENTING THE ASSOCI-
ATION ()MINORITY HEALTH PROFESSIONS SCHOOLS
Dr. SULLIVAN. Thank you, Mr. Ch man.
Thank you for the opportunity to7resent to this committee the

views of the Association of Minority Health Professions Schools
concerning the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965. The member intitutions of the association a're the Morehouse
School of Medicine in Atlanta, the Tuskeegee Institute School of
Veterinary Medicine. in Alabama, Xavier University Cbllege of
Pharmacy in NeNt Orleans, Florida A&M College of Pharmacy in
Tallahassee, Texas,. Southern University School of Pharmacy in
Houston, and the Charles R.-Drew Post-Graduate Medical School in
Los Angele4, and the Meharry Medical and Dental Colleges in
Nashville. ptv

All of these institutions have a vital interest in the programs
contained in the Higher Education Act. Many of the programs au-
thorized by this act have a profound effecton the goal of our asso-
ciation to advance the ed\icational missions and success of our in-
stitutions and our goal of increasing the number of blacks and
other minority health professionals in the Nation.

In June of thi year at a press conference in the U.S. C4itol
Building a comprehensive study by the association was announced,
which was funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. This
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study, entitled "Blacks and the Health Professions in the Eighties;
A National Crisis and a Time for Action," documents the severe
and critical shortage of black physicians, dentists, veterinarians,
and pharmacists in the United States. I am pleased to submit for
the record copies of this study which contain abundant dita to sup-
port these conclusions.

Although blacks represent 11.7 percent of the U.S. population,
only 2.6 percent of the Nation's physicians are black; 2.9 percent of
the dentists, 2.3 percent of the pharmacists,.and 1.6 percent of the
Nation's veterinariant are black.
%While there may be an emerging overall surplus of health man-

power in the Nation, there continues to be ap acute shortage of
black health professionals. Clearly, with the results of this startling
study, we feel it important that many programs authorized by the
Higher Education Act give priority to those institutions who edu-
cate and train a large percentage of blacks and other minorities.

In presenting the committee with copies of this study, it is our
sincere hope that Au ill take into consideration its findings when
making 'Tour recomnndations. I also wish to submit to the com-
mittee copies of my commentary on this study which was published
in the New England Journal of Medicine on September 29, 1983,
one of the most prestigious medical journals in the Nation.

This commentary points out a number of striking facts: One, the
percentage of black physicians in the United.States increased from
2.1 percent in 1950 to only 2.6 percent in 1980, in spite of the ef-
forts of over three decades.

Two, the overall, life expectancy of. black Americans continues to
be less thanmore than 5 years less than for white Americans.
And infant mortality for black citizens is twice as high as for
whites.

Three, in some rural areas in Georgia the life expectancy for
black males is 511/2 years or less. While for white males in the
same counties the life expectancy ranges from 591/2 to 61/2 years.

Four, the life expectancy for black males in several rural coun-
ties in Georgia is less than that for males in Kenya, one,of the
world's less developed and poorer countries.

Five, less than 2 percent of the faculties of U.S. medical schools
are black, which means that black young people do not have suffi-
cient role models to lift and to s*rpport their career aspirations for
the health professions.

Six, because of the decrease in Federal scholarships and low in-
terest loans available to health professions students during the
past 2 years at my own institutions, the Morehouse School of Medi-
cine, we have seen a drop in the number of our students vial() come
from families earning less than $20,000 annually and a concommi-.
tant increase in the number of such students from families earning
more than $30,000 a year.

During the past 2 years, the debt burden of our students has in-
creased, predominantly due to an Increase in high interest loans,
some of our students having loans with interest rates as high as 19
percent.

We are concerned that these factors of heavy debt burdens and
high interest rates will dissuade students from choosing careersas
primary care physicians and working in medically' underserved
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rural areas and inner cities, and will, rather, push them toward
the more financially lucrative specialties and m e affluent subur-
ban communities.

And in 1983 thiS" is the opposite'of just what is needed in terms
of our physician manpower.

In 1970, when less than 2 percent of U.S. > medical stydents were
black, the Association of American Medical Colleges, _which repre-
sents all of the Nation's medical schools adopted the goal that by
1975 12 percent of the students admitted to U.S. medical schools -

should be from underrepresented minority groups. That goal, estab-
lished, in 1970, has never been reached. Indeed, in 1975, the peak
year for minority enrollment, there was some 10.4 percent under-

, represented minorities in the freshman class that year, and 7.5 per-
cent black students.

Since that time the percentage off' minority students has de-,
creased in the entering freshman class so that for the current year,
black students comprise 6.8 percent of the freshman class of our
medical schools around the country and the total underrepresented
minorities are 8.5 percent of all students.

We ate-concerned that nless significant increases in funds for
student financial aid are vailable; the modest gains made in the
aumbet of black and othe minorities health professions students'
during the decadeuf,the 1960's and the 1970's will be eroded even --
further, and possitily-qIiite 'precipitously.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools supports
and commends the guaranteed student loan program. It is quite -N

evident that this program has been successful and has been ex-
tremely helpful to students who seek to fkirther their education.
We also support the phposal to require that all students establish
remaining need to qualify for-loans. .

However, we believe that the Origination fee should remain at 5
percent or be eliminated altogether. The association would also like
to recommend an expansion or branching out of the GSL program
to provide additional and separate borrowing limits for health pro-
fessions students. In many cases, a student who attends the first 4
years of college uses up his or her available borrowing power
during those years.

A student capable and willing to continue to pursue a particular
health profession that requires futIther education should be 'allowed
to continue to benefit from the guaranteed student loan program
throughout their 'training.

All of the gtudents of the association are recipients of the nation-
al direct student loan program funds. These funds are particularly
helpful and necessary to our institutions-and to our students, be-
cause so many of our students are financially in need and unable
to bear the burden of a high interest rate loan and/or unable to
secure a. loan from a proprietary lender, even after completion of
their education and training. M -

We are pleased with the structure of this program and, as pro.
jected by its architects, we can in many cases package student aid
awards, to best meet the need, of recipient students.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools recom-
mends a continuation and maintenance of the Pell grants program.
Of particular importance to our baccalaureate program pharmacy
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college mem ors, Pell grarM provide a necessary source of funding
to undergraduate health professions students who wisto further
their education beyond their undergraduate studies

These grants provide a much-needed base of funding for students
who have derrionstrated financial need. We would also like to men-
tion that proposals to restructure the Pell grant program appear to
us to be an effort to substantially reduce the Federal Government's
role in providing assistance to the Nation's many educationally tal-

, ented, but needy, individuals.
The Association cif Minority Health Professions Schools supports

initiatives such as the Trio program which provide for the identifi-
cation, evaluation, development, and recruitment of individuals
from low- income families who will be the first generation of their
families to attend college.

.We also believe that the program uld be improved to go one
step further and identify those stu ts who are good candidates
for health professions studies.

We also applaud the college work study program and we recom-
mend a continuation of this vital character-building source of fund-
ing.

Mr. Chairman, the institutions of the atsociation have already
contributed greatly to the educational vitality of this country and
have educated a significant percentage of the black health profes-
sionals in our country. Even in 1983 the predominantly black
"health professions schools in the Nation enrolled some 75 percent
bf the black students currently attending U.S. veterinary schools,
45 percent of the black students currently enrolled in U.S. pharwia-
cy schoolt,'38 percent of the black students currently enrolled in
U.S4chools of dentistry, and 25 percent of the black students cur-

- reipi tly enrolled in U.S. medical schools.
Although we represent a very small minority of the health pro-

fessions institutions in the country this is true.
In order to increase the ability of young people who are poor

and/or from minority backgrounds to become health professionals,
to serve the disadvantaged in our society, we seek your continued
help. Thank you for your past efforts and for your continuing sup-
port.

Mr, SIMON. We thank you also and we will enter the article from
the New England Journal of Medicine in the record.
. [The article from the New England Journal of Medicine followsl
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE STATUS OF BLACKS IN MEDICINE

Philosphical and Ethical Dilemmas for the 1980s
Of interest II, those in medicine and the titlio4

health professions IS a study [civility compleied by the
Association of \ Immo) !kaki, ProlCSSIMas Schools '
The members of ibis association ate from eight pre-
dominant! 11 1. I I I I.s health-poi.essunis schools More-
house St 'mid of Medic me (Adato.1). (lades R Drew
Medea[ School t Los \ ligeles), Nleharrs Medit al Col-
lege. Nleharrs Dental School (Nashville!. I usktget
Institute St lo.of of Vete:mats tedium- ('1 uskeger.
Alai. the Colleges of Illaritliley al texas Snuthnn
1,3niversity (Houston). Xavier Uniyersi(y(New Or-
Icans;. and Honda Agricultmal and Mechanical I ,ni-
versity t.fallahassecl.

The' sin& provides a cinrent perspective on the
poor health status of blacks in the l'iMed States Ion
example, II points milt Mat the presem aserage lile
expet (am\ of black ,lniuicari males is Inc suss
shorter than that hn white Amer.ican males (6-i.3 vs.
70.i scars' and. that the infant min 1,thir rate !in lilac Is
Ainet waits is twit e as high as'that lit white Americans
(21.8 vs. deaths,jlzt 1000 live births).

However, 'these averages obscure mini,- appalling
figures in sonic real arras and linter eines of.out
country for example, in (soigne today the ascrage
life (-spc tansy of blacks is 8.4 years sluirter ih.in 01.11
IIr whites In six rural stitinties rt1 (;corgia, the life
expectancs for black males is mils 49.6 to sears,
witereas the aver age life exile( lanes for svhite mates ni
rhe same counties is from 59.a to (O.) years.' In
Krnsa, one Of the lessthveloped and poorer countries
of the world, the as Craw- life expeciancy ol the male
population is 51 3 years, exceeding that in some rural
counties in Georgia ' In 1980, in 50 rural counties
among Georgia's 159 comities, the infant mot rainy.
rate for blacks was higher than 3(7pei 1000 live bit ths,
and in Iii corm tht rate was Highei than 3 per
1(101) Similar rates are finind in many royal areas and
inner clues all over the United States.

the Association's studs doeumcws die continuing
slunlages 1.I black tills sicians and other Mack health
podessionals. In 1950, only 2.1 pet cent of all the phy-
sicians in the Untied States were black. 1)rspite the
ellints of the past two decades. in 1980 black physi-
cians represented only 2.b per cent of all physicians in
the United States. In 1981i less.than 2 per cent of the
faculties of our medical sbools were black.

In 19133, (lac scarcity of black role models amongnig
practicing physicians anclmedicabschool faculties in
the United States suggests to black sitting people that
it is not realistic to aspire to hr a ph) sician Thus
negative message to black soungstels is I entloice,c1 Its
11001 Iuunsding in high school and college. where
black students are often steered into vocal al
courses and less tigorous academic milli-cis, leaving
many of them poody prepared for the study of med
icine.

f:timpounding this longstanding problm in inedi-
1 iile IS die ICI rot ads cm of a sesere shoriage of lulu's
bur student financial aid. which vas documented a li-w
nnindis ago in the .latirri41.1 Because MOSt black medi-
cal students come lionelamilie; with annual incomes
of below S20,000, the Association's study suggests that
unless more finals :ire made available for.seholarships
and lots-iteres( loans for IOW-111,0111e SlildellIS, IIII'IC
is. a very teal possibilits that the 'mintier of Ida. 1,s
enrolling in metin al sk lamils III the IIIIIIIe Will drop
precipinitisls.. I'm thernime, the mcklit al students who
liti graduate III lot ore years Will he less likely to prat--
(ice .11 priMars -t are tilts sic tans III pones communi-
ties. since thes will need to rain high tmotties as sin...-.
cialists in :diluent commtinities,so that they. can repay
their large debts, Because .millions of Americans still
reside ill I ui-al areas and inner cities without physi-
cians,. this poi:rued distribution of new phySIVIalIS
lilillid he just the opposite of what is needed

;\ 'so addressed iii the siudy is the contlibution ol
the predommands black mecheal schools II) the rdUta-
twil of lila( k 'Assn mils. Despit t onsiderablc expa
slim in medical educa Min in (he United Stairs coring
die past tt years, in 1981-1982, the foto predominant-
l) black medical schools (Mori-house. Sleharl ),
Drew, and 1 Itiwactl) had almost 25 per cent of the
black students in the nation's 127 medical schools. Six
of the nations medical schools had no, black students,
and 7'.., (tit per cent) had a black stitch-1u cut ollment of
less than 5 per cent, whereas blacks comprise 'alnivst
12 per call,kfi the 15.S. populmion. Theseliguirs re-
live: a tiff;[[ fin predominantly schools

\it..in the United Sums. In attain, i tithe studies have
shown that more thali 60 per cent of the raduates of
\Iellans and I lov a rd medical se hMils mactiee in
medically undcrsers rd inner .cities and 1 utal areas'
(and Elam L.: personaloarmmunicationE

The predominantly black medical schools aflick to
the same Illgli standards of niedical eduC'ation, and are
measuled by the same yardsticks -fox accreditati llll of
tIceimprograms, as are applied to all other medical
sehoills. I Iliwever. Mack medical schools have °perm:
ed with inadequate financial resources and without
accegs. to the clinical lacilines available to mho medi-
cal 4'hools.

'these problems and a number of others described
in the Association's sun's' have served iii drier our
black silting people from pursuing medicine as ova-
rem-. Predominantly black lialth,professions schools
have also been lendered financially Vulnerable be-.
cause of severe ten clic hment in federal support for
medical education and research, as Well as the tavages
of Mita ifini and recession in our nation's economy.

Because black physicians and predominant!) black
medical school, arc needed hi addeesy the severe
1111111(1 health -care needs of 0111 poor and minority citi-
zens, our nation and (nu profession face a philosophr-
cal and ethical dilemma: Either we provide the Mimi:,
UM and tither resources needed to implement our
country's creed of equal opportunity, of see abandon a
large segment of our poptaktion to a high infant mot-

Reprinted from the New England Journal of Medzeine
309:807-808 (Septembej 29), 1983
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tality, a shortclierVilc caper:lam-1', debilitating Rover.
ty, crushing bBrden of illness and disability, and
increasing disillusionment, frustration, and loss of
hope. As the mom affluent of nations and the leader of
the free world, we should not allow this to happen.

Education has always provided the chance for op-
ward mobility in our Society, and it still can today
for asks and other minorities as well as Mr poor
whites. h cdical education is an Import:on part of this
opportunity sellimpurn (-mem, and the existence of
this opportunity az,a syinlarl ril hope for minorities and
an affirmation Of the Antericao dream.

The contribution of !dark itistinitions io the vitality
and the advancement of the United States has never
been fully. apprciated. For example, more than half
the black physicians peacticing in the United States
today arc graduates of Meharry or ilowaol medical
schools, each More than 100 years old. Our cutest
deficits in the number of black physicians would be
much grealer if these two schools did'not exist.

The Associatum's report suggests that black health-
professions sulumls should be strengthened by in-
creased financial support for their programs from
governmental sources (federal, state, county, and mu-
nicipal) and frOm the private sector (Ibmulations,
corporations, associations, and individuals). Black
health-professions schools should have equal access to
tax-based municipal and veterans administration hos-.
pitals and other clinical facilities for their teaching and
Service programs and for the opium-tunnies to contrib-
ute to the natiop's bibmerlical-research enterprise.
l'he National Institutes of Health, the National SC1-
ellte Foundation, and other public and private re-
search agencies should work with these schools to
strengthen their research capabilities. drawing on
their unique perspectives and their ability to fo'his on
the health problems of blacks and other minority
groups.

Arlemia le scholarships, workstudy funds, and low-
interest loans should be made available' to medical
students from low-income and minority groups, so
that the best candidates available can become our fie
lure physicians and the possibility of becoming a phy-
sician will not he foreclosed to bright young people
who happen to be from minority and low-income fain-
dies. In association with the dramatic curtailment of
federal programs fro student financial aid, during the
past two years al the Morehouse St hoof of Medicine
we have observed a decrease in the moldier of entering
freshman students from families with a al incomes'
below $20,000 and a concomitant increase in the num-
ber from families with incomes of S30,000 or more_

All medical schools should expand and reinforce

their commitmeni to recruiting and educating more
black sludcuts. In 1978, there were only 793 black
students among 14,393 medical-school graduates (5.5
per cent); by 1982, the number of blacks had decreased
to 763 (4 8 per cent) among 15,985 medicalschool
graduates.

Governors; state legislatures, boards of regents, and
other leaders should urge the publicly simian led
medical schools in their states to increase the number
of black students enrolled. A recent repot! liom the
Southern Regional Education Board, a 14.-statc coop-
erative educational agency, has urged the training of
more- black physicians, noting that whereas blacks
comprise 19 per' re to of the population of the Stititii,
less that! 3 per rent (tithe physicians irr the South are
black.' This rebel, like the 1980 report of the Grad-
ual(' Medical Ectrication National Ailvisory Co lllll tit-
ter,' pointed 0111 111C need for moreirlack physicians.
C11 while recommending reductions in the overall
production of physicians in the United St ates.".7

Main factors other than the availability of physi-
cians Alert the health status of blacks, but it is neces-
sary to have an adequate number of physicians. It is
helpful to have black pRysicians who understand and
respect the culture, history, and social status of their
Mack patients. It is also helpful to have physicians
who live in die communities they serve and who con-
tribute to solving community problems.

A coordinated (11'611 is needed to respond to the
crisis described in the Association's report. We need
vigorous leadership from the President, the Congress,
federal agencies, governors, SIAIC legislatures, and
county and city governments. We also itesd leadership
from the private sector, fur it wo is allecled by these
problems, and it has it stake in finding solutions
to them.

Morehouse &lino, of Malimne
?Wapiti. GA 30310 LOUIS W. StILLIVAN,
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Mr. SIMON. In connection with your testimony, Dr. Sullivan, I am
pleased to say I visited the University of Illinois a few weeks ago
and of the freshman class of the medical school, 19 perceht now are
minority students. So, there are a few schools moving in the right
direction. But obviously we still have very great needs,. as your tes-
timony so eloquently points out.

Dr. Pruitt, you mentioned over 5,000 graduate students have re-
ceived benefits and you pointed out the statistics that you have.

Do you have any feel what percentage of the minority graduate
students are being helped by G*POP?

Dr. Pittirrr. I would guess that less than 1 percent of minority
graduate students are being helped by G*POP. The percentage of
minority students, first of all, is very small and withand when
say 5,000, I am counting people- who have received second and third
year funding. So these are 5,000 awards, not 5,000 individuals.

So, the outcome is best measured by the number of degrees com-
pleted at this-point.

Mr. SIMON. While we will continue the G*POP programI think
we really have to be looking beyond that to some more general as-
sistance to graduate education if we really want to be doing the job
that needs to be done.

Dr..PRiirrr. That is what we believe needs to be done. We believe
that these awards can be enhanced by loan programs, by college
work study programs, by research assistanceships and so on.

This program cannot do the job that needs to be done alone.
Mr. SIMON. Let me refer, Mr. Hartle, to your testimony here.

"We recommend that students with especially high debt levels,
have access to flexible repayment options to help ease financial dif-
ficulties.' Who should provide those flexible loans? You're not spe-
cific on that.

Mr. HARTLE. We're not specific because we didn't feel in a posi-
tion to make such a judgment. We do know that the Student Loan
Marketing Association has had the authority to consolidate student
debts for the last 3 or 4 years and we know that there has been
some discussion about whether that should be continued and
whether other sources should be able to consolidate that as well.

Frankly, we really didn't study that carefully enough to be in a
position to make a recommendation on it.

Mr. SIMON. If I can just toss a general question to the three of
you. My concern, No. 1, is with the quantity of students we're pro-
ducing in the graduate field, and No. 2, in some specific fields, and
No. 3, with the quality of students we are attracting into graduate
programs.

And then I have a fourth concern that two of you have touched,
upon, and that is the student who graduates may be so over-"
whelined with debt, :a student who graduatei from Morehouse
School of Medicine facedwhat percentage of your students would
be black, incidentally?

Dr. SULLIVAN. Yes, 80 percent of our- students are black. Fifteen
percent are white. And 5 percent are other minorities.

Mr. SIMON. OK, Let's just say one of your black students has a
choice of working in one of the more affluent black areas of Atlan-
ta, or working in an area of Atlanta that is desperately poor.
Where do you go when you're faced with a big debt? When we
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reauthorize the Higher Education Act, how do we mold something
that encourages those who enter graduate school, to go into fields
that are not particularly remunerative, like serving in a depressed
area or teaching French literature is not going to be overwhelming-
ly remunerative?

Any suggestions from the three of you? How do weit may be
something we haven't even talked about in terms of how we do
this. Basically 1 sense from the three of you as you're talking only
about tinkering somewhat with existing programs and maybe
that's what we should do. But are there things beyond tinkering
that we ought to do so that we attract quality peop e and enough
people into graduate education and that, then, they respond to real
need in our society and not just where the pay is great?

Dri PRurrr, May I respond?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Dr. PRuirr. We find that our greatest problem is lack of knowl-

edge.about the field, lack of motivation, and lack of preparation. So
we know that preparation in the undergraduate colleges has to be
strengthened, and then you also go back to the public schools, the
secondary schools.

We have recently, in graduate education, joined forces with the
Trio people in order to say, let's look at Upward Bound and what
you're really doing. You ought not be satisfied just to get a student

0, into college. You ought to be helping to project that youngster's as-
pirations into further education, graduate and professional schools,
and we hope that that linkage with them will begin to open up
help to open up horitons for those students that they never
thought about.

So, I would notI believe that some of what we have done has
been tinkering, has been putting band-aids on problems. But we
are looking at the entire pipeline of individuals and where the
"leakages" are, a term that has been used recently, and if we don't
inspire and motivate these youngsters at very early ages, and if we
do not expose tKem to high-quality secondary education and college
education, then they might as well forget about graduate educa-,
tiori.

Mr. SIMON. Let me just refashion the question a little bit. Forget-
ting what the law is now, if you were just to dream about what
kind of program you would fashion for this country, to really move
us in a direction we ought to be moving for graduate education,
where should we be going?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I'd like to suggest one response, Mr. Chairman, of
expanded service contingent loan programs. In medical school and
other health professionsecrools what we face, a number of stu-
dents who enter health professions schools, medicine, dentistry,
what have you, with high ideals, they have chosen a health profes-
sion because of the opportunities for service, and what happens,
and what we see happening among our students is that they have
become quite embittered, and frustrated, and concerned because of
the fact that they don't have sufficient funds to pay their light bill
at the end of the month. And I could, really take a lot Of time to
tell you about a number of things we have learned within our own
student body that really is heart rending.
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What ppen is .those students then finally become frustrated
and if t ey persis in their studies they then, by the time they com-
plete m ical, scho , have Aosen anesthegiology, or radiology, or
other fie ds becaus of the very crushing psychological and real
burden t t high'de burdens play on them. '"4

I think rn t of our oung people who go into health professions
really are not con er d at the time they go into the health profes-
sion with earning eat income. They want to be of service but
they certainly don't want to be completely immobilized by their
high-debt burdens. So, I would suggest that service-contingent loan
programs which have been available in the past but which are dis-
appearing be provided.

Within the health professions there has been the position that
has been advocated by the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices and other agencies of really, indeed, having the very high-in-
terest loans available to health, professions students on the premise
that physicians, dentists, and other health professionals earn high
incomes. Certainly some do. But there are many who do not and
there are many who really would like to go and spend their lives
where they feel their services are most needed, but they are pro-
hibited, or are being increasingly prohibited by having debts notI
think some of the data Mr. Hartle gave you, really, were averages.
There are some students who are completing medical and dental
school now with debts 'of $50,000 and $60,000, with interest rates
14, 16, 18 percent, and paying those loans off over a period of 10 or
15 years means that those young people will be paying back
$200,000 to $250,000 and this coming at a time they're starting,
these repayments starting, at a time when they are trying to estab-
lish practices, they have families, they have mortgages, et cetera,
and thus there's alway§-it balance between what the young person
will do with his or her Vateer, with what their other personal and
family obligations are.

So, our concern and our plea is really notcertainly scholar-
ships, we would welcome and I think that in the health professions
we have seen those disappear, but even without scholarship aid, if
there were programs available where young people could have loan
programs, where they would make repayments bdsed upon their
future professional activities, we think that would help.

Finally, I would add that we look and talk about dollars, but
really the erosion of the educational environment that occurs
within a health professions school by having students unable to
meet their bills, that contributes to an erosion of the quality of
their educational experience, the experience that they have, and
thus this is something else that vie are most concerned about.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. Mr. Hartle.
Mr. HARTLE. I'd make a brief point on that and then my col-

league, Dr. Wabnick, hips something that he would like to add. The
first part of your question, Mr. Chairman, is about the quality of
students going into graduate and professional education. I believe
that the evidence would show that the bestthe Nation's best un-
dergraduates still continue to go on to graduate and professional
schools, but there are very likely shifts going on in the programs
that they are pursuing. For example, law and medical schools are
probably attracting more students than before and more of better

4
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quality students. That is to say, those with the highest grade-point
averages and those wio graduated With honors.

I noticed that Dr. 'Ianderson is testifying later this morning and
he has examined some of that evidence.

I also know of research that has found that among minority stu-
dents, many of the best minority stud6nts immediately gir into the
business world because they see it as more lucrative, more immedi-
ately remunerative. I think the points that Dr. Sullivan was
making q:L're very relevant here, that they see themselves as being
locked because of the high cost of graduate and professional
schools, especially medical schools.

Dr. WABNICK. Mr. Chairman, if I may, one of the points that we
were trying to get across with the recommendation about flexible
repayment was that one form of flexible repayment which you
might have would allow for a 'more graduated repayment in the
early years. That's when we found that students encountered the
most, the heaviest, loan burden was in the first 2 or 3 years of
their repayment period.

So, in ogricert with extending their repayment periods which
would automatically reduce their payments, graduating their re-
payments in the early years, perhaps the first 5 years, would also
tend to offset some of the dramatic repayment figures that they
would see when they first get out of school.

Dr. PRurvr. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I wduld like to
respond to your invitation to dream. My dream would be of a world
where, or a country where there would be long-term Federal policy
that is designed to encourage and, therefore, support youngsters
from the minority groups that are now underrepresented, to go to
graduate school, and long term is my dream because with the
annual activity that has to go on in order to secure the funds and
determine whether or not the fellowships will be-available.

We cannot say to a youngster now, in junior high schdol, that if
you want to go to graduate school your country, your Nation, your
Government, is going to assist you to do that. That's my dream.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Hartle, in your statement, you say something

here on page 5 aboutI wisn't sure what you were saying,,here.
Are you applying a value judgment? Are you saying that you did
'not find any suggestions in the literature that indicate education

an repayments should exceed 15 percent of after-tax income? Are
y suggesting that this be a ceiling or do you call for a value judg-
ment in this area?

Mr. HARTLE. No, sir; we looked at the literature. We distinctly,
chose abt to make any sort of a value judgment about what would
be an appropriate, manageable level. We had several conversgtions
with the staff of the ,National Commission, especially Bob Snyder,
who worked closely with us, and they did not have strong views
and we felt it was inappropriate for us to make such a judgment.
We simply canvassed the literature to see what others have ,said.

Mr. COLEMAN. Have there been antstudies made to try to deter-
minz-v4w.t_percent of either after-tax or disposable income this rep-
resents as far as the defaults? .

Mr. HARTLE. I am not aware of any studies on that matter.
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Mr. CoLEmAN.IThe law student seems to have one of the biggest
burdens in this /situation. Why do you think people are attracted
into law school,: incurring these typal of debts if their first-yedr,
second -year, probably third-year income is so low?

Mr. HARTLE. /WS very hard to say. We'd just be speculating. I
think there is an aura of the law and the things that one can do
with a legal degree. It seems to be a degree that people feel can
lead to remunerative careers as well as careers in a variety of
other fields.

I suspect that they underestimate the early-year earnings in the
legal profession and that probably accounts for that.

Dr. WAsNicx. If I could make a point, we've found in all cases
the debt burden declined over time. It declined rather rapidly in
the case of lawyers because their income rose rather quickly in the
10-year period when they were likely to be repaying their loan.

For the arts and sciences Ph. D. graduates we found that their
debt burden did not decline very rapidly. It stayed at about the
same level as it was in their firstin thd beginning of their epay-
ment period. /Because their incomes did not show this steepWowth
in the outyears.

Mr. COLEMAN. Would any of yo are to comment on the practi-
cability of having a two-tiered syste in which some"of the recipi-
ents would have graduated payments and others not, based on this
data? Could a two-tiered system in a practical solution?'

Mr. HARI'LE. I think in policy terms it would be desirable, based
on the evidence that we have compiled. I'm not in a position to say
whether aciministotiVely it would be a system that would be easily
workable. And I think that would be something that the committee
and the COngress would need to give careful attention to.

Mr. CdiAmAN. Dr. Wabnick.
Dr. WAONICK. I don't thtnk that a two-tiered system should nec-

essarily be imposed on the-basis of occupational choice. I would
think it cOuld be imposed on the particular level of borrowing. You
might come to a conclusion that a particular level of borrowing

, was onerous, and therefore, and after that level, you might say
graduatethe students shbuld have the option for graduated re-
payments in those 3 or 5 years of their repayment period.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Sullivan, I think that most of your study that
I have reviewed here dealt with medicine and medical Students. 'Is
there any comparable discussion about minorities 'in the law? Do
either of you know any comparable statistics concerning minorities
in law?

Dr. SULLIVAN. I really could not comment an law students,
except to note that blacks entering law school ago continue to be
quite underrepresented. But financial perspectives I cannot.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Tits has a lot of interest, this dream question, this question of.

what you would like. I am' curious. whether you had a chance to
review some of the proposals that have been made for some new
Fedeial loan program of an income contingent nature, whether
that would meet some of the dreams that you've outlined for some-
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thing that was either service contingent or- gradiated to reflect the
difficulties people have in their earlier years of making payments?

I realize there are administrative difficulties in any of these dif-
ferent pi-ograms, but would something of that sort be worth pursu-
ing as far as you're concerned?

Dr. SULLIVAN. Certainly in medicine and the other health profes-
sions I think it would be. The problemwe would certainly argue
for variety and flexibility in methods of financing graduate and
professional education, and this would certainly be one that we
think should be explored as to its availability.
4' Because, again, it's ow experience and our srreculation that
among health profession students the issue is ,nctt really repay-
ment of loans, but having loans that are repayable, and because of
a problem that we face now, A findwe believe that the reason
we are seeing changes in the profile of our student bodies, certainly
among minority students thus far, and I would project that in an-
other few years we will see significant changes in majority stu-
dents as well, is the fact that now for the first time we are unable
to tell students: "Do the best work you can and get admitted to
medical or dental or veterinary school. Don't worry about the fi-'
nancing. That's going to-be available." That's not the case any
more. And we feel, therefore, students are selecting themselves out
from applying to health-professions school because they do not see
this as a realistic option. They are aware of the high-interest loans
that cause the burden and they're aware of `the heavy debt burdens
that students are now experiencing, and they are choosing to go
elsewhere or not go at all because of that, because a student from a
low-income family cannot imagine borrowing $10,000, $15,000,
$20,000 a year that a student, perhaps from a more affluent family
can see that as an investment in their future.

So, we would really argue for a variety, of support programs
available, loan programs including flexible-repayment options, con-
tinued scholarship funds for the most needy of'students so that we
still will continue to have, going into the health professions, indi-
viduals from a variety of backgrounds.

Dr. WABNICK. If I might add, the idea of income-contingent loans
has been around for at least 10 years, since I've been involved in
this area. And I think the .shortcoming from the Federal standpoint
has'been the administration of it. At a lower levej, that is, the in-
stitutional level, it appears much more manageable. Several medi-
cal schOols, I think Yale and Harvard, have set up their own tu-
ition-income-contingent repayment programs. It's much easier at
that level for them to follow the students and a$b, since you're
dealing with a group, a homogenouS group of st4detits, those in
particular professions, it's muCh-kasier to follow them and to track
what their incomes are and to adjust the loan terms accordingly.

Mr. HARTLE. The administrative difficulties that ensued -with the
cancellation provisions under the National Direct Student Loan
program for teachers and what not, gives some indication, I think,
of the problems that you might encounter with an income contin-
gent loan. Certainly just keeping track of the income of all the var-
ious student borrowers would be an important and difficult task()
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I, frankly, thinIkthe only way you could do that would be
through the Internal `Revenue Service. And that's probably the best
way to go if the committee wants to pursue this matter further.

Mr. PEnu. Dr. Sullivan, I noticed in your rep rt, you spoke of the
need for increased recruitment-of minority st ents by the,T-med
services and the proportion of armed service s olarships going 10
minority students. 'I wonder if you could expand on that a little,
perhaps discussing some of the reasons for that or some ways we
might contemplate to overcom this prqblem.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Yes. This i , again, an attempt to look at the full
array of mechanisms whey y 'minority students can finance their
health professi9ns education as. well as address the need of the mil-
itary. Certainly minorities are quite highly represented within the
military and the, military happens to need many more health pro-.
fessionals, including physicians.

Unfortuntltely, the military scholarships are chosen solely on the
basis of grade point averages and aptitude test scores, and that
system actually works to the detriment of the selection of minority
students. There is no data whatsoever to suggest that the quality of
physician has any relationship to that physician's test scores in
medical school or upon entry to medical school. Such things as the r'
medical aptitude test, for example, predicts performance in the
first 2 years of medical school but nothas no predictive capability
in terms of the clinical years in medical school.

So what we are arguing for in our study is another standard to
use by the military in choosing the recipients of their scholarships,
as well as an expansion of the military program, because the mili-
tary has a need for more health professionals, but actually the ex-
pansion of that program has been minimal.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you. I don't want to prolong it. May I ask a
few more questioris?

Mr. SIMON. You may proceed. e-

Mr. PETRI. I know we sometimes have a 5-minute rule.
The subcommittee is expected to recommend that the Federal

Government should increase grants for operating support to all col- , o

lege and university libraries with "much larger grants to major re-
search universities." Do you agree with this recommendation and
could you elaborate on how much additional support is needed for
research Universities?

I don't know who would like to answer that. Do you have any
feeling about that?

No comments? Well, then the second question was that in the
science and engineering fields, there's a problem of talented faculty
members, evidently, leaving to join industry, which has caused sig -.
nificant concern. Would you have any ideas as to what,' if anything,
could be done at the Federal level to address this problem? Or is
that a pro m for the universities to work out themselves?

Dr. P ITT. I find, if I may respond, Mr. Petri, that it is difficult
to rec it minorities into those fields because of the high salaries
award d or available in private industry. The way that we counter-
act tha or could counteract that is by increasing the stipend level
for study in graduate school or entering into a joint venture with
various businesses and industries in order to increase that level of
youngsters graduating with a B.S. degree in engineering can com-

31-697 Q -84 4
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mand very high salaries and therefore $7,000 stipend in graduateschool doesn't loot very good. So, it is the income that's in industrythat's drawing them away.
We have, at Ohio State, removed what WIL)Ipreviously a very re-strictive supplementation level for fellowship ?ecipients and we areallowing now a company to contribute or supplement one of the fel-lows by as much as $10,000 if we give him. $7,000. But we have notgotten that kind of support from the Federal Government.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. One last question. If you-compare 'gradu-ated repayment to income contingent repayment, trying to achievethe same objective, wouldn't income contingent repayment be supe-rior in that someone's income might not go up and then they wouldbe back in the same box' that we are trying to avoid with the grad-uated repayment program? It lacks flexibility as compared withthe income contingent plan.
Dr. WABNICK: It does. You get down to the problem in an incomecontingent, system of never repaying, if a student's income doesn'tgo up. You even had, in 'the past, you even had people suggestingthat an 'income contingent plan provided some small disincentiveto work. I don't ,believe that myself, however. [La hter.]But you never know.
But the point is that there has.to be an end, there has to be away to cap, the repayment at the amount of the loan in order tokeep the lenders interested in making the loans.,
Mr. SIMON. We thank you very, very .much for your testim y.Our next panel, Dr: Alfred Sussman, dean of the graduate schoo ofthe University of Midhigan, Dr. Allan Sanderson, associate dean ofthe graduate school of Princeton University, Ms. Roberta Ropik, as-sociate director for financial aid at. Northwestern University in theState of Illinois.
We welcome the three of you. Incidentally, Mr Coleman and Iwill have to leave in a few minutes because of another problem inthe schedule. But it does not indicate a lack of interest and we willbe following what is said and we'll get reports from our staff aboutwhat is said.
Dr. Sussman.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Alfred Sussman folls:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT 07 D. ALFRED S. SUSSMAN, Ihrrivium VICE PRESIDENT FOR
GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH, HORACE H. RACKHAM 'GRADUATE SCHOOL, UNI-
VERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARDOR, MICH.

`Introduction /

am Alfred Sussman, Vice President for Graduate Studies
and Research at the University of Michigan. The Consortium on
Financing of Higher Education (COFHE) is pleased to havebeen
invited to testify on a subject that has been of great interest
to u4'.

Over the past-three years, the Consortium has examined
issues related to the financing and general condition of
graduate education in the United States. The COFHE Graduate
Project has been a unique effort in that itihas included twenty
leading public and private research universities from across
'the country. As a result, we have been able to respond to the
issues raised by the Subcommittee as it holds its hearings
leading to reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965. This document will be responsive to two of the issues
raised by the Subcommittee, including The influence that
various debt levels havevon the career choices of graduate and
professional school students, and The level of unmet need among
graduate students and what impact do rising"costs have on the
quality of education and caliber of students in the lower

salaried disciplines and professions.

Unmet Needs and Loan Debts

We have studied the sources of graduate student support
and compared theSeKwith the financial requirements faced by

graduate student's. Our findings, which are illustrated in
Appendix 1, show that in both the private and pu is

universities there is a very s bstantial propor on of expenses
that are not met with the cur ent combined leve s of

fellowships, research and tea ing assistantships and loans..
For example, of the 20 gradua schools studied, only eight had
more than 501 of the graduate student support Available from
these sources and only one had as much as 80% of the needs of

students Met. By contrast, only two years earli more of
these institutions were able to meet more than 50 off' graduate

school need. At the University of Michigan, as A pendix 2
shows, in 1981-82"the average dollars required fo a graduate
student was $9,307; yet, we could provide only $3, 3 to,, meet

that total.

Therefore, since 1979, many students have faced an all

too familiar trend in funding: reductions in federally funded
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fellowships and research assistantships have been offset by
increases in loans. That this has been the case is shown in
the results of a survey of graduating seniors, the results of
which appear in a COFHE report, "Beyond the Baccalaureate."
Appendix 3, taken from this report reveals a loan debt in the
range of $5,000 to $7,500 for almost one -third of the

.

undergraduates in the private institutions studied, 'with 42% of
them hauling incurred debts of over $7,500. Among seniors from
the public universities in the study, two-thirds reported Loan
debts in the $2,50049,999 range.

yFffects Upon Choice of Careers

What are the effects of this situation up n the choices
made by able undergraduates in respect to care rs in graduate
and professional education. Appendices 4 and ,,which are
taken from "Beyond the Baccalaureate" address this question.
Thus, two-thirds of the seniors in private (Appendix 4) and
public institutions (Appendix 5) considered attending graduate
school in the arts and sciences but, 31% of those in the
private and 40% in the public sector decided not to pursue
graduate education. Only 15% and 128 of these two groups
respectively planned to go directly into graduate school after.
graduation. The'report found that among those'in this set of
excellent students who said they might some day attend graduate
school, financial considerations were a strong, factor in the
decision making process (Appendix 7). This canclusiontholds

. 3for all of the disciplines considered, including the Applied
Sciences, Humanities, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences.
Furthermore, this point is reinforced because four of the five
major reasons for delaying graduate school relate to financial
matters, including support.

Has there been a change over time in the career choices
of excellent undergraduates who areheaded for further
education? A study of the highest achievers among students at
several uiversities was conducted by the COFHE project in an
effort to answer this question with the results shown in
Appendix 8. In this case, members of Phi Beta Kappa from
Northwestern University wertudied and the data indicate
convincingly that since 1955 there has been a flight of,the_
best students from Ph.D. programs into the professions. The
drop has been precipitous between 19.75 and 1982, a period when
federal,support was eroded by inElation. Although the numbers
of /students involved in this study is small, studies from
several other universities lead to similar conclusions. For
e ample, at Harvard in 1964, 77.2 percent of the seniors who
g aduated with highest honorS' went out on to graduate schools
i the arts and sciences; hoWever, in 1981, this figure was
o ly 30.8 per cent.
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The results of the trends we have discussed are complex
and all on the negative' side of the ledger: students with
debts from their undergraduate years are choosing to pursue
professional degrees,which often take a shorter time to
complete and which result in higher paid careers. Students who
do eneoll in graduate studies take longer to complete their
work. and, more often than professional students, drop out
before obtaining a degree. Graduate work increasingly offers
an'unattractive option to students who, being rational economic
beings, recognize this fact and say,_"No Thank You!", to
research, treachinl and scholarship. The cost to our society,
in terms of its cultural, economic an technological bp.ses may
be very great if these tendencies co inue so we must examine'
means to reverse/this'trend.

Recommendations /

Our resea ch supports tie conclusion that fellowships and
traineeships o fer some of the most desirable fords of stimulus
to the enrollm nt of graduate students and to completing their
degree work e eAitiously and successfully. At the -
universities roducing the most Ph.D. candidates, the erosion
of training g ant support beginning in the mid 1970's, and the
termination f many of the large endowment programs supporting
graduate stu ents, such as the Ford Foundation and Woodrow
Wilson programs, provoked a real crisis. Decreasing
enrollments and fears for the quality of these programs have
arisen, in part at.least, because of such flagging support. My
colleague, Dean Allen Sanderson of Princeton University, will .

deal with these forms of graduate student support but I will
-' restrict my Attention to the College Work Study Program.

College Work Study is an excellent way to help to lower
the burden of students: students prefer work,to,
bo rowing; important work, such as research and teaching, is
p rformed; this work is an important part of the giaduate
e perience; a *d, such federal support contributes to increasing
t supply of the experts upon whom we must rely to enrich our

ure, knowledge base and technology.

We are aware ttat, when the Administration recently-
reque.t.ed an additional $300 million in College Work Study
fundi some were of the opinion that not all of such
increases could be utilized by eligible institutions. This may
be true to an extent but were a modest lead time to built
into the program the increased funds would be well -used and
perform the.. important roles I discussed earlier. In addition,
given the changes that have occurred since the adoption of the
alottment formula and regulations, we suggest that it may be
wise to review them.

This opportunity to present the results of our research
and to apply, them to the important issues you raised is greatly

appreciated. We stand- ready to help you further as your needs
dictate.
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APPENDIX 2

Financial Requirements for Graduate Students, 1981-82
at Selected Institutions j

Institution
,

1411
Enrollment

Living
Expenses

Average
Tuitios)

Dollars at- Student

Required Available

Berkeley 918.17""1 $6,144 $1,801 $7,945 $3,261

Brown 1179 7,780 6,783 14,563 6,044

Bryn Mawr 359 7,370 2,608 9,978 2,508

Chicago 2189 6,700 5,754 12,454 , 5,841

s'

4.14

Calumbla 3194 7,793 3,326 11,119 4,277

Cornell 3735 7,130 5,169 12,299 7,930

Duke 1545 6,792 3,310 10,102 2,905

Illinois 7581 6,300 , 1,792 8,092 ' 3,680

Maryland 7526 5,082 959 6,041 1,764

M.I.T. 4435 8,920 7,400 16,320 7,559

Michigan 6254 5,986 3,321 9,307 3,794

Minnesota 7775 4,981 2,863 7,844 3,375

North Carolina 4227 6,240 1,603 7,843 2,441

Northwestern 2264 9,786 5,239 15,025 5,729

Ohio State 9814 - 4,986 2,066 7,052 2,766

Princeton 1468 6,000 6,886 12,886 8,986

Stanford 5770 8,020 5,249., 13,269 5,955

Wisconsin 9113 3,955 1,961 5,916 4,164

Yale 2399 7,950 4,920 12,870 6,265

Note: "Graduate Students" are hypothetical unmarried individuals with
no dependents, who enroll for two terms or three quarters.
"Living Expenses" is a 12-month budget for such a student; it
includes a book allowance for two terms or- three quayters.
"Average Tuition" is the various tuition rates (including any
mandatory fees), multiplied by the numbers of students paying
these rates, divided.by the Fall enrollment. "Required Dollars
per Student" is Living Expenses plus Average Tuition. "Available
Dollars per Student" is based on the table titled "Financial
Resources for Graduate Students, 1981-82", and includes all
sources except Loans (see other side).

10/25/83
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-Financitl Resources. for Graduate Students at Selected Inefitutlons. 1981-82

r.

institution

Federal
Fwps

Endowment
Fwps

Gen.Fund
Fwps

Private
Fwps

Teaching
Assistants

Federal
Res. Assts

Other
Res. Asits Loans

Berkeley $3.26 $1.63 86.04 $6.86 $9.73 $2.1.3 $5.47

(831) (1292) (224o) (1668) (2059) (515) (787)

Grown .53 $.09 .91 .22 3.46 1.70 .22 .95

(89) (22) (105) (36) "" (52 (294) (38) (251)

Bryn Mawr .16 .26 .12 .32 .01 .03 .28

(48) (60) (19) . (46) (2) (6) (11o)

Chicago 3.21 .37 3.62 1.99 1 * 2.30 3.96
(3471 (166) (932) (446) 135) (230) (895)

c010m6)11 1.30 .75 2.09 ' 1.49 5.38 2.17 .39 3.15
(165) (*) (294r (26 (627) (296) (53) (790)

Cornell 2.19 * 4.47 3.16 10.70 * 9.10 7

(245) (485) (354) (1091) (1009) (7)

Duke .95 .27 1.80 .16 .54 .66 .11 ..74
(117) (56) (482) (19) (212) (121) (25) (204)

Illinois 1.71 .90 1.88 .38 13.16 8.31 1.54 9.08
(221) (156) (559) (58) -(2341) (1212) (269) (3307)

Maryland .32 .01 .38 .03 9.80 2.02 .72 1.57

(58) (1) (210) (4) (1450 (422) (117) (659)

M.1.T. 3.29 1.01 2.08_ 2.32 6.43 15.26 3.14 4.56

(271) (7) (2) (219 (399) (1207) (248) ) (1215)

Michigan 3.13 .42 4.92 A.62 9.58 1.79 2.26 7

(565) (7)
..

(1815) (7) 41818) (483) (497) (7)

Minnesota .86 .09 1.00 .30 14.60 * 9.39 7

(13o) (30) (165) (63) (2030) (142o) (7)

North Carolina 1.61 .24 .33 .58 4.57 1.80 1.20 .78

(383) (6i) (123) (169) (1160) (439) (4 i 2) (7)

Northweitern .75 .13 4.52 - .61 4.91 1.86 .19 2.56

(96) (27) (363) (92) (493) , (300). (31) (535)

Ohio State 2.13 2.53 .61 16.15 * 5.73 7

(167) ' (237) (90) (2073) (701) (7)

Princeton 1.26 1.99 1.99 1.71 2.99 2.22 1.03 1.40
. (168) (no) (200) (200) (245) (184) (95) (40o)

Stanford 2.67 .75 0 2.42 7.29 4.53 * 16.70 8.16
(482) (7) (7) (7) (1129) (2336) (1757)

Wisconsin 3.47 .48 Ii2.41 1.61 11.67 10.71 7.59 8.32

(359) (79) (262) (236) (1491) (1327) (940) (2567)

Yale 2.76 1.16 6.77 .92 1.64 1.61 .18 2.97

(271) (158) (998) 1147) (841) (299) (33) (1285)

Note: Dollar figures are In mdlions. Figures In parentheses are headcount: of
supported students (FTEs at Princeton); headcount% *ay be duplicated across columns.
except at Northwestern. A "A" in a column inditates Inclusion in the next column to the

. right.



APPENDIX 3

Total Amount of Educational Loans
Owed Upon Graduation

Private Institutions Percentage

$ 1 - 2,499 8%

$ 2,500 4,999 20
$ 5,000 7,499 30
$ 7,500 - 9,999 27
$10,000 or greater 15

100%

N n 2,972

APPENDIX 4
Public Institutions

Total Amount of Educational Loans
Owed Upon Graduation

$ 1 - 2,499
$ 2,500 - 4,999
$ 5,000 - 7,499
$ 7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 or greater

Weighted N = (1,036)

(Source: COFHE, Beyond the Baccalaureate...)

Percentage

2R
24
27
14

6

1U
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APPENDIX5
Private Institutions

Gradliate School Orientations/Fall Activity by Sex.

A. Pct. Who Considered
Graduate School

B. Graduate School
Follow-through

Women in

Women's
Men Women Colleges Colleges

65 72 71 74

N 1,650 2,291 1,490 803

Not-going
Delayed entry
Fall entry

Master's
Doctorate

31X
48

10-
10
,20

31%
59

6 ....._

4
"

100% FRT.

- 1,078 1,655

C. Fall Activity

10

Graduate School 13X>36 7).22Professional School 23 15
Employment 54 67
Other, undecided 11 11

31X
60

6

3 >

1

9

31%
58

6.-.._6,12
100%

1,064s

Inn c,

593

7X>21
9X

14 l'6
>25

68 67

12 9
101k 100% 1011 , ITIt

N - 1,697 2,310 1,499 812



APPENDIX 0'
Public Institutions

Graduate School Orientations/Fall Activity by Sex

Men. Women

A. Pct. Who Considered
Graduate School 66 67

Weghted N (841) (912)

D. Graduate School
Followthrough

Notgoing 43 37

Delayed entry 641 55

FR11 entry
Master's 11 ..,16 5

'-

.7
Doctorate 5" 2

100X 99X

Weighted N (553) (612)

C. Fall Activity

Graduate School
Professional School
Employment
Other, undecided

32
0 >42 1; 7.>22\

53 70
5 8

100X 100%

WOghted N (850) (940)
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APPENDIX 7

Selected Major Reasons (Academic/Financial) for Delaying Graduate School

Entry by Field for Plus Students
(percentagesimaltiple responses permitted)

Tired of academic aspects
of school

Applied Natural
'Sciences Uumanttles Sciences

Social
Sciences

5.6% 362 392 362

Necd to Improve finances 47 42 31 Al e

Uncertainty of aid programs 22 19 12 20

Debts too high 18 13 10 , 15

Unable to obtain aid 6 4 5 6

N - 32 373 134 336

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Phi Beta Kappa Study

Highest Degree Only*

APPENDIX

1955 1965 1975 76) 1982A 4
s'

MBA 0 0 2 (570 1 (2.47.)

Other master's 3 (18.75%) 3 (12.5%) 0 3 (7.370
TOTAL MASTER'S 5 (31.257.) 7 (29.21) 6 (157.) 5 (1z.n)
3D 1 (6.257.) 5 (20.8%) 8 (207.) 9 (22.07.)
MD 1 (6.257.) .4 (16.77.) 15 (37.57.) 14 (34.17)
PhD 6 (37.57) 4 (16.71) 8 (207.) 2 (4.970
None 3 (18.757.) '4 (16.7%) 3 (7.57.) 11 (26.8%)*A
TOTALS 16 24 . 40 41

*For respondents who received both an MD and PhD or 3U and PhD,
the PhD is shower as the highest degree.

** 5 respondents indicate intentions to enroll in MBA programs
in 1984 or 1985; 2 indicate intentions to enroll in master's
programs. Therefore, only 4 respondents (9.87.) show no plans-
for graduate education.-

T
N. -*I



STATEMENT OF DR. ALFRED SUSSMAN, DEAN OF GRADUATE
SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN; DR, ALLAN SANDERSON,
ASSOCIATE DEAN, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, PRINCETON UNI-
VERSITY; AND ROBERTA POPIK, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR FI-
NANCIAL AID, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Dr. SUSSMAN. Mr. Ckairman, with your permission, I wonder
whether it would be all right for us to vary the order of presenta-
tion.

Mr. SIMON. That would be perfectly all right.
Dr. SUSSMAN. If I were to present a small introduction.followed

by Dr. Sanderson and then Dr. Popik.
Mr. SIMON: Fine.
Dr. SUSSMAN. A consortium on the funding of higher education,

COFHE, we're very pleased and honored to have been invited to
testify on the important subject the subcommittee is considering.
Over the past 3 years, the consortium has examined issues related
to the financing` and general condition of graduate education and it
has been a unique effort in that it has included 20 of the leading
public and private research universities frqrn-eccross the country.
As a result, we've been able to respond to the issues raised by the
subcommittee as it conducts its hearings. I should like to introduce
my colleague, Dr. Sanderson, who will consider some data and di-
vemity in the patt ns of financing of graduate students and
others.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Before you testify, Dr. Sanderson, I note your name

is Popik rather than Ropik. I'm sorry it was a typographical error
here. My apologies.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Alfeir Sanderson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ALLEN SANDERSON, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

"Graduate education" is not one entity but rather 400 different research-doctorate
institutions and ten times that many departments. It is a very diverse community,
and its heterogeneity often renders generalizations inappropriate. Its continued vi-
tality and effective approaches to its current problems depend to a large extent on
recognition of this basic structure.

.Current pressures at Yale are not those of the State University of New York at
Buffalo. Conditions facing the humanities lire not the same as for the sciences; and
engineering is ypt a .separate case. Among graduate6schbels we see a mix of both
large and small, public and private, technical institutes and liberal arts emptiasis.

There is also a diversity of students: some come directly from cplleges, otherhave
substantial work experience; some enroll full-time, but a third are part-time stu-
dents; in some fields a sizable proportion of graduate students come from abroad.
Unfortunately, there is not a healthy diversitywith regard to race, or, in some sci-
ence and engineering fields, gender; indeed, thb representation is inadequate to the
point of unacceptability. Less than 5 percent of applicants to many COFHE-Project
institutions are black or hispanic, and women constitute less than 10 percent of the
pool in some important fields. Most universities have genuine, determined recruit-
ment programs, blit the applicant pool remains small. A. coordinated national effort
of pre-graduate advising and training systems is essential.

Financing for graduate education is equally diverse, with universities, the private
sector, state governments, and federal programs all making significant contribu-
tions. Students are supported by fellowships, teaching and research assistantships,
and self-help opportunities (such as part-time employment, College Work-Study, and
participation in federally guaranteed loan rograms).

The federal government, both because off the important "spillover" benefits accru-
ing to the nation as a whole from an investment in the advancement of knowledge
and its broad national perspective, can and ought to provide steady financial sup-
port and symbolic encouragement. Portable merit fellowships (such as the N.S.F.

r.
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program and the legislated Graduate Pellows Pr gram in Part C of Title IX), insti-
tutional block grants for outstanding departments (or, as in the case of the Gradu-
ate and Professional Opportunities Program, to provide access), federally-sponsored
research (including support for equipment and facilities as well as for graduate stu-
dentssuch as the Danforth-Eagleton initiative), and continued sponsorship of self-
help programs provide appropriate public recognition of the importance of graduate
education.

The pat rn of graduate-student financial assistance has shifted dramatically overthe past d de and a half, producing a disequilibrium that is dampening thetenthu-
siasm for raduate study and detering talented students from pursuing it. At Prin-
ceton, for example, fifteen years ago almost 60 percent of graduate students held
fellowships won in national competitions; 20 percent were being supported by Uni-
versity fellowships; and another 7 percent served as teaching assistants. Today,
through fellowships andteaching appointments the University is supporting almost
twice as many, or over 50 percent of its students. Only 20 percent now hold outside
fellowships (even though our students compete as successfully now as they did
before; the availability of such aid is simply not what it was fifteen years ago); about
10 percent are completely dependent on their own resources. Whereas fifteen years
ago the aggregate indebtedness in the Graduate School was under $50,000, for the
current academic year our one thousand United States students will borrow $1 mil-
lion. Nationally, in 1968 the federal government provided over 50,000 fellowships,
including many in the humanities and social sciences. Today that number is only
about 6,000, and the allocation is heavily weighted toward applied science and engi-
neering disciplines.

,The shifts noted above have increased dramatically the net costs for anyone con-
templating graduate study. Studbnts must now commit more of their resources (in-
cluding borrowing, which is a commitment of their expected future resources).
Moreover, in many fields real earnings for doctorate recipients lag behind those for
other professionals. Finally, increased program lengthby one to two years on aver-
age in the last decaderaises the level of foregone income, an implicit but very im-
portant component of the costs of graduate education.

As one might expect, the significance of these changes has not been lost on poten-
tial applicants. Across the 350 members of the Council of Graduate Schools, the
average number of applications declined by 23 percent between 1974 and 1981. At
the twenty COFHE-Project institutions, the declines have been less pronounced
only 5 percent), but the aggregate figure masks tremendous shifts within divisions:

while applications to science departments held steady from 1972 to 1980 and rose 73
percent for engineering, the humanities and social sciencesareas that include
many, first-rate departments in this countryregistered declines of 47 percent and28 percent, respectively. .

With the drop- in applications and enrollments, there is a real concern about a
concomitant reduction in both quality and opportunity. It is clearly in the national
interest to encourage the finest students to continue their educationand to make
it financially possible for them to do so regardless of personal and family circum-
stances. There is no question that the very best students have access to others ca-
reers, and that the pressures to forgo graduate training can be particularly intense
fpr students who must support themselves and their families. For example, respond-
ents to a 1977 survey of 18,000 Woodrow Wilson Fellows (a program of excellence
spanning 25 years from 1946-1971) listed financesthe need to earn a living or the
lack of research fundsas the most important factor by far in delaying or prevent-
ing degree completion. Survey data from 700 doctoral students admitted to COFHE-
Project schools for the 1981-82 academic year showed that over 75 percent of that
group gave finances as "critical" or "major" in their decision making.

Reporting on meetings last fall with campus representatives for the new Mellon
Fellowships in the Humanities program, Robert Goheen, the program director and
former Ambassador to India, reported that:

"With only a very few exceptions, at each place I had confirmed again that many
of their brightest undergraduates have not been going on into graduate study re-
cently. Many admitted that they had not been encouraging even the very able to do
so. Some said talking down of a career prospects in academia was widespread amongt..
their colleagues.

"[There was] a widely shared perception that they are encountering noticeably
fewer very bright, very challenging graduate students that ten years ago and on the
whole the quality is down at the graduate level .. .."

Belief that proper inducements can strengthen the applAnt pool is borne out by
the overwhelming response by young humanists to the Mellon program (a commit-
ment that will terminate after ten yetirs) and the astounding increase in applica-
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tions to leading humanities departments this past year, the first upturn in manyyears. Equally important, but poorly understood, is that both demographic factorsand other forms of evidence (provided through contact with department placementofficers, for example, and an extensive recent survey of carrer paths of Whiting Fel-lows in the Humanities) suggest strongly that there are, and will continue to be inthe decade ahead, good employment prospects for the best qualified doctorate recipi-ents.
Ultimately, our concern is two-fold: that the very best potential candidates in allfields, representing the full diversity'of the American population, be encouragedand supported adequately in the pursuit of advanced learning, and that depart-ments receive the support they need to ffer programs of quality. At this point inour history, our national investment in aduate education seems not adequate ineither respect.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALLAN SANDERSON, ASSOCIATE DEAN,
GRADUATE SCHOOL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Dr. SANDERSON. I'm Allan Sanderson, representing the graduateschool at Princeton University and I've also served for the last 3years as a member of the steering committee of the COFHE gradu-ate aid project. What I want to say in my remarks pertains mainly
to doctoral study in the arts, sciences, and engineering. I have
three separate documents of research that has been done at Prince-ton and through the consortium, which I would like to leave aspart of my testimony.

In my oral remarks I just want not to reiterate what I have writ-
ten, but to emphasize three point, things that have come from the
3-year study we have-been engaged in.

The first is that graduate education is a very diverse community.
There are 400 separate graduate schools. There are over 4,000 de-
partments. And it's a unique structure..

In terms of fields of study, the conditions facing the humanities
are not the same as the conditions facing the sciences, and engi-neering has its own special case. If we look at institutions we havea mix of public and private, large and small. In terms of students,we have the same type of diversity, those who are attending fulltime versus part time, young versus those who are coming with
work xperience, international students versus U.S. students.W do not have as much of a health diversity as we would likeby y means in the representation by race and gender, as the re-ma of the previous panel alluded to earlier this morning.

he second point is that financing is also very diverse. It's di-1
verse in terms of types of aid, fellowships, teaching assistanceships,
research assistanceships, self-help programs. It's also diverse with
respect to the sources of aid, money coming from the universities,
from the private sector, from State governments/from the - FederalGovernment and from the students and their families. And this di-
versity of financing also varies across fields of study and institutionand the students.

Our studies in the consortium and at Princeton lead us to thinkthat we no longer have a healthy balance, that students 'and insti-
tutions are bearing an increasing share of the cost and it's an un-healthy share at present, as I tried to suggest in my written testi-
mony.

We feel that the Federal Government, because of the spillover of
benefits to the Nation and the broad, national perspective, is in aposition to provide more in the way of financial encouragement, as
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well as just psychological encouragement; as a public signal that
the Nation values this investment.

The third point is that the shifting pattern of graduate financial
aid has dampened the enthusiasm for graduate_ study, as reflected
in the declining numbers of applications, percentage submissions
which we alluded to in the written remarks, and also as a point
that Mr. Simmi mentioned a few moments ago, we are concerned
that the shifting pattern'of financial aid is also deterring the more
talented, the quality students, from pursuing graduate studyy.

We have evidence from work done from the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation, the Mellon Foundation, our own internal work on the
COFHE project, to suggest that, end impressionistic evidence which
says that this deterrent effect is this strong and it's real.

In my ownif I close with a small example from Princeton, in
last year's graduating class of 92 ettnoniiics majors, a discipline
which has a very- good employment record and very high quality
graduate education in this country, only 2 of the 92 seniors were
going on for Ph.D. study in this country.

Ultimately, then, our Concern is really twofold, that the best po-
tential candidates in all fields, representing the full diversity of the
American population, be encouraged and supported financially in
the support of advanced learning, and that the departments receive
the support they need to offer programs of quality. At this point in
our history our national investment in graduate education seems
not adequate in either respect.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALFRED SUSSMAN, DEAN OF GRADUATE
SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Dr. SUSSMAN. I am Alfrpd Sussman. I am vice president for grad-
uate studies and research at the University of Michigan. I'd like to
address the issues of unmet needs and loan debts, the effects .of
these matters upon the choice of students, and finally, talk about
your recommendations.

We have studied the sources of graduate student support and
compared these with the financial requirements faced by graduate
students. And the data in my written testimony will, I think, give
eloquent evidence of the fact that among our university there is a
large amount of unmet needs.

Just to give a few examples, of the 20 graduate schools studied,
only 8 could meet the needs that the students had for more than 50
percent of the financial burden imposed on them. Indeed, only one
of the universities in this set was able to meet :0-percent of the
need as diagnosed in the studies we've conducte . This is in con-

, in which a-
larger proportion of the need was possible.

At the University of Michigan, for example, in 1981-82, the aver-
age dollars required for a student was $9,307, and yet we could
only provide about a third of that. Therefore, since 1979, many stu-
dents have faced an all-too-familiar trend in funds, reductions in
federally funded fellowships and research assistanceships having
been offset by increases iji loans. And we have heard testimony
today about the amount of loans.
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That this has been the case is shown in the results of a survey of
readuating seniors which appears on the COFHE report, which will

left by Dr. SandersoA, called "Beyond the Baccalaureate." I
won't expand on those data becaube they're there for you to see in
that report. However, I should like to mention that in addition to
these large debt burdens confronted by graduate students, the
matter is exacerbated by our data which also show that parents are
most likely to consider that their children who go on to graduate
school, are independent and therefore are very likely to forego pro-
viding funds for that experience.

This is in contrast to the attitudes disclosed in our data where
the parents are more likely to support their students when they go
on to professional schools. This further affects the situation In re-
spect to the choice of careers, a subject with which I'd Ake to deal
now. '

What are the effects of this situation upon the choices available
to undergraduates who wish to undertake education beyond the .

baccalaureate?
Two-thirds of the seniors in private and public institutions con-

sidered attending graduate schools in the arts and sciences, but 31
percent of those in the private and about 40 percent 'in the public
sector decided not to pursue graduate education.

Only 15 percent in the private schools and 12 percent in the pub-
lics of these groups of excellent students, planned to ge directly
into graduate school After graduation. The report found that
among those in this set of B plus and A students, financial consid-
erations were a strong factor in the decisionmaking process. This
conclusion holds for all of the disciplines represented, which in-
clude the applied sciences, humanities, natural sciences, and social
sciences.

Has there been a change over time in the career choices of excel-
lent undergraduates who are headed for further education? Again,
the data I have provided will reveal some situations in different
universities. I have selected one from Northwestern University
where a phi beta kappa candidate show that there has been a
flight of the best students from Ph.D. programs.

This flight is illustrated in other cases as well and we have data
from a number of the institutions within the COFHE group which
reveal the same-effect.

The results of the trends I have discussed are complex but all
suggest that things are on the negative side of the ledger. Students
with debts from their undergraduate years are choosing to pursUe
professional degrees which often take a shorter time to complete
and which promise a higher payoff. Students who do enroll in grad-
uate studies take longer to .complete their work and, more often
than professional students, drop out before taking their degrees.

Graduate work increasingly offers an unattractive option to such
students. They are rational economic beings. They recognize these
facts and say, `No, thank you," as they confront the situation that
they see before them. And these are our most intelligent people
who can read the facts better than most.

The to our society in terms of its cultural, economic, and
technolo al basis may be very great if these tendencies continue.
So, we must examine means to reverse this trend.

31-697 0 -6
t
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My colleagues have dealt with the subject of various forms of fel-
lowship support, but I would like to center m3;" attention on college
work study, about which not much has been said, although it has
been mentioned and supported by the persons. who testified before
us.

College work study is an excellent way to help lower the debt
burden of students. Students prefer work to borrowing'. The impor-
tance of the work, such as research and teaching, is patently obvi-
ous. And this work, in fact, is a working part of the graduate expe-
rience, and such Federal support contributes to increasing tlire
supply of the experts upon whom we rely to enrich our culture, the
knowledge base and technology.

We are aware that when the administration recently requested
an additional $300 million in college work study funding, some
were of the opinion that not all such increase could be utilized by
eligible institutions. I would like to suggest that this may -be true
.to an extent, but were a modest lead time to be built into the pro-
gram, the increased funds couldVindeed, be well used by the com-
munity and perform the important roles I discussed earlier.

In addition, given the changes that have occurred since the adop-
tion of the 'allotment formula and regUlation, the subcommittee
might wish to consider reviewing these.

I would \like to close with mention of something I mentioned ear-
lier, and that has to do with the parents' obligation to students fi-
nancially. As I showed earlier tliroughthe data which I think will
be in the book that Dr. Sanderson has before him, it's likely that
parents will not support their children in graduate school, whereas
they willingly take the responsibility in the baccalaureate studies.
This fact has, it seems to me,/a very important effect upon the
work study program that I mentioned earlier.

For example, the utility of the work study program is seriously
undermined by the existing requirements for establishing financial
independence. Currently a graduate student is bound by the same
requirements that obtain for undergraduates. That is, to b de-
clared independent a graduate student must not cetzeive more han
$750, be claimed as an income tax dependent, or ve more than 6
weeks with his or her parents, both for the calendar year in which
aid is received, and for the previous calendar year.

Quite apart from the fact that in a family oriented society this
seems to me to divorce children even further from their families.

It seems to me that parents, generally, cannot, and as a matter
of policy should not, be required to assume the same financial re-
sponsibility for their children's graduate education as for their un-
dergraduate education. However, the current regulations would
prevent students who were financially dependent as undergrad-
uates from receiving need-based aid during their first year in grad-
uate school. Even though the vast majority of such students are, in
faartotally independent.

I would, therefore, strongly urge that graduate students be con-
sidered financially independent upon enrollment in graduate
school, provided they meet the criteria for independence from that
time forward.
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This opportunity to present the results of our research and toapply them to the important issues you raised is greatly appreciat-
ed. We stand ready to help you further, as your needs-dictate.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you. Ms. Popik.
[Prepared statement cif Rolvirtt Poyik follows:]



PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERTA S. POPIK, NORTHWESTERN JNIVILRSITY

cialMy name As Roberta Popik. I am Associate Director of Tina Aid at

Northwestern University and manage the financial aid programs for our

Medical, Dental and taw Schools. The purpose of my testimony is to diSCtis$

implicationSAfOrifederal policy Of debt management research conducted

dt Northwestern.

The basic Question examined in our three-year research project was:

based upon future earnings, what debt can we realistically expect a student

o.rOwer to.....inJqe 01 d of poSttmccalaureate Studies? tAi a result

01 our research, we have developed a two-fold definition of manageable

()omit tat ivel y manageable debt is calculated by using (hat portion

of Jnnual discretionary income that remains after allowing for standardized

iiyinq expenses according to the Bureau of tabor Statistics (84. Specifically,

P., portion of income available for educational loan repayment is identified

A.A the BLS item "other family consumption." nualitatively, manageable debt

is defined terms of an income-contingent concept that, first, allows for

,easonable choices regarding career and school of preference and that,. SeCOnd,

permits for choices regarding marriage, children, home-owning and othr

important life decisions.

'The'theoretical base of our model significantly departs from the

t,aditionat way of viewing Student loan indebtedness. Traditionally, ohe

first lends educational funds up to ale level of student need, not exceeding

federally- established annual and aggregate limits. Then, from this total

In'incipal .iinount, One derives a"nunageable" monthly repayment stream, either

iixed or increasing in size mi time. from our perspective, this after-the-

f..ict determination of managedble-debt puts the cart before the horse. The

only reasonable way to estimate manageable debt is to determine first what
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ts a lmanageable repayment amount for any given year, ImSed upon anticipated

earnings within that year. Only then should one determine the total debt

principal that could be repaid by such a stream of annual payments. In this

Way, the total educational deht is Lied to, a meaningful measure: 'annual

r:arn trigs .

Based upo4 n these' underlying ',Penh s ..5 a computer sfinulatoion model is
.

ir.ed to project manaro.able levels of debt 101:;;-;tudents io our graduate and

rr.

proiessional PrOgrams. Specific assunlotions of the-model are tuade-rfor-

rIliti-I'Cs rat .in-sthOol interest subs lily !repayment.. terms int UN erowtp

rirS , and repayment assescmK.nl kt,:c. The assumptions are fully Li-alined

.4)
in the notes for Table 1 and are necessary for underVirnding the integrity

.1 our. protect ions.

Before describing the model'. let nn, respond in ,itivAire to the possible

oh jet. t ion chat pro jet lions, which ex tend IS or ,20 years into the future,

cannot deal with numerousdinforeseeable contingencies. we agree. fstimates

of atonal:Table debt must tie te-elinfalateii and re-assessed every three or four.

y,a, s Sint ! changes in the economy. is wet' as, equlat ions govern Inds

st ardent aid programs Can sr.inif is aptly alter- as cumin fions and the prole( ted

1..ye s of 'fimnageable debt .
ti

Our nnageahle debt model may he %mime ted in 'terms of inv steps.

Cr, st, adjuted gross inicutifs-are derived from starting salary data And then

111( ceased, at assumed nrowth rates. over a 15-year repayment period. Second,

,, adjusted gross incomes art. converted to after-tax incomes, assuming itemized

dductions. Third, the amount of income available for discretionary educa.

o 1. tonal debt repayments' is calculated by using BLS Standard budgets as the

base. Assumine ghat the "other family consunmtion" portion of the BLS budget.

ti
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is fully available for edUcatiOnalexpecises, a progressive assessment

schedule is appl -ied to the-after-tax inco4 The "other family consunytion"

item represents a portion of the discretionary income after an allowance

has heen made for reasonable living expenses. The result of the assessment

. is to establish a series of graduated repayments, in which increased debt

rePaynients occur concomitantly with increases in income. An equal reparent

scheme is also developed by assuming that the amountAavailable during the

fifth year of the graduated plan is manageable during each year of the

equal plan. fourth, a present value calculation is used.to determine the

tntal debt princioal that would.be supported by each repayment stream.

This four-step process results in an estimate of manageable debt assuming

the full subsidy of interest during the in-school period. However, if

the in- school subsidy were to be eliminated, the capitalization of interest

4
would reduce the loan amount available for educational expenses.

The results of our research for the class graduating Northwestern in

!qua are shown in Table 1. The'lable shows several items of information:

starting salary data; manageable debt levels under four alternative

rePavment 'schemes--three assuming an in-school interest subsidy (10-year

equal, 15-vear equal and nraduated) and one assuming-no subsidy of

interest during the in-school period (15-year graduated); and an estimate
A

of the percentage of adjusted gross income available for educatinvl debt

repayments. It is important to keel,' in mind when reviewing the manageable

debt levels that these reflect total educational debt, including both,

undergraduate and graduate borrowing.

1
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Our main research findino that can be generalized to the student

Population as a whole is a numerical measure of manageable debt repayment--

between 7.5 and 4.6 percent of adjusted gross income, with the higher

parentage reflecting the filgher end of the income scale. When this

n,a,ure if applied to Northwestern's graduate and professional students,

it becomes clear that many are already exceeding manageable debt and

that others will do so 'aS educational costs continue to rise. for example.

the average debt at graduation for our students who entered in I9117 is

prolected to exceed 575,000 in three of our programs (refer to Table 7).

Individual burdens in some cases may be far in excess of the average.

lxamining individual cases, we project the maximum debt at graduation for
--

snm students to exceed 592.000 in Medicine, SE7,000 in Dentistry, $50,000

in law, 525,000 in music and $20,000 in Journalism.

Clycn uther recent researcir.(e.g., flamer, North and Davis, I987;

Natle and Wabnick, that indical,. the trend tnward smqniltfaullY

debt at both the undergraduate and the graduate levels in the

f.4h. <IS well as the private sector, the implications of this finding are

nrrl limited to private, high-cost universities like Northwestern. For

example, if one assumes that the average'educational costs for graduate or

professional programs at a flagship state university are approximately

half the costs at Northwestern, thgn public sector graduate students borrowing

al,eat JO ercent of their to%ts der already aPProachinn_the limits 01

.411,111Pdbie debt under a 10-year equal repayment-plan. If one assumes that

Ilwse students have already borrowed the average amunt as undergraduates,
a

Ihen in at least SOme cases for public sector students, manageable debt is

heing,fxceeded.

4.
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New educational loan Policies should be responsive to two serious

" ol Our research Iliting%. first, if large numbers of students

taio'clw in excess of manageable debt levels. then difficulty with renaynwnt

will cause increased costs to the government as a result Of .rising default

'.mood, anti aiuir 1111,411 tant. high 'Student indebtedness will I

e55 and choice with rgard to graduate and profess1uual educatimi at d

i Me Whell 'Our nat ion is call ing for a returnto indiiidual scholarship and

rxtedi('f(e

The k (Wept of 1.kOMP lerrnced debt. has several imp] scat ions for the

',t,tp tore of entSting loan programs. both in terM% of their front-end

hanisms, such as the load subsidy and borrowing limits, as well as their

taut -end repaymolt'umott-.%c%: such a% loan ton%ulidatwou and inrome-tontingnt

11.e.1YWfit I would like to address-briefly ea( h of these 1%%110%.

1 The in- school intest side. idy Srhnuld he maintained for graduate

Almt pllfte%c I and 1 %indent% a'. well as uneh,rirmluall, IndentS. Our research

%bows that interest is a« rued and.compOunded during the in-school period,

tuber than subsidized, thoi the amount that may he loaned to a student is

1
.peatly reduced. fhi: may he seen on table 1 by comparing the manageable

d.ld levels projected fur tp 15-year graduated renayment plan under the

sub% id led and capital zed examples,

the burrowing on the Guaranteed Student Loan Program should

N. increased for graduate and professional students. Although It may not

I intuitively obvinir. wP rot niiimedd rd it iii the (,I limit to 31 0,000 PO-

year. One of the main reasons that graduate students are now approaching

the. limit% of manageable debt is. becauSe of-LIN standard 10-year, equal

I.-payment plan. If this problem can'he addressed, 'then higher limits can

A:4
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be Justified on two grdunds. first, educational costs have been increasing

.dt a much foster rate than available financial aid. Second, our research

bows that there is a gap between availioble loan fonds and manageable debt

unv on appropriately designed, iljxible, extended repayment plan.

(Icon) the rills /Ai AS; Pra.p a'," the mvtiliani,,vi fur providing act es.. to

additional funds is not as effective as increasing the G5d limits. Ilist,

since 1'ttr,1AtA5 loans have a non-Subsidized,112 percent Aterest rate, they

will have a dkOrOpOltiOnate effeft on total indebtedness by requiring

larger reirayments relative to loan pr Mt loll. `,et And. the need In,

(.51 limits is in response to unmet need and is not intended to

idovide addittonaliluibing for loans ol cuoslenience.

J, flex1b)e Tqayment options, with loan consolidat,ron, should he

landard. longer, graduated repayluont plans will illOW manageable

r.1,1yriont. of higher debt Irvels. Our research clearly shows a signit icant

nn rease in manageable debt print. teals it the debt repayment plan is

Irr.,1 upon qradua tad rather than equal repayment% and if the period is

e tended from 10 to 15 year,. At lower levels of debt, a 10-year plan is

feasible: 00wev.er, at higher debt levels, a 15-year plan, with an option for

rrinsolidation, is necessary.

It is critical to notes the relative nature of "high debt." Students

entering low-incodxf professions such as teaching or other service-related

areas may earn no more than the 514,?511 starting salary projected for

Nun future (Hirsh: teachers_ Assuming that the students carried an

undergraduate debt of $4,500 into their prOfessional school:educations.

a single GSt of $6,000 would create hardship unless a 15-year graduated plan

. were used. Any other option may lead to default_
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Many student$ borrowing at the higher levels receive loans from

nOttple sources, loan consolidation, by combining the sources into a

single repayment with a longer term, is the key variable that allows such

debt to be managed_ txtension of consolidation to other loan sources

currently not available, Such as OTAI and , would he a significant

hell: in the hinh-cost. high-debt health professions areas_
.-

4. An income- Contingent repayoggit program, with a loan forgiveness

rcovision, Ahould pe'developed. Such a prograin is necessaily because of the

"annual need to attract talented individuals into lower-income, public-

,....vtitiflriatessions. especially at (his Lime when our socieCi'is encouraging

ciodents'to enter teaching and research careeis in order lo omintain the

.,ellence 01 o r educational and social systeMs. However, our research

indicates that tudents who choose these careers will not be ably to repay

the Sainv level of debt as those whu choose careers in the private sector.

There are two ways of approaching this problem. One would be l; limit,

In adyay,c, borrowing by prOtessinn. However, since this approach would

involve significant restructuring of the loan programs, as well as early

earner decisions by students, it is not a desirable option. The second and

viable approach would he to develop a nr0,.mam in which annual repayment is

tie,' to income, with d provision for limn forgiveness. Our research indicates

that students can pay between 4.6 and 7.5 percent of their annual adjusted

in(OnWS ((Marti educational debt_ Borrowers who could not meet their

total obligation by graduated paynonIS over a 15-yeae'ppriOd because of

lower-than-aYerag incomes or borrowing in excess of manageable levelS,

would have their re:twining debt forgiven. In effect, these students would

receive a deferred, non-taxabl scholarship from the federal government. A

.vt,m to verify student income would be required for such a. plan to work

et1,1 tively.
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An income-COntingent repayment program, with a loan forgiveness

provision, has the advantage of protecting students entering lower paying

olessioNcw as well as recognizing differences in career choice within

profession. It would etnnuraue students to enter Ilie teaciafftuld research

e roivssious aS well as Othei publii-servico fir ids.

In conclusion; it is mportant to keep In mind that our research

'lindings are not limited to graduates of Northwestern University. Since

debt is indexed to Startinl salary, the prOjeCtiOnS of umnagvah)e debt

.rte dlqfroerfate for any Student (ender9ridinate, graduate nr professional).

attending any institution (outillt or prIvate), who anticipates an eainings

,.,", I ty s uni LH to oni uSod d'. the MI nor CVSuJI

Table 1. Manimeable Educational DebtA.

. Capitalized Average Debt

... 1983 Subsidized Interest - -- Interest Repayment as Z
sehaal/ Starting 10-Year 15-Year 15 -Year 15-Year of Adjusted
rttlran. Salary, _l oat raital Graduated rraduated Cross Income

Me,,t,(1.aehtng.

Joernall4m/Advercising

Music/yerformance

Law

Dentistry

Medicine

6,756 S 8.418 $ 9.745 S 8,202

14,500 6,901 8,619 9.960 9,138

20,000 10;828 13,524 15,606 14.31/

24,960 15,479 19,333 22,230, 18,711

31,685 21,663 27,056 31,079 26,159

34,000 23.7I8 29,660 34,065 26,304

48,157,1ft 31,453 42.856 46,247 32,763

54,55( ,A 44,00u 54,000 62,00 41,894

4.6 7

4,7

5.3

6.0

6.6

6.8

7.4

7.5

*Manaable edneational debts are for the lass graduating 1984 with full assumptions
as noted on the following page.

Pental and Medical 'starting solari4s are practice income, atter the student has
fompleted an inecial low earning perio, for either au as,oclateshlp or residency:
The idwel-Incoew yearn at, fulIy red in th._ model.
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Notes t9 Tahlt3 1

1. An interest rate of nine percent on all educational loans is assumed.
0

2. the interest is assumed to be Other fully subsidized during the in-school
; period or'capitalfzed (accrued and compounded). in either case, repayment

of principal and interest begins six months after graduation. The only
exception to this assumption is for Medicine wWch received special treat-
ment with Ngard to the repayment of principal and interest to accommodate
the years in residency. Repayment of principal was fully deferred until
.niter a three-year residency period. interest payments during residency
were applied in one of two ways. if in-school Interest was subsidized,
then during the residency the annual interest payments were in the amount
of S.S percent of adjusted gross income, with the remainder capitalized.
If in-school interest was capitalized, then all interest during, the residency
period wa:: capitalized also. hut either case, lull principal and interest
payments began after the third year of residency.

is

f. Managuahlc debt principals are reported lor an assumed eight percent gTawth
in income. This represents a two perePfir"increase in real income added to
an assumed inflation rate of six percent.

4. the entire amount. ot discretionary alter -tax incona, as derived (runs BLS
standard budgets, is considered available to meet delerred educational
expenses Incurred thruu0i

111, lufil annual incomes were derived for students graduating from professional
'a:hoots at Northwestern rniversity. llowevei, these data may he generalized'
and the starting salaries may be viewed as representng low, intermediate,
high and ver.y high income ranges tor students graduaOng from au undergraduate,
graduate or professional program of study. When making such comparisons, the
length of the educational program and the first year Shat repayment begins
must be taken into account.

b. The manageable clerk principals represent total mauagjable udeskatiunal debt,
including that for both undergraduate and graduate studies.
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Table 2. Northwest pnIversiTyAverau
Prokcted 'I tai ucbc_.J.evehi

Program Length

_ AvAraiT Total Debt

Dentistry 4 $56,942,

Journalism

Advertising I 13,918

. rditorial '1 12 iO4

Law 3 1 ,55)

Management 2 21,125

Atdit int. 4 10,.2811

Music

Performance 9,364

leaching I 10,212,

Assumptions

1. Data reported for classes enterinR,1982 (.loornalism, 1981), graduating
between 1983 and 1986.

Average total debt inLiudes both actua4 und,rraduate, debt and projected,
professional level debt.

S. Only students with need-based prulessickal-level loans in excess of a

$5,000 FISL/GSL annually were included.'

REFERENCES

Flamer, Horch, and Davis Talnnted And Needy Graduate And
Professional Students: A BAIAADAI Survey .of People .WhD Applied

for Nged-Based Financial Aid ID Attend. Graduate nx ProfeRgional
School in 1910-81, Princeton, New Jersey, ETS; 1982

Hartl, Wabnick, 2132 Md.AgAtiDBAI Indebtedness at Graduate And
219/2=1.011a1 Students, Washington, D.C., ETS: 1982
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STATEMENT OF ROBERTA POPIK, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR
FINANCIAL AID, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Ms. POPIK. Thank you. My name is Roberta Popik. I am associate
director of financial aid at Northwestern University and I'm re-

Isponsible for managing the financial aid programs for our medical,
dental, and law schools.

The purpose of my testimony today is to discuss the implications
for Federal policy-of debt management research we have conducted
at Northwestern over the past 3 years.

Asa result of our research, we have developed a twofold defini-
tion of manageable debt. Quantitatively, mapageable debt is calcu-
lated by determining that portion of discretionary annual income
which is available after standardized allowances have been made,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, for living expenses.

Specifically, that portion of the BLS budget identified as "other
family consumption:' is recognized as being available for education-
al debt repayment.

Qualitatively, manageable debt is an income contingent concept
which recognizes first that students can make reasonable choices in
terms of career and in terms of school preference and that recog-
nizes, second, that students can make reasonable choices in terms
of their future family, children, homeowning, and other important
life decisions.

Our main research finding that can be generalized to the student
population as a whole is a numerical measure of manageable debt,
namely from 7.5 to 4.6 percent of annual adjusted gross income,
with a higher percentage reflecting the higher income levels. When
this measure is applied to students attending 'Northwestern Uni-
versity, we find that students are already exceeding the boundaries
of manageable borrowing, and as educational costs continue to rise,
we anticipate that more students will do so in the future.

Given other research that shows trends toward increased under-
graduate, graduate, and professional borrowing in the public and
the private sectors, it becomes clear that the implications of our
finding are not limited to students who attend high cost private in-
stitutions like Northwestern. For example, if you assume that a
student attending a flagship State university, who has costs of half
that of Northwestern, and who borrows to meet 70 percent of their
cost, then some of those students, at least, are already borrowing
near manageable levels, and if you further assume that these stu-
dents are bringing with them the average amount of undergrad-
uate debt into their graduate and professional education, then
tire are some students, at least in the public sector, who are al-
ready borrowing in excess of manageable levels of debt.

There are two implications of our finding for Federal policy in
the general level. First, if students continue to borrow in excess of
manageable levels, or if more students borrow in excess of manage-able levels, then increased default rates as students have problems
with repayments, will krovide increased costs to the Federal Gov-
ernment. ,

Second, and perhaps more important, unmanageaMe4debt will
limit access and choice to graduate and professional education at a
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time when our Nation is calling for a return to individual scholar-
ship and excellence.

The concept of income referenced debt has several implications
for our Federal loan programs, both in terms of their up-front
mechanisms such as the interest subsidy and borrowing limits, as
well as their back end mechanisms such as loan consolidation and
income-contingent repayment. And I would like to address briefly
now some of our perceptions at Northwestern University as to
what the implications of our research are.

First, the in-school interest subsidy should be maintained for
graduate and professional students as well as for undergraduate
students. Our research clearly shows that if the in-school interest
is accrued and compounded rather than subsidized, that the
amount of money which a student can manage to repay is signifi-
cantly reduced.

Second, the borrowing limits on the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram should be increased for graduate and professional students.
Although it does not seem intuitively obvious, we recommend that
the annual limits on the guaranteed student loan program be
raised to $10,000 per year for graduate and professional students.
The reason that so many students are approaching the limits of
manageable debt is because of the 10-year equal repayment plan. If
that problem is taken care of and addressed, then students will be
able to afford borrowing to higher levels through the guaranteed
student loan program, for two reasons.

First, because costs are increasing at a _faster rate than available
financial assistance, and this is especially true at the graduate and
professional level. Second, because our research shows that there is
a gap between current maximum loan limits and manageable debt,
as projected by our research. So, students can borrow to fill that
gap.

Third, students should have flexible r 4;tayment plans with loan
consolidation and these should become standard. Loan debts can be
manageable if the appropriate repayment terms are available, and
we recommend that at the higher debt levels graduated repayment
plans with options for consolidation be made available, continue to
be made available.

At low levels of debt, a 10-year equal repayment plan may be fea-
sible. However, at higher levels of debt a 15-year plan with gradu-
ated repayments is required.

Fourth; an income contingent loan repayment plan with a provi-
sion for loan forgiveness should be developed. There is a need for a
program such as this because of our national need to attract talent-
ed students into lower income public service professions such as
teaching and research.

Our research shows, however, that such students cannot afford
the same level of debt as students who go into occupations in the
private sector. We recommend, therefore, that loan repayments be
tied to income so that such payments can be manageable, recom-.
mend that over a 15-year period students' debt gets paid, tied to
their annual adjusted gross income, and that if because of higher
than average borrowing or borrowing in excess of manageable
levels or if because of lower than anticipated incomes, these stu-
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dents cannot meet their total repayments, then their debt be for-
given.

Jn conclusion, would like to say that the results of our research
are not limited Vo students who graduate from Northwestern Uni-
versity. Because; research ties manageable debt to salary as its
index, our data can be generalized to a degree to all students, un-
dergraduate, graduate, and professional, who attend both public
and private institutions.

I thank you for your attention. I would like to make available to
the committee a full copy of our research report so it can be stud-
ied in detail, and I'd be pleased to answer any questions.

[The research report follows:]
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A MODEL FOR ESTIMATING MANAGEABLE DEBT PRINCIPALS

A computer simulation model is,used to project manageable levels of
debt for students in graduate and professional progrps at Northwestern
University. Manageable debt is a function of anticipated future earnings.
The procedures of .the model are fully desCribed in Appendix 1. The
following highlights key assumptions of the model.

... An interest rate of 9 percent on all educational loans was assumed.

... The interest was assumed to be either fully subsidized during the
in-school period or capitalized (accrued and compounded). Tables are
clearly labelled as to which assumption is appropriate. In either case,
repayment of'principal and interest begins six months after graduation.
The only exception to this assumption is for Medicine which received
special treatment w4h regard to the repayment of principal and interest
to accommodate the years in residency. Repayment of principal was fully
deferred until after a three-year residency period.. Interest payments
during residency were applied in one of two ways: partial or full
capitalization. In the partially capitalized interest, examples, the
annual interest payments applied during residency were an the amount of
5,5 percent of adjusted gross income, with the remainder capitalized.
In the fully capitalized interest examples, all interest during the
residency period was capitalized. In both examples, full principal and
interest payments began after the third year of residency.

... Manageable debt principals are reported for three levels of income
growth: 6, 8, and 10 percent. Each growth 'rate represents a 2 percent
increase in real income added to an assumed inflation rate of 4; 6, or 8
percent. g

. The entire amount of discretionary after-tax income, as derived
from BLS standard budgets, is considered,aVailable to meet deferred
educational expenses incurred through loans.

.. The 1983 annual incomes were derived for students graduating from
professional schools at Northwestern'University.''However, these data
may be generalized and the'starting salaries may be vieVred,as representing '
low, intermediate, high and very high income rapges for students graduating
from any undergraduate, graduate, or professional program of study.
When making such comparisons ,1 the length of the educational program and
the first year that repayment begins must be taken into account.

The manageable debt principals represent total manageable educational
debt, including that for both undergraduate and aFiduate studies.

The manageable debt principals are empirically-derived estimates
based upon a set of fixed but reasonable assumptions. The results
should be viewed in that context. The derivations refleCt maximum
manageable educational debt since the entire amount of discretionary

n 8x
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after-tax income (other family consumption) is assumed to be available
for educational loans. However, by,changing the salary and interest
rate assumptions, projected debt capability can be increased. For
example, the income levels which are the foundation of the debt projections
may be low for students working in some major metropolitan areas and the
estimates of available discretionary income may therefore be underestimated.
Similarly, the assumption of 9.percent interest on all educational loans
may minimize debt capability if students are borrowing significant

amounts from lower interest loan programs (e.g., NDSL at 3, 4, or 5
percent; GSL. at 7 or 9 percent; Northwestern Parent/Student Loans currently
at 8 percent). However, if students are borrowing from higher interest
programs (AIRS at 12 percent; HEAL currently at 11 3/4 percent), then
ti* reported debt levels may be excessive. In sum, the model should be
viewed as being elastic, and the debt levels interpreted with a full
understanding of the model's assumptions and the parameters describing
an individual student's debt load.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Manageable educational debt, for a 15-year graduated repayment
plan, at 6, 8, and 10 percent increases in income, is shown in Tables 1
and 2. The two tables differ with regard to the treatment of in-school
interest payments, showing the fully subsidized, and fully capitalized
.examples, respectively. The 1983 starting salaries from which the debt
principals were derived are also shown in the tables.

It is important to note She distinction between Tables 1 and 2.
The debt principals in Table 1 are maximum total debt principals. If
these amounts were actually loaned to students, then it must be assumed
that the interest is either fully subsidized by the schools or completely
paid by the students during the in-school period. If the interest is
capitalized during the in-school period, the amount which may be loaned
to a student for educational purposes is significantly reduced, as shown
in Table 2. The total amount of debt principal which a student borrows
is the same under the fully subsidize and fully capitalized examples.
Under the fully capitalized example, the amount available .for educational
purposes is reduced to accommodate the interest add-on.

The percentage of adjusted gross income which is used for educational
debt repayment is also shown on Tables 1 and 2. As would be expected,
there is a direct relationship between annual repayments and income --
the higher the income, the larger the percentage of income which can be
used toward repayment. The percentages range from 4.6 percent for the
lowest income program (Music/Teaching) to 7.5 percent in the highest
income program (Medicine). The percentage of adjusted gross incilme used
for repayment is the same for the fully subsidized and fully capitalized '

examples because the total maximum debt principal is not affected by the
varied treatment of interest.

An example of the partial payment of interest during the three-year
residency period for Medical students is shown in Table % The annual
amount paid was derived at 5.5 percent of adjusted gross income, with



p
the remaining interest capitalized. A 5.5 percent rate was- used because c
the income during the residency period falls within the intermediate
income range as defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics standard
budgets. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, a 5.5 assessment rate is reasonable
for incomes at this level. The examples in Table 3 again show the
dramatic effect on maximum educational'borrowing when interest is not
fully subsidized or paid during the deferment period.

A full presentation of manageable educational debt levels as a
function of income growth rates and the treatment of in-school interest
payments is shown in Tables 4 through 9. Debt leyels are shown for four'
repayment plans: 10 or 15'years, equal or graduated. Levels are presented
for each class which will be in attendance at Northwestern University

_D during the 1983-84 academic year.
" °

In gener41, the graduated repayment plan results in'higher manageable
educaiknal debt levels. than-the equal repayment plan. The effect is
acceff5ated over a 15-year repayment Itream. The lower debt levels in
the equal plan can be accounted for by the method used to determine
annual repayments.

°

The anpual.amount of repayments in.the,equal plan was fixed at 'the
amount paid during the fifth year of graduated repayments,, The fifth
year; hs the middPe year of a 10-yeaf repayment stream, *IS selected as
representing a reasonable estimate of manageable repayments. ince the
fifth year is, in .fact, slightly less than the midpoint of the 10-year
repayment stream, it weights the equal 'repayment model at a slightly
lower- value than if the true midpoint had been used. This accounts fdr
the lower debt levels in the equal plan. This weighting has an even
greater effect when extended over 15 years.

An exception to this trend is opserved for - .Dentistry when examining
the k0-year repayment stream. In that the, the manageable debt for the
i07-year equal p ),an exceeds that for the graduated plan,. This is due tothe income shift incorporated into the Dentistry projections which
assumes the_first four years of repayment.to be at a lower salary than
the last six year To accommodate the income shift,-.equal repaymentswere defined twice, first by-,the third year and then by the eighth yearof the graduated plan. Since a payment.ocgurring significantly laterthan the fifth year was selected, the equal repayments are weighted

',toward a higher value, and totalWebt for the 10-year equal plan exceeds
the projected debt for the graduated 10-year repayment plan.

A

-
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Table 1: Manageable Educational Debt
as Related to Starting Salaries and Income Growth Rates

Fully Subsidized Interest

-6
Assumptions: 1. Class graduating 1984.

2. 1S-year graduated repayments.
3: 9 percent interest rate on loans.
4. Interest fully subsidized during in-school period.
S. Annual interest payment during 3-year Medical

residency equal to 5.5 percent of adjusted gross
income. .

o 46k., Ar

Manageable Debt Levels at Various
Rates of Income Growth

School/Program

1983
Starting
Salaries 6% 8% . 10%

Annual Debt
Repayment as
t of Adjusted
Gross Income*..

-.

Dentistry

Journalism

$30,000./

48,157
340,510 $46,247

.,
S52,818 6.9t/**

7.4

,qAdvertising 20,000 14,137 15,606 17,525 5.3
_

Editorial 14,500 8,994 9,960 11,238 . 4.7

Law 34,000 30,754 y 34,065 38,085 6.8

Management .$1,685 ; 27,887 31,079. 34,'h18 6.6

Medicine 19,809/ 53,000 74,000 0/5.5***
54,550

_62,000

7.5

Music

Performance 24,960 20,286 22,230 24,262 '6.0

Teaching 14,250 8,768 93745 10,989 . 4.6

Note. Table reads as follows: assuming a starting salary (adjustea.gros income) of '6,

slamo for advertising majors in Journalism, at a 6 percent growth rate in income,
the manageable debt level would be $14,137. Annual repayments represent 5.3 percent
of adjusted gross income.

ilifeyo Appendix 1, "Notes for Table 1,"..for derivation of.starting salaries.

Also, refer to "Notes for Tables 1 and 2" on page 6.
P

O
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Table Capitalized Educational Debt

as Related to Starting Salaries'and Income Growth Rates

Fully Capitalized. Interest

Assumptions: A. Class sTaduating 1984.
2. 15-year graduated repayments.
3. 9 percent Interest rate on loans.

4. Interest fully subsidized during in- school and
4 Medical residency periods.

Capitilized Debt Levels at Various
Rates of InCome Growth ,.

1983
Starting

'10%

Annual Debt
Repayment as
% of Adjusted

School/Program Salaries 6% 8% Gross Income*

Dentistry S30,000/ $28,698 $37,418
lfi

6.9/**
48,157

.$32,763
7.4

Journalism

Advertising 20,000 12,970 14,317 16,078 5.3

Editorial 14,500 8,251 9,138 - 10,310 4.7
,

.

Law 34,000 23,748 426,304 29,409 6.8

Management 31,685 23,472 26,159 29,137 6.6

Medicine 19,809/ 34,980 41,894 50,22a 0/5.5/***

54,550 7.5

MUSTC

Performance 24,960" 17,074 18,711 20,421 6.6

Teaching 14,250 7,380 8,202 9,249 4.6

Note. Table reads as follows: Assuming a starting salary (adjusted gross income) of
520,000 for advertising majors in Journalism, at a 6'percent growth rate in income,

the manageable debt level would be $14,137. Annual repayments represent 5.3 percent .

of adjusted gross income.
.

.,

Refer "to Appendix 1, "Notes for Table 1," for .derivation of starting salaries.

Also, refer to "Notes for Tables 1 and 2" on page 6.
k .

81-697 0-84--7
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Notes for Tables 1 and 2.

* Annual repayments as a percentage of adjusted gross income varyfrom year to year, decreasing slightly, but steadily, over the course ofa 15-year repayment stream. .The percentage figures reflect the average
percentage over 15 years. For example, for the LaliSchool class enteringin 1983, 8 percent increases in income, the annual graduated repayment in1987 is $3,126, assuming an annual adjusted gross income of 544,54.3. Atthe end of IS years, in year 2001, the annual graduate-Mlepayment isS8,608, with an annual income of $130,833. Repayments represent 7.018
and 6.579 percent of adjusted grosS income, respectively. The 6.8
percent figure reported on Tables 1 and 2 representS the average overthe IS years.

The percentage remains relatively
constant for different years of

graduation because of the growth of both income and the amount of repayment.

** The Dentistry/Associateship repayment percentage is greater than
that for Law and Management, even though its annual income is lower.This is due to the fact that the associateship repayment period is forfour years, whereas the other programs' repayment streams are for a full15 years. Dentistry, therefore, does not exhibit as strong an effect of
the steady decline degcribed above.

*** For thfully subsidized example, 5.5 percent of adjusted grossincome gobs toward interest payments. For the fully capitalized example,
no interest payments are made during residency.

A
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:fable 3: Interest Examples for Medical Students

Partial Capitalized Interest During Residency .

Assulliptions:

I. Full subsidy of interest during the in-school period.
2. Length of residency equals three years.

3. Annual interest payments during residency equal 5.5 pei.cent of

adjusted gross income.
4. Principal is fully deferred during the in-school and residency

periods.
5. Loans at 9 percent interest.
6. 1983 residency salaries: first -year $19,809; second-year, $20,797;

third-year, $21,539. Salaries increased at actually-obsTrved rate

of S percent.
7. Income during practice years increased at 8 percent.

8. Class entering 1981, graduating 1985.

A. 15-year graduated repayments..

Maximum Educational Loans = $67,000*

Maximum Total Debt = $82,717**

Actual Amount Principal

Year Income S.5% Payment Interest Capitalized Balance

$67,000

1986 $22,931 ;1,261 $6,030 $4,769 71
'

76Q

1987 25,279 1,390 6,459 5,069
-'76038

1988 , 27,490 1,512 6,915 5,403 32,241

_

B. 1S-year equal repayments

Educational Loans = $59,000*

Maximum Total Debt = $71,571**

Actual Amount Principal

Year Income 5.5% Payment -. Interest Capitalized Balance

1986 $22,931 $1,261 $5,310
$59,000
63,049

1;390
$4,049 .

4,2841987 25,279 5,674 67,333

1988 27,490 " 14512 6,060 4,548 71,881

* Principal bAlance of educational loans upon entering residency.

A* Total debt includes educdtional loans plus interest capitalized during
three-year residency period.

B7
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Table 4: Manageable Educational Debt

6. Percent Increase in Income, Polly Subsidized Interest*

Graduated Re a nents
:' 15 Years

PH /-1-78S-
if Year 61-TWOnation

1986 1917

School/
pippin

Program
Lear,th 1158-4-

10 Years
Year of Graduation

1983- 1986 .I9-87

Dentistry 4 $27,507 $29,059 $30,874 $32,728
Journalism
Advertising 1 10,220
Editorial 1 6,495

Law 3 ' 22,277 23,598 25,020
Management 2 20,199 21,395
Medicine* 4 39,000 41,000 44,000 46,000
Music

Performance 2 14,677 15,552
Teaching 2 6,332 6,707

$40,510 $42,784 $45,411 $48,125

14,137
8,994
30,754 32,576 34,543
27,887 29,538
53,000 56,000 59,000 62,000

20,286 21,494
8,768 9,287

10 Yeats
P.ual R a eats

15 Years
Year arridViation

191

Year of Graduation
1984 1985 1986 1987 1984 198.$-

, . , Dentistry $28,493 $30,116 $32,030 $33,880 $38,512 $40,7011 443,241
Journalism
Advertising 10,315 12,883
Editorial 6,539 8,167

Law 22,439 23,597 25,011 28,025 29,471 $1,238
Management 20,354 21,393 25,421 26,719

39,000 41,000 44,000 46,000 48,000 51,000 54,000
Music

Performance 14,802 15,545 18,486 19,415
Teaching 6,381 6,703 7,970 8,372

1987

$45,755

57;000

* Doi-ing the three-year Medical residency period, annual interest payments are made up to a maximum of 5.5 percent
of adjusted gross income. The remainder of the interest is capitalized (refer to Table 3 for an example). Payment of
principal is deferred.

ST



Tab3e 5: Capitalized Educational Debt

15 Years

Year OT-Giradiintion

6 Percent Increase in income, hilly Capitalized Interest*

10 Years
Year or-Waaiiii i on

Graduated ileparnents

program Length 1984 1985 1086 1987 IMI--- -TOW 71911-6.... 1W

Dentistry 4 $19,487 $20,586 $21,872 $23,185 & $28,698 $S0,309 $32,170 $34,093' -.

Journalism
Advertising 1 9,376

Editorial 1 5,959 11,9275(1).-

Law 3 17,202 18,222 19,320 23,748 25155 26,674

Management 2 17,000 18,008 23,472 24,862

Medicine* 4 9 25,357 26,870 28,417 30,102 34,980 . 37,073 39,205 41,529

Nosic
Performance 2 12,353 13,090 17,074 18,091

leaching 2 5,330 5,645 7,380 7,817

Equal Pepayments
10 Years 15 Years

Year of Graduation Year ofilraduation

1684 198S. 1986 1987 1984 1985 --11186 1987

Dentistry $20,185 $21,335 $22,691 $24,001 $27,283 $28,833 $30,633 $32,414

Journalism
Advertising 9,463 11,819

Editorial 5,999 7,493

law 17,327 18,221 19,313 21,640 22,757 24,121

Management 17,132 18,006 21,396 22,489

Medicine* 25,370 26,889 28,451 a 30,139 $1,686 33,583 35,534 37,641

RlSiC
Performance 12,459 13,084 15,559 16,311

Teaching. 5,371 .5,642 6,708 7,047

* For medicine, interest is not Only capitalized during 'the in-school ierlod but during the three - year residency

as well. Payment of principal is. deferred.



Table 6: Manageable Educatirgial Debt

8 Percent Increase in Income, hilly Subsidized Interest*

''Graduated R ma eats

... .r. . i

10 Years
Year of Graduation

Program Length 194- 1985 1986

Dentistry 4 $30,048 $32,332 $35,010

Journalism
Advertising 1 10,816

Editorial 1 6,898

Law 3 23,689 25,574 27,635

Management 2 21,605 23,323

Medicine* 4 44,000 48,000 52,000

Music
Performance 2 15,431 16,662

Teaching 6,749 7,280

1987 1984

$37,822 $46,247

15,606
9,960
34,065
31;079

56,000 62,000

15 Years
Year OT-Ciiadation
1985 T986 -1587

$49,742 $53,801 $58,103

36,774 39,744

33,550
67,000 72,000 78,000

24,005
10,512

15 Years
Year of Graduation'

_...... -.......
1984 1985 1986 'U87.

Dentistry $31,453 $33,862 $36',701 $39,568 $42,856 $46,129 $49,942 $ 3,858

Journalism
Advertising 10,828 13,524

Editorial 6,901 8,619

Law 23,748 25,439 , 27,478 29,660 31,772 34,319

Management 21,663 23,196 ' 27,056 28,970

Medicine* 44,000 48,000\ 51,000 55,000 51;000 59,000 63;000 6.,000

MUsic 0 i

Performance 15,479. 46,565 19,333 20,688 q

Teaching '6,756 7,236 8,438 9,038

O

* During the three+year Medical residency period, annual interest payments are made up to a maximum of 5.5 perc t

of adjusted gross income. The remainder of the Interest,is capitalized (refer to Table 3 for an example). Payme t of

90principal is deferred.



School/
Program

Program
Length

Table 7: Capitalized Educational Debt

15 Years
Year 6FTYCatiation

-1987

8 Percent Increase in Income, Fully Capitalized Interest*

10 Years
Graduatec Reliayments

1087
Year of Graduation

1984 198.5 1986 1984 1985 1986

Dentistry 4 $21,287 $22,905 $24,802 $26,794 $32,763 $35,238 $38,114 $41,162
Journalism

Advertising 1 9,923 14,317
ditorial 1 6,328 9,138

La 3
".-4

18,292 19,748 21,339 26,304 28,396 30,690
Ma gement 2 18,184 19,631 26,159 28,238
Med cine* 4 29,162 31,492 33,929 36,623 41,894 45,249 48,746 52,616
MUsic

Performance 2 12,988 14,024 18,711 20,205
Teaching 2 5,680 6,127 8,202 8,848

R seats
10 Years 15 Years

Year of GVaduabion Year of Graduationv
1984 1985 1986 1987 :

Dentistry $?2,282 $23,989 $26,000 $28,031 $30,360 $32,679 $35,380 $38,154
Journalism

Advertising 9,934 12,407
Lditorial 6,331 7,907

Law s 18,338 19,644 21,218 22,903 24,534 26,501
Management 18,233 19,524 22,772 24,383
Med,i;41e* 29,023 31,348 33,791 36,472 36,248 39,152 42,203 45,552
Music +

Performitnce 13,028 13,942 16,272 17,413
Teaching 5,686 6,090 7,102 7,607-

* for medicine, interest is not only capitalized during the in-school period, but during the three-year residency
as well. Payment of principal is deferred.
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Table 8: Manageable Educational Debt

10 Percent Increase in Income, Fully Subsidized Interest*

School/
Program

Program
Length

4

1

1

3

2

4

2

2

Year

*

10 Years .

of-GraiiTation
1984 4 1985 106

$39,599

30,701

61,000

Dentistry
Journalism

Advertising
Lditorial

Law
Malidgement

Medicine*
Risic

Performance
Teaching

$32,760

11,620
7,445
25,347
23,032
51,000

16,112
7,279

$35,890

27,882
25,336
55,000

17,731
7,999

Graduated Re a nts
15 Years

Year ariGraduation
1987

$43,589

67,000

NJ 10 Years
Year of Graduation

1984 1985 1986

Dentistry $34,606 $37,932 $41,892
Journalism
Advertising 11,545
Lditorial 7,394

Law 25,215 27,511 30,287
Management 22,913 24,90
Medicine* 50,000 , 55,000 60,000
MUsic

Performance 16,038 17,486
Teaching 7,239 t 0 7,888

E ual

1987

$46,023

(66,000

1984 198 1.986- 1987

$52,818 $57,833 $63,724 $70,113

17,525

11,238
38,085 41,891 46,136
34,618 38,080
74,000 81,000 89,000 98,000

24,262 26,700
10,989 12,074

ents
15 Years

Year of Graduation
1984 1985 1986 1987

$47,507 $52,064 $57,429 $63,105

14,419

9,235
31,492 34,360 37,827
28,(d7 31,221
62,000 68,000 74,000 91,000

20,031 21,838

9,030 9,851

Durimg the three-year Medical residency. period, annual Interest payments are made up to a mazimmli_of 5.5 percent
of adjusted gross inane. )be,,rempltiderpttlie thterest is capitalized (refer to Table 3 for an ecaiOle). Payment of
principal is deferred.

z*';":.



Table 9: Capitalized Educational Debt

10 Percent Increase In Income Fully Capitalized Interest*

Graduated Repayments

10 Years 15 Ycdrs

School/ Program Year of Graduation Year or Graduation

Program Length IMA 1985 DM 1987 - 1984 1985- 1986 , 1987

Dentistry 4 $23,208 $25,425 $28,053 $30,880 $37,418 $40,970 $45,144 $49,670

Journalism
Advertising 1 10,661 16,078u,

Editorial 1 6,830 10,310

Law 3 19,573 21,530 23,707 2 29,409 32,348 35,645

Management 2 19,386 21,325 29,137 32,051

Medicine* 4 33,481 36,838 40,418 44,443 50,220 55,266- 60,627 66,6b5

Music .4

Performance 2 13,561 14,024

Teaching. 2 6,127 6,733

20,421
9,249

22,473
10,162

Dentistry
Journalism

Advertising

Editorial
Law
Managemeit 4
Medicine*
Music

Performance.
Teaching

E ual R ia nts

10 Years , 15 Years

Year ofGraduation Year of Graduation

1984 1985 1986 1987 1984 1905 --086- 1987

$24,516 $26,872 0,677 $32,604 $33,655 $36,883 $40,684 144,705

10,592 13,228

6,783 8,472

19,471 21,244 23,387 24,318 26,532 29,209

19,285 21,040 24,086 26,278

33,061 36,382 39,938 43,914 41,291 45,439 . 49,880 54,846

. 13,499 14,718 16,860 18,381

6,085 6,639 7,600 8,291

* Foi medicine, interest is not only capitalized during the 1n- school seriod but during the three.-year residency

1 as well. Payment of principal is deferred.

'---_,
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A !,ioDEL FOR ESTIMATING MANAGEABLE mu PRINCIPALS
r

APPENDIX 1: TTIIOD AND C4IPARISON OF 1981 AND 1983 VERSIONS 01 MONT

The basic structure of,the current.1983 version of the model is
unchanged from the earlier 1981 version. Starting salary figures were
revised based upon new information and, in the cases of Medicine and
Dentistry, the treatment of residency and associateship periods was
changed.

For Dentistry, a new approach was used to approximate the actual
experience of practicing dentists. Informatipn provided by the Dental
School and the American Dental Association indicated that graduates of
Dental programs generally go through a period of associateship (about
four years long) at a relatively low salary, and then move into a full
practice or other professional arrangement which provides a much higher
income._ Therefore, the model was adjusted to,allow for this shift in
income level.

Medical residents do not begin loan repayment until after a three-
year residency period. The model was adjusted to delay repayment until
after the seven-year in-school and residency period. At that time
doctors would begin earning the estimated starting practice income and
would. begin a 10 or 15-year repayment period. The earlier version of
the model assumed a four-year residency, with repayment of principal and
interest occurring in the third and fourth years followed by an eight or
13-year repayment period during the practice years.

The results of the 1983 version of the manageable debt principals
model are presented in Tables 1-and 2. Table 1 clearly shows that with
two exceptions (Management and Risk) actual annual incomes in 1983 are
rower than the salaries which would hay* been projected using, the 1980
incomes, assuming an 8 percent increase in income, The actual annual
rates of change emphasize that most incomes have not increased at the
originally-projected rate of 8 percent. Incomes for graduates of the
Kellogg Graduate SchoQi of Management have increased at a slightly
faster rate than previously assumed. Due to the lack of current information
about,average starting salaries for performing musicians, the 1980
salary, projected to 1983, was used.

A comparison of the results of the current and previous versions of
the model is shown in Table 2, With the exceptions of Dentistry, Management ,
and Music, the slower- than projected increase in incomes has resulted in
lower calculated debt principals for each program.

94
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The model may be described in terms of four steps. First; adjusted

gross incomes were derived from starting salary data and then increased

over a 15 -year repayment period. Second, derivations were based oil

after-tax incomes, assuming itemized deductions. In the third step, the

amount of after-tax income available for discretionary educational
expenses ;as calculated. Using BLS standard budgets as the base, a
progressive assessment schedule I-us applied to after-tax income which
assumed that the "other family dPrtsumption" portion of the BLS budget
was fully available for educational expenses. This provided a series of

graduated repayments in which increased debt repayments occurred concomitant
with increases in income.- An equal repayment scheme was also developed
by assuming that the amount available during the fifth year of the
graduated plan was manageable for each year of the equal plan. In the

iourth step, a present value calculation was used to,determine the total
.debt principal which would he supported by each repayment stream. This

provided an estimate of manageable debt assuming the full subsidy of
interest during the in-school period. If it Were-assumed that in-school
interest was capitalized, although the debt principals would remain the
same, the amount available for educational purposes would decrease.

The following provides a step-by-step discussion of the' calcu tions

reqUired to determine the income and manageable debt level fi ures
presented in the tables. An example of a full 15-year repayment stream
is shown in Table 3. It provides an example of each component of the

method and should be referred to frequently.

I. Annual Income

Annual income figures were derived in the following manner, Salary
statistics were analyzed to provide a best-estimate of the startin
salami of the 1933 graduating class. It was assumed that ha of t e

saTary was earned during the latter part of 1983. The half-year salary
amount was discounted at 6, 8 or 10 percent to derive an estimate of the
income for the first half of 1983. The half-year figures were summed to
provide a total 1983 annual income.

EXAMPLE: 1983 starting salary, effective 7/1/83-= $31,685

Half-year income, 7/1/83 12/31/83- $15,842

Half-ear income, 1/1/83 6/30/83 .= 514,946

($11,000 discounted at 6%)

1983 annual income = 53(1,48

Actual 1983 annual incomes for each professional program arcs shown in
the third column on Table 1. The' "Notes' for Table describe the
sources and rationale for determining the starting salaries uhich were
the basis of the annual incomes. All incomes are assumed to reflect
adjusted gross income, net of business expenses.

Annual incomes were increased at 6, 8 or 10 percent annually to derive
starting income and projected income streams for the next 15 years.

I

a
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le
II. After-Tax Income '

(
After-tax income equals annual inctoe minus federal, state and local,and FICA rases. - '

A. State and 16c.al.Tax. 9.13 percent of adjusted gross income. Thispercentage is tEePirliiiration-.woighted
average of the state and other

taxes allowance, for incomes
greater than 515,000, used by the CollegeScholarship Service id the Uniform Methodology.

B. F CA"Tax. -FICA tax rates through year 1990 have been published bythe era governmAtJand these actual rates were used. For subsequentyears, the FICA rate wassincreased
at the average 'growth rate over theknown years 4(refer to Table 4). The taxable wage base for 1981 was$29,700 and this base was increased at 6, 8, or 10 percent annually.

C. Federal Tax.' 'Federal income tax was computed using actual tax rateschedules. Thb Uonomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 established these
schedules through year 1984. These are shown in Table 5. After 1984,the Tax Act Authond.zed Tax brackets and personal exemptions to be indexedto the consumer price index. In the model, 6, 8, and 10 percent annual.4e_ gpwth rates haVe been used to derive the appropriate tax table for agiven year.. The following assumptions were Made: married, family oftwo, filing a joint return,

spouse'not working, no Unearned income.

Up411.1. 1985 annual income - $ ,594

Compute after-tax income in year 1985, assuming
6 percent increase in iicome.

1. Compute state and local tax.

34,594 x .0918 = 3,176

2. Compute FICA tax.

34,594 x .0705 2,439

3. Compute federal tax. ---irtferrliwnsterftrmpoems
and tax brackets to the annual growth rate.

Taxable income 4. 34,594 - (2,000 x 1.06)
- 32,474

((3,400 x 1.06) - 0) x 0 0

+((5,500 x 1.06) - (3,401 x 1.06)) x .11 = 245

(32,474 - (29,901 x 1.06)) x .28 - 218

=5,794

96
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Calculate after tax lnceme.

34,!-)94 3,170 2,439 5,294 23,05

this value of after-tax income is after one iteration,

before interest paymentA are deducted Isee Section II. D.

AP helots.). For subsequent iterations, FICA and state and

local taxes are calculated as described. Federal tax

is computed on annual income minus personal ,exemptions.

and 'interest payments.

D. Deduction of Interest Benefits. It was assumed that the family

itemifiTe-dircEi-Ons; i.e., the deductions for items such as medical

expenses,shome mortgage interest and charitable contributions at- minimum

cover the standarddeduction. Therefore, the full amount of interest

payments on the educational loan was considered deductible from taxable

income.

When considering the tax benefits rAulting from the deduction of interest

payments, the amount of these payments simultaneously becomes both a

function of, and a determinant of, he manageable debt. principal. 146,

the model is circular. The computation of principal from repaytwitstin

the graduated plan.frefer to Section III) differs fvom traditional

lending models in which principal determines the annual repayment stream.

The relationship can he summarized as follows:

A

After-Tax Income

Annual PayMents

'Interest Payme

agcable
'Debt Principal

. J

The benefit from interest payments on a spwific loan principal will

generate an increase in after-tax income. This will allow higher, onual

payments which result, in turn, in a new debt principal, starting the

cycle again. The model follows this through three iterations, at which

point the bulk of the impact has been realized.

9 7
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Interest benefits were calculated by the formula:

p x

where p - principal
i interest rate per month.

It should he noted. that in the early. years of graduated repayments,
payments may be less than the interest due on the loan. If that occurs,
the difference between the tinnual interest due and the annual manageable
repayments is added to the principal. The principal begins to he reduced
only when the-annual repayments exceed the. interest payments.

III. graduated Repayments .

A Repayment:Assessment Table was developed which defines ranges for low,
11, -intermediate, high, and very high after-Oix income brackets based upon

the Bureau of labor Statistics (BLS) 1979 standard budgets, adjusted for
a family7size of two (refer to Table 6),. The after-tax income brackets
on the Assessment Table were increased at the average compound growth
rate for each starting salary over the first 10 years of repayment.

The amount of income which may be devoted to repayments of educational 4
debts conforms to the BLS budget item designated "other family consumution.-
Fhis estimate of discretionary income is the residual remaining after
allowances for all of the following have been deducted from adjusted
gross income: taxes, housing, foul, clothing, transportation, personal,
medical and other items. llie absolute amount allowed for these necessities
incteaAs as one moves from the low to intermediate, high and very high
budge thus reflecting an increased standard of living. However, the
relative percentage of the total budget. for necessities declines.
Therefore, discretionary .qpending increases as a percentage of income at
higher levels, and Repayment Assessment Table is progresslve in
nature. The Assessment Table is shown in Table b.

EXAMPLE: Management, class entering 1980, graduating 1982. Compute
graduated repayment during 1985, assumilcg a n percent
increase in income.

1985 annual income 514,594

1985'after-tax income - 524,263

a. Compute average compound growth rate of
after-tax income.

r = (ATTI0 / AT11)1/9

- (31,581 / 21,737)119

= 1.05h28
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b. Compute standard budget bracket of after-

tax income. As shown, 1985 after-tax
income falls into the very high bracket.

Very high = 11,275 x rY and over

= 11,275 x 1.056286 and over

= 15,660 and over

24,263 after-tax income exceeds 15,660

c. Compute manageable annual educational
deberqpayment.

(842 x rY) + (.149 x (ATI (11,274 x rY)))

(842 x 1.056286) + (.149 x (24,263 (11,274 x 1.056286 )))

2,450

IV. Equal Repayments (
.,-

4
The amount of each yearly repayment under the equal repayment option was
defined as the amount paid during the fifth year of the graduated plan.

V. Total Debt Principal'

The total debt principal is the same whether interest paYMents during
/the in-school period are fully subsidized or fully capitalized. The

amount of debt available for educational costs is reduced if the interest
is fully capitalized.

A. Full Subsidy of Interest Ouringthe In-School Period. The total

debt priacipaa is the present value o1 the repayment stream defined hy...
each repayment option and total length of repayment (10 or 15 years). ,
A 9 percent interest rate was assumed.

PV
P1

(1 + i)

P2 Pn

(1 + )2 (1 + i)n

wheraPV = Present Value of the Stream of Repayments
(Total Debt Principal)

P = Nionthly Payment

n = Mohth of Repayment

i = Interest Rate Per O0nth

99
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EXAME:. )kulagement, class entering 1980, graduating 1982, assuming
a o percent increase in income. Compute principal for the
graduated repa, t option, for a 10 year repayment period,
at a 9 percent nterest rate.

P1 P2

(1 i) (1 + il2

2,195 / 12 2,195 / 12

Pn

(1

1,592 / 12

(1 * (.09 / 12)) (1 (.09 / 12))2 (1 (.09 / 12))120

= 18,017

Note: Repayment amounts reportedin the tables are on an annul basis and
must be adjusted for monthly payments.

B. Interest Capitalized During In- School Period. Jhe total debt
principal was calculated as inA above. However, slice interest due on
the educational loans was accrued and compounded in the fully capitalized
examples, the total debt available for educational borrowing had to he
reduced from the amount available if the interest had been f lly subsidized'.
To estimate the loansavailable toward educakional cost, the total.debt
was deflated by the 9 percent interest rate' lot each year of the educational
program. The simplifying assumption was that.all borrowing o curred in
the first year. Therefore, for multi-year programs in which he educational
loans are actually disbursed over two to.four_years, the debt available
for educational cost is slightly understate*.

VI. Cumulative Repayments

The total cdkulative repayments, including both principal bild nterest,
are the sum of the yearly repayments over 10 of 15 years.
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Table I: Annual Incomes

a

School/Pisram

Actual
1980 Annual
Incom*

¶32,115

Protected
1983 Income
11980 Basel"

Actual

1983 Annual
Income*"__ .

1.

528,8001

kctual
kricata.1 Rate of

*Change 1980-81

d6ntistry 140,456

46,230***

Journalism

Advertising 21,185 16108" 19;200 (3.23)

Editorial 13,097 16,385 13,920 2.29

Law -.36,482 33,360' 32,640 7.22

Management 23,052 29,00 30,405 9.68

4
Mecitine

' Residency 16,'6 20,755 . 19,017 .90

Practice 45,370 57,153 52,368 0.90

%sic,

Performance 19,078 24,033 24,033 3.00

Teaching 11,852 14,930 13,680 . 4.90

tteal 1980 incomes used in 1981 version of model.

Actual 1980 incomes projected to 1983,at an assumed 8t annual growth rate.

Actual 1983 incomes used in 1983 version of models

Ventistry incomes reflectsplit salary assumptions as described in "Notes" on
the next page.

4
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%otos for !able 1: The yirrivation of 1983 Annual incomes

Dent ,ti

Based ursai.liscossions ).1th Dental School personnel, the startiAg income
figure Of $30,000 has agreed upon for dentists just'entering practice or
an associateship. Ilm."1979 Survey of Dental Practice," published by
the American Dental AssOcution, reported a median income (net of business
expenses) of $35,397 for independent dentists in the 30 to 34-year-old
age grot4 At.an average annual growth rate of 3 percent, this would he
$48,15° in 1983. Due to the marked increase in dentists' incomes
(41140tngapproximately a four-year period after graduation (generally
an associateship), the model was adjusted to accept the 'Owe\ income
initially and then use the higher income after faux years.

Journalism
6

A perusal of the current job listings for master's degree students
showed a general range of 111,000 to 518,000. The fivre of 514,500
appeared to be a reasonable midpoint for editorial/writing positions..
Several Chicago area advertising agencies were coat. red for information
about current starting salaries. The figure of S20-F100 was obtained
from this survey.

s\
Law

The Law School "Ctude for Prospective Applicants" reported a median
salarytof 334,000 for the Class of 1982: The Law School Dean did not
anticipate any significant indreaseAn 1983.

Management

The KGSM Office of Ceeer Development and Placement reported a mean
starting salary of $51,685 for the Class of 1983, as of April 18, 1983.,

Medicine

Northwestern Medical School provided he figure of $19,809 for rrent
first-year residents' annual salaries. his represented an inc ease of
'15.8 percent (5 percent'tompOunded annually) over the 1980 salary of,
$17,110 used in the 1981 version of the model. This annual figure is
eonsiitent with national statistics. The Association'Of Ameeican Medical
Colleges reported in its 1982 Council of Teaching Hospitals' Survey th91
the national mean stipend for first-year residents was $18,910 for 198:-9.3.

A recent article in Medical Economics reportCd. a 3 percent increase in
physicians' average Incomes rom 9 to 1981. The AMA's SociOeconomic
kkmiitoring System Reports. for 198 . d 1982 indicate quarterly changes
1 net income (after expenses) rangi g from -9.0 percent to 11.4 percent,

with the income of general-and family practice doctors ranging from -6.0

cc
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forjable'l icontinnedi

percent to -4.- percent. Rased upon discussions with 'ledical 'school
personnel and the variability of average incomes in the previous tuo
yeAl-H, it wasdetided to use the rate or increase for residents' salaries
to inflate the beginning income for practicing physicians. ['his calculation
yielded the figufe of 554,550.

)1us is

The Irsic School provided several stAYting salary figures for teaching
musicians. The figure of S14,250 appeared to be a reasonable midpoint
in starting teaching salaries. Salaries for prItticing musicians are
extremely variable, and an estimate was not, provided by the school.
Therefore, the. annual 'nape used in NI: previous version of the model
($19,078) was increased at 6, 8, or 1.,,percent to derive a 1983 annual
income.

I

p
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Table 2: Complirison of 1981 and 1983 Versions

Manageable DebtPripcipals

1. Class entering 1981.
2. Income growth rate 8 percent.
3. Loans at 9 percent interest.
4. Full subsidy of interest during the in-school period.
5. Principal is fully.deferred during the in-school period.

1981

15 Year

Version

15 Year

1983

IS Year
School /Pro. am Graduated EqualN...__- Graduated

Dentistry $48,175 541,664 549,742

Journalism

Advertising 22,261 19,234 13,434

Editorial 10-,786 9,292 8,577

Law 34,846 30,342 34,065

Management 27,029 23,424 28,874

Medicine

arsic

74,257 68,315 67,000

Performance 20,567 17,804 20,567

reaching 10,178 8,791 9,052

Notes

Version.

15 Year
Equal

546,129

I
11,577

Z,378

29,660

25,035

59,000

17,804

7,814

1. For all programs, the 1981 and 1983 verlrons differ with respect toannual incomes.

Z. For Dentistry, idcome growth aSsumptions were changed. The 1981
version assumed astarting income of 533,350 which increased at a steady rate.The 1983 version assumes a starting income of 530,000 which increases at asteady rate over a four-year period of associateship. A higher salary
of 548,157 is assumed whed the dentist goes into full prattice or another
professional arrangement.

-.
5

3. For Medicine, residency assumptions were changed. The 198 versionassumed a four-year residency. Principal and interest pawner were fulffdeferred duringtthe first two years, full payments were made in the lasttwo years. The 1983 version assumed a three-year residency. ualinterest payments are made at 5.5 percent of adjusted gross income, the
remainder is capitalized.

r
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Table 3: Annual 71'.eTayment for Graduated and Equal

Repayment 1xamplestjully Subsidized interest

'lanagement Class Tnteriag 1980

4.

Year

.:annual - Income

( 6% CompoUnded After-Tax

Annually J. Income

Graduated
Repayments

1Ioual

Repayments
--
1983 30,788 21,737 2,195 2.-43

1984 .32,636 23,038 2,350 2,-43

1985 34,594 .24,263 2,450 * 2,743

1986 36,669 25,641 2,590 2,743 VO

1987 38,869 27,136 2,74/ 2,743

12488 41,202 28,718 2,90n 2,743

1989 43,674 30,388 3,078 2,743

1900 46,294 31,923 3,225 2,743

199] 49,072 33,703 3,404 2,743

1992 52,016 35,581 3,592 2,743

'1993 55,137 37,555 3,790 2,743

1994 4 58,445 39,6r -3,999 7 711

1995 61,952 41,827 4,218 2,743

1996 05,669 44,132 4,448 2,743

1997 6111)09 46,562 4,690 2,743

10 Year Repayment

Total Debt Printipal 18,017 18,045

Cumulative Repayments 28,513 27,430

14-Year Repayment

Total Debt Principal 24,8'' 22,537

Cumulative Repayments 49,658 41,145

.x.

Read table as follows: Management, class entering 1980, graduating 1982

Ttwo-year program). 11.e!?in repayments in 1983. An annual income of

r.
$30,788 in 1983 will increase at a 0 percent rate to 569,609 in 1997.
After-tax income shows annual income after reduction for taxes, assuming

itqmized deductions. Graduated repayments were calculate' by applying

the "47ayment Assessment Schedule" to after-tax income. Equal repayments

equal the amount paid during the fifth year of the graduated repayment
example. Repayments include principal and Interest. Total debt firincipal

reflects principal portion of repaymentS. Cumulative repayments reflect,
the sum of principal and interest over the 10 or 15-year period.
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Table 4: rtc Tax Ra es

4

Year

1982

-1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1938

1989

1990-

a 1991

4
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2002

2003

2004

2005 -

* Begin projected values.

1.06

FICA Tax Ra c.

6,70°,

6.70

6.-0

7.05

7.15

7.15

7.15

7.65

7.79*

-.93

8.06

8.20

8.34

8.18

8.62

8.76

8.89

9.03

*,31

9.45

9.58

9"
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Table 5: Federal Income Tax Rate Schedules

Taxable Income, Joint Return*. 1981'

Tax Rate 01

19841982 1983
....t----

ik i ...0 to S 3,400 0 :0 0 0

3,401 to 5,500 14 12 11 11

* ,

5,501 to 7,q00 16 14 ' 13 12
1.1? ...... .

7,601 to 11,900 13 16 15 14

11,901 to 16,000 21 19 17 16

16,001' to 20,200 24 22 19 18

20,201 to 24,600 28 ZS 23 22

24,601 to 29;900. .32 ,0
26 25

29;901 to 35,200 -37 33 30 28

35,201 to 45,800 43 39 35 33

45,801 to 60,000 , 49 '44 40 38

60,001 to 85,600 SO 49 44 , 42

85,601 to 109,400 50 SO 48 45

109,401 to 162,400 SO 50 50 19

162,401 to 215,400 SO s 50 51) 50
..

215,401 and over SO SO SO SO

* ,Annual income minus personal exempt-ions,

1.07
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Table 6: Graduated Repayment Assessment Table

After-Tax Income Manageable Annual
(ATI) Brackets r Educational 9ebt Repayment

Low

q to (5,38o x

Intermediate

.051 x ATI

5,387,x rY to 8,115 x rY (275 x rY) + (1,086 x (ATI-- (5,386 x rA))

th11

8,116 x rY,to 11,274 x rY

Very High

c
11,275 x r/ and over (842 x rY) + (.149 r (ATI (11,274 x rY)))

(510,x rY) ± (.105 x (ATI (8,115 x rY)))

(

Note: r.- average compound growth rate of ATI over first 10 years
of repayment

To calculate: r (AT110/ATII)1/9

y = number.of years after 1979
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Mr. PETRE. I'm curious, Ms. Popik, when you talk about percent-
age, of annual adjusted gross income that might be available for
paying debts, and you place it as somewhere in the 4- to 8-percent
range of adjusted gross income, would that, mean after taxes,.after
the deductibility of that interest? Are you talking about 2 percent
as the most that people can afford to pay of their income? Are you
talking about after tax or before tax dollars? These are deductible,
aren't they?

Ms. POPIK. We have taken into account in making our determi-
nations the -deductibility of the interest benefits. Our model is a cir-
cular model and we go round and round with several iterations in
which one is to deduct the interest benefits on the loans. The figure
that I used to determine the percentages is an adjusted gross
income, so it takes into account the deductiofis for business ex-
penses and our percentages are calculated after the fact, so we
have already looked at interest benefits being deducted.

Mr. PETRI. Dr. Sussman.
Dr. SUSSMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr: PETRI. We've been debating around here the mix between

work study programs atid grants and loans, and one of the con-
cerns about expanding work study that was expressed in previous
testimony was that it might be unfair to some students if they
were in intensive fields or if they had to work harder to keep their
giades up than students who were quite able and didn't have to
spend much time with the books. Therefore it could be somewhat
discriminatory, to declare people, able to work -while they were in
school rather than giving them grants. Do you have any comments
about all of that?' Do you think that concern, is well founded or do
you think it's not?

'Qr. SUSSMAN. It's a fact of graduate school existence these days
that most work at ong job or another. The data I'have provided
reveal that, for examples teaching assistanceships and research as-
sistanceships as well as work outside the university are a source of
income for .most o them. Therefore, I take the view that unless the
milennium comes hat's going to continue and be a necessary com-
ponent of the support we can provide.

The other aspect of the question I would like to deal with has to
do with the fact that work study helps not only the graduate stu-
dent but also the universities which are the recipients of the bene-
fits from the work done.

Mr. Pm RI. There are some graduate schoolg, though, that prohib-
it their students from working, as I understand it. Georgetown
Medical School was mentioned by someone. So, that would bar
their students from taking advantage of these programs, unless
they were to change their rules.

Dr. SUSSMAN. There are ,very great differences between medical
education and the rest of the educational process. I suspect that the
particular needs of medical students are such that it would be very
difficult for their people to work during the course of their educa-
tion.

On the other hand, there is a kind, of work they do in clinical
practice, so in fact they are performing work during that time, but
it's.educational of a kind that work study often provides for
better students.
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Mr. PETni.''Thank you.
Mr. Packard, do you have any questions?
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry I couldn't hear all your verbal testimony. I've re-

viewed, briefly, your written testimony. Most of you'are here repre-
senting schools that normally would be considered a higher cost
school than just the average. Do you feel that students ought to be
given equal opportunity through the loan programs, the guaran-
teed student loan program, to attend the higher cost institutions as
well as those that would be the normal run of the mill university

4 and college institutions in America?
Dr. SUSSMAN. May I address that for a moment? Then I will open

the floor to my colleagues.
Mr. PACKARD. Certainly.
Dr. SUSSMAN. I take the view that access has at least two compo-

nents. It has an absolute component which is can you go to school
at all. And I would hope that the testimony that we have provided
and our colleagues who preceded us will reveal our strong feeling
that minorities and poor people in general should have access to
education. But there is a second component of access which I think
should be emphasized and that is that students should also have
the option of attending the schools of their choice. There is a wide
diversity of education available for students, for some. One level of
institution is just what they want and need. For others, perhaps,
the aspirations should be different and they should have the oppor-
tunity to select those institutions themselves.

As timesget tougher economically, for example, there is the feel-
ing among some students that they must have careetis which are
available only in one kind of institution, and there may be ether
reasons why they would like to be selective in their choice of insti-
tutions. So, if we consider both those aspects of access, I think we
should be providing the opportunities for both.

Ms. POPIK. The results of our research at Northwestern, I be-
lieve, point to the fact that students at both public and private in-,
stitutions are going to be affected if the GSL program is not ex-
panded to allow increased debt capability, in some ways. The prob-
lems with debt are nor limited at this point any more to high cost
institutions, and with undergraduate debt rising the way it is and
graduate and professional students not, at this point, having a lot
of other support available to them, it's a phenomenon that goes
across both types of institutions.

Mr. SANDERSON. I would like to add as well that we think very
strongly that it's in the national interest for the students to be al-,
lowed the choice to attend the best program that they,,can get into.
That doesn't always mean a high cost program. This year may be
an anomaly but the graduate program in geography at Penn State
is rated higher than their football team. We feel that if a student
would like to study statistics at the University of Iowa or Iowa
State, they are very good places to go. Of if you wanted to study
linguistics, the University of Massachusetts. These are departments
specific, in many cases, and that programs that are portable such
as the NSF awards or the proposed graduate fellows program, that
allow a student to be matched as best he can with the department,
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and that's clearly in the student's interest and.the national inter-
est.

Mr. PACKARD. If we not only raise the debt ceiling, but also place
in the regulations the language that would indicate that the debt
could be waived under certain circumstances of post university or
college graduation, would that not induce abuse of the loans and
perhaps encourage a waiving of the debt, and therefore become a
greater burden upon the taxpayers?

Ms. POPIK. Nan only respond in terms of personal perception,
and if you're talking about a repayment period that's extended to
15 years, then for a student to make a life decision as to what
career they want to go into and the way they want to spend the
major portion of their working' life, I personally find it !wird to
think they would be , driven by thoughts of getting around the
system.

There are always one or two peolle who do that, but I would be
surprised the students who go into graduate and professional edu-
cation would make those types of decisions. They're concerned with
the next 30,years and their quality of life.

Mr. PACKARD. You represent particularly the professions at
Northwestern.

Ms. POPIK. Yes.
Mr. PACKARD. It would appear to me that a graduating dentist,

and I speak now from personal experience; being a dentisrmyself,
that within a year or two most dentists can repay almost all loans
that they may need to get through school. But if they had guaran-
teed student loans that could be extended for 15 or up to 20, 3j)
years, at low interest rates, preferred interest rates, I know den-
tists are generally very poor businessmen and women, but they
would not normally be that bad: They would choose to extend and
use that repayment schedule, to use their funds elsewhere. Would
that give you some concern or do you think that those kinds of
abusesand I consider t4t an abVsewould be encouraged?

Ms. POPIK. The ,recommendations that I make in my testimony
do not preclude going to market interest rates when the student is
out of school. One of the points that I hope is clear from my testi-
mony is that we cap make the programs costlieritto the students
when they are out of school as long as we remember certain things
about making that debt manageable for them to repay.

So, if there are certain mechanisms that are put into place to not
influence their choice to get around the system and going to
market rates is a reasonable way of doing that, once they are out
of school, then, I think if we remember that consolidatiorOstays in
place, and a 10- to 15-year plan may be reasonable, that that might
take care of some pf your concerns. I would hope.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Packard.
Mr. Blakey, do you. have questions?
Mr. BLAKEY. I have a couple of questions.
I have two questions for Dr. Sussman and maybe some for the

panel in general.
What would be your reaction, Dr.' Sussman, you emphasized- col-

lege work study in your directlegtimony. What would be your reac-
tion toI'm going to use this word advisedlya "flexible' set aside
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of up to 10 percent of the college work study money which thepresident of the in titution or the chancellor coulct, decide that
.could be allocated to graduate students?

Dr. SUSSMAN. There is, one thing which we need more than any-thing else. It is flexibility, sir. And it seems to me that that works
in just the right direction.

Mr. BLAKEY. Ms. Popik, you mentioned two or three things in
your direct testimony which I want to pursue. Perhaps Dr. Suss-
man may want to comment on one of these as well. The question of
independentstudents, if I understood you, Dr. Sussman, you were
recommending that immediately upon entry you would be pre-
sumed independent.

Dr. SUSSMAN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKEY. For purposes of determining eligibility. As a finan-cial aid officer, Ms. Popik, does that give you any pause or wouldyou agree with that recommendation?
Ms. POPIK..1-1-m-m. As a financial aid officer I am torn. I pull in

two directions. One is tht I believe that the funds should be acces-sible to the students and that I see at the professional level where Iwork that there is not the sameI've worked in both undergrad-
uate and graduate professional education. There is not the samewillingness or ability to contribute for the graduate and profession-al education and so I think there needs to be the funds, the avail-
ability of the Federal funds, for those students.

I think that the schools can then properly administer those funds
to the neediest students with internal regulation on their part, but
without having the access to the funds there. It would cut off funds
to many needy students and leave a gap, in many cases.

Mr. BLAKEY. Let me try to rephrase that and be sure I under-stand what your response is, Dr. Sussman. Would:you have a prob-lem if that independence was presumed if the student was, say,past some arbitrary age of 22 or was enrolled asa first year gradu-ate student, if that student was required to demonstrate that, infact, the presumption was accurate, that is, they had to show that,
in fact, they were not receiving money from their parents and, infact, were sustaining themselves by some form of indicating with atax form or checks on that employee or something like that? In
other words, the- presumption is there but if the student aid, officer,
for example; asked you to shbw that you, in fact, aoe independent,
would that be problematical for you?

Dr. SUSSMAN. Well, it's not problematical, as in the present case.A'student can indicate that parental income is not part of his sup-port and, therefore, does not have to provide the forms Etna all therest. So, I would suggest the current system has worked prettx,,
well; although it requires the filling out of needs forms and so mil

Mr. BLAKEY.- OK, let me ask all three of you, then, this, general
question: Let me pose to you four options and ask you to indicate
your preference, not for one of them, but which order do you putthem in, if you were faced with the decision, Mr. Simon and Mr.Packard, and Mr. Petri are going to be faced with and you hadthese four -options: Eliminate the original fee; expand G*POP and
the national graduate fellowship program; expand access to workstudy for graduate-students; or increase loan limits to $10,000 orsome lesser number?
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In what order would you put those in terms of policy options?
Which would you do first? We may not be able to do all four is the
underlying suggestion I am making. Which would ycru do first?
Which iltmore important from your point of view?

Mr. SANDERSON. I started my testimony saying how diverse these
options were. I'd say none of the above. The community is diverse.
Now you will find out a case study right here.

Mr. BLAKEY. All right.
Mr. SANDERSON. If I jotted them down correctly as you were saying

them, we have an origination fee, G*POP, graduate fellows pro-
granis, college work study, and-loan limits. Those are the four.

Mr. BLAKEY. Yes; that's right.
Mr. SANDFIRSON. Qne of the things that bothers me in counselors

students and departments and working through budgets at a not
poor institution is that there is an increasing burden on the gradu-
ate 'student or the potential graduate student, the applicant. They
are deterred by the high cost, As programs lengthen; as they are
required, as they might be through work study, to work more, this
would lengthen the time that they're in graduate school and that

as a deterrent and reduces their ability or their time period
over which they can gain income.

Our preference would be fora greatly expanded G*POP and
graduate fellOws program that would allow students to pursuetheir careers with as much choice and with all rapidity possible.

Second, would probably be an increase in work study, and I'm
fairly indifferent on the loan limits and the original fee. I would
not like to see the origination fee increased, however.

Mr. BLAKEY. How about getting rid of it?
Mr. SANDERSON. Do you want to talk about eliminating it?
Mr. BLAKEY. Yes.
Mr. SANDERSON. Then I would rank that third with the increased

loan limit fourth. .

Mr. BLAKEt. OK.
Ms. Popuc. It is clear you will sle the -differenCes in our disci-

plines in our answers to this question. I would rank first the ex-
panding the loan limits, to provide more access to the loan funds
for my students. And second would be the elimihation of the origi-
nation fee. However, on that note, I too am opposed to increasing
the origination fee, and if some mechanism could be made for
moving it to the back end process; rather than having it as an up
front deduction, if it's not eliminated, that would be a reasonable
mechanisth.

I think that the origination fee is an unrecognized, unmet need
factor, so that if schools don't have sufficient funds to fill that gapit's a real gap at five percent in the student's budget. I mean,that's a book allowance for a whole year and it's an unmet need
factor. a whole year and it's an unmet need factor.

So, if it can be eliminated, it would be my second choice. If not,
moved to the back end. And I have no preference. Well, I do. I
would prefer work study over G'POP and the graduate fellowships.

Dr. SUSSMAN. At the risk of offending the female colleague here,I will hold with an order which is closer to Dean Sanderson.
[Laughter.]



It seems to that G*POP and relates fellowship programs are
essential. I think that is part*f the societal need which we just
might address. I also believe that wort( study 'affects a large
number of people and. performs multiple roles, as I mentioned ear-
lier. And I would put that second.

I believe the migenation fee also is a problem and to some extent
is a hidden cost, as has been said, and would put that third for rea-
sons which go to the heart of the difference between graduate pro-
grams and professional programs. I believe ttlt-rt we should assure
larger loans simply because it's too tempting tise them instead of
other, and I think more appropriate, forms of support..

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you vertmuch.
Mr. RETRI. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson, do you have any questions?
Mr. OUNDERSON. Coming in at this point; no questions.

' Mr. PETRI. Np questionS. All right. I'd like to thank all of the wit-
nesses for your very helpful testimony. I'm particularly interested;
Ms. Popik, in your discussion and suggestions and also yours, Mr.
Sussman, for work study, and for some sort of income-contingdnt3
loan program, if possible, and I hope as we try to go through the
business of reauthorizing this ,program you'd be willing to work
with members of the committee to see if we can come up with
something of that sort

One last question, perhaps. There is a lot of interest on the part
of all of you in trying CO figure out ways of having mores, flexibility
in these different programs that we now have and that is good but
then it tends to go against the idea of trying to have greater sim-
plicity and clarity and certainty of administration and I wonder if
you could-- -would you-be interested at all in addressing that?

If we were trying to simplify some of these things and Make,
them easier to administer, we're going to end up reducing flexibil-
ity. So how would' you make those tradeoffs? Do you have any
rough ideas?

-Dr: SUSSMAN. Well, I suppose I might suggest being flexible but
unyielding. [Laughter.]

That is an important question and it seems to me like the var-,
ious tradeoffs we've been discussing today, fellowship support
which is so important, work study and so on, it is so important for
us to try to rationalize the entire. process pf support for graduate
and professional students. If the reauthorization could accomplish
one thing that, it would seem to me, would_be most essential, be--
cause taking one component out of all of the forms of support and
asking about it, it seems to me makes it almdst impossible to come
to grips with the basic question, which is a coherent whole which is
based upon sober reflection so that each component is considered
as part of that whole.

Ms. POPIK. All I would like to do is indicate my support for your
concern as a practicing financial tiid officer. The programs are get-

ng more and more unwieldy and we lose sight of the bigger pic-
tu ec se our day-to-day operations are focused on maintainin_g
all the diffe nt regulations as they change, the cumulative effect
of that.

Mr. PETRI. ank you all.
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[Whereupon, at 11:42 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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